The Devil's Nest*

Farm, Garden and Household.
Fish

Guaiio.

1 his substance lias come to be used to
Mich an extent that it is proper to give
more attention to its peculiar merits, and

to study its composition and characteristics as a lertili/er. Prof. (joessmann in his
third annual report as State Inspector of
Fertilizers, which appears in lull in the
d Annual Report of the Secretary ot
tiie State Board ot Agriculture, recently
issued, savs that nobody familiar with the
We Come and Go.
Feeding Young Brood Sows.
i,attire of a good lisli guano considers it
i"
cllieient lor agricultural purposes,
If you or 1
Purine: the "rowing season, grass or
To-day should die,
than anv other animal refuse matter ol a red clover should constitute a
large proHit* birds would sing ns sweet to-morrow ;
corresponding percentage ol phosphoric portion of the food of a lirood sow. Apfhe vernal spring
Her flowers would bring,
H id and
nitrogen. It fact, all true guanos, ples. carrots and parsnips are also excelAnd
few
would think of us with sorrow.
me Peruvian not excepted, owe their most
lent for such animals. If she should be
aluable constituents, in a controlling de- fed with swill, let rich milk be dilated
Yes, he is dead
Would then be said;
1 with
vice, directly or indirectly to the lish.
The corn would floss, the grass yield hay,
dish-water, or whey, and a small
Our lisli guano consists ol the entire
The cattle low,
j quantity of oat meal or barley meal bo
The summer go,
iuix of the menhaden lish, which has :
mingled with it. Such food will promote
And few would heed us pass away.
of
us
main
.ecu deprived purposely,
por- i her growth more and will not fatten as
How soon we pass?
oii ot fat. and incidentally. more or less
1 he leading idea
How few alas!
| much as Indian meal
lit-member those who turn to mould!
completely ot its soluble nitrogenous inat- should be to keep a brood sow growing,
Whose faces fade
I he more the tlesh ]iredomiuates, the and her carcass
;
developing, by means of
With autumn shade,
iv ttie fat ha- lie. n abstracted without
a.
nutritious food for one year. No sow should
beneath the sodden chureh yard cold.
:ie application of an excessive heat, as far
be allowed to breed until she is one year
Yes, it is so—
time and degree are concerned, the old
We come, we go—
Then il she has been selected with
j
ol
f
hev
hail
our birth, they mourn our death
lie
value
toher
will
the
commercial
t
reference to prolilication and properly
A day or more,
: lie residue ol the press in ease ot all equal
to
esthe
The
winter o’er;
proprietor may begin
managed,
in village el moisture.
The flesh ot the timate her excellence as a breeder. There
Another takes our place instead.
i,sh, like that of our domesticated animals, is nothing gained by allowing sows to
ntains on an average lb per cent, ol niFrom Lipplncott's Magazine for April.
drop a litter ot pigs before they are one
1’he same el >se approximate re1:. gen.
Dinner in a State Prison.
old. Ilut, there is always more lost
year
lation exists I tween the hones and the than we
suppose. Breeding while too
An invitation to take dinner with a
textures t these otherwise widely differyoung will always cheek the proper de- friend in the State’s prison was somelor
the
lish
bones
eia-ses
of
.ig
animals;
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Inch
of
the
carcass,
velopment
(develop- thing new and exciting to a quiet little
nl the scales consist, mainly, of a vary :
ing the carcass) is an important oonsider- body like me, and I re-read Kuth Denlantity of earfilagita ns (nitrogenous) ! ation in rearing any kind of domestic ani- ham's
!
kindly-worded note to that effect,
.natter and ol ititealeie phosphate) hone mal.
There is no other domestic animal
and thought how' odd it was that we
:
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'hiisphate
i that is
disposed to be proeocious—to should meet again in this way alter ten
which contains 1 bleed while
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separation and all the changes that
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largest
possible of our improved breeds of swine. The years'
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had intervened in both our lives. We
mount of nitrogen, must lie the principal
intelligent farmer should guard carefully had parted last on the night of our grand
It brings the
in of the manufacturer.
against anv adverse consequences that closing-school party, after having been
one
lor
igliost pecuniary compensation;
may occur from breeding too young, or friends and
fellow-pupils for live years.
is
'ceiitage ot nitrogen
commercially from the sowi being too fat
[Practical She was then fifteen, and llw prettiest,
pial l four percent, of phosphoric aci<i. f’arinci
brightest and cleverest girl an Lynnhope.
tuning tin; past, it is true, there has
I was younger, and felt distinguished by
M
inducement lor considerations
lilt lYun.-yh :ilii:i (il'iingcrs lull e made I her
friendship, and heart-broken at the
;i,is I.inti o the part ot the manufacturarrangements lur an «*i;o:tinj>miflit about ; idea of losing her, for she was going
lieeause praeticallv there lias been
l.'tir mill's Iron) tin- Centennial grounds abroad with her
family, while I remained
.reel anv serious discrimination on the
at l’iiila<l('lj)liia on the lino ut the l’eunsyl- I to
studies at the institute.
my
complete
e
li
exact
..
art
regarding
\:itiia( vnlral railroad.
1 he encampment
I had plenty of letters the first year,
ttive ehi .-nival eoinpoMtion oil tin vari- is to be
to all members of the order.
but then her father died, ami with him
open
d for -ale.
es lisp guanos oife'
The lam from the camp to the grounds
A painful
went his reputed fortune.
i this branch of
fie tin n o pi -peel
will be fifteen cents out and back or ten
change occurred in the position ot the
! :-trv ilepetids, iii an unusual dei;( n
cents one way.
The accommodation for Wellbrds in consequence, and Kuth bea
iiii- exertions which hereafter
!'.
will be in wooden sheds, and the came a teacher, as 1 heard, until she met
made, on tiie part of the mano- lodgers
This movement is to and married a young man from the West,
rates, reasonable.
rs, in meet the present more exactavoid paying S-' .jo per day for board in whither she returned with him immedi1 iti<1 ns ot tlu' trade in fertilizers.
and fifty cents each way for
ately alter the ceremony. She had writI'. di ive any full benetit from the eapi- Philadelphia,
in the cam alls, to the fair
ten to me once alter becoming Ruth Dentransportation,
osteil. renders it advisable, lor all
grounds
ham, and her letter was kind and cordial
i.tii s pecuniarily interested in the lisli
as her old self, but the correspondence
i.atio manufacture, to favor a closer scii was also an
.Mr. li. nald (i. .Mitchell has been esti- thus renewed soon ceased,
et die
investigation into the changes.
of fences in the United orphan, but a close attendant at the
...eh the menhaden lish nidi I'goes during mating tin.’ cost
lie tig-ires it at sl.TlKl.OOd.OOO, couch of my invalid aunt; and Ruth's
States,
..
customary mode ol rendering.
ms of
necessitating an anna] expenditure of Sly,s- new strange life was too crowded with
nilrogetious matter, in eotise- oiHtooo
for repairs.
No estimates of the pressing duties to permit her to write
uee
it inis ipjj, ation ot heat, seems
cost of fences in .Massachusetts are given,
regularly to her girlhood's companion,
In- not always compensated for by an
but in Vermont the cost of farm fences is whom she had not seen for years. My
ease e! the v add ot oil.
so lar as to ini !ie latter, when left in the fish mass in estimated at So.7oo,ooo and in New York aunt had now recovered
Id l.(.K(o,iio
The cost in Massachusetts dulge a taste ibr travel. We were on our
indue proportion, reduces, to say the
is bcleived to be relatively as large,
in way bv the great railroad to the l’acilic
a-t. the commercial value ol the guano
thetliiekly settled portion of Kurope fences coast, and we stopped at the small capiadding a worthless matter, which may are
M'idom seen, and Mr. .Mitchell argues tal of one of the newest States to discover
lb et seriously the analytical results, as
that taking into account, in addition to that Ruth Denham was a resident there,
i- as it- percentage of nitrogen is conT. heat the lish to a higher tem- their cost, tlie ground which they render die wife of the lieutenant-governor, who
i. meit.
useless, true economy demands that our was consequently the warden of the State
erature, or lor a longer period of time
American fanners do far less fencing.
prison The note 1 held in my hand was
an is required to secure the largest posin answer to one 1 had despatched to her
Mo amount d oil, reduces, invarihly,
1 he New York Tribune replies to a cor- an hour before by the hands of a Chiname commercial value of the lish mass for
A few subsequent respondent who asks as to pasturing for man from the hotel, and it was as glad
a uitural purposes.
and affectionate as I could wish :
iiytieai .statement.-, regarding the eoni- sheep, a- follows*—live sowed on corn
stubble in the spring will make a tolera.'li,.>n ot ti«!t, and the degree of the
"My husband is quite ill with sciatica, which
lames him as well as causing him
hanges which they may sutler by steam- ble pasture good for sheep, and light land completely
intense pain. 1 am his only attendant, or 1
g and rendering, may serve as a praeti- managed in this way will be better titled would
fly to you at once, my dearest Jenny. 1
illustration ot my previous remarks, for a crop ot wheat than to put on oats nr am so sorry you leave by the midnight train
v vvell dried and tinedy ground lish guaany oilier crop and allow the same to rip- for San Francisco to-morrow, but must be content to see you as much of the day as you can
en.
I he sheep will keep the land clear,
i- .me ot our best substitutes lor l’eruwith and the rye being consumed on the land spare us, and hope for a longer visit on your
.aii guano, and ranks equally high
\Ve dine at four; may 1 not send the
return.
... I., st
quality of animal dust front our the soil will be proportionately enriched. carriage for you as early as two o’clockf
-her refuse establishments, it deserves
"Your loving friend.
"Ruth Dunham."
.1
iiberal patronage of farmers wherever
The Vi rumnt breeders of Spanish meriI had my aunt's permission to leave
ieh, nitrogenous phosphate is called no ,-heep have got so far as to appoint a
i Ploughman.
committee to draft a eostitution. They her, and was ready at the appointed hour
decide not to co-operate with those of to lind the carriage there to the minute;
Be Sociable With Your Cattle.
Ohio in a competitive register, but would and a very comfortable, easy conveyance
it proved over one of the worst roads 1
-a: i
farmer I m last spring: ••When like to go into a movement for a national
ever traveled on.
I let the register to preserve the pedigrees pure.
we were drawing out manure,
The prison was about a mile from the
drive lo tlie lot, and I stated in the
outskirts of the straggling town, which
aid because 1 could put nil better loads.
Robin Adair.
boasted two or three tine State buildings,
A I the cows commenced to give mure
in strong contrast with its scattering and
LftU-r to tin New York Tribune.
Now this man i- ail uc:lc right oil'."
I hiring tin* l:ih- \ u> age of the Swutara on the
mostly mean and shambling dwellings.
iudustrious. intelligent, tanner; and
Some hot springs had been discovered
when he is piling manure in the traimit ol‘ Venn* expedition. the parties she
carried were mostly at work in Tasmania ami near the site, and over them had been
!-. his cows given perceptible increase Now /eland:
eonsefpmntly the ship was some erected a wooden hotel and baths of the
''
One of his liaml- time* at Hobart Town. < hie
heir milk.
Why
<lay in I>eeeniber.
simplest order ot architecture and on the
so
that
he
is
I
was leading a Melbourne newspaper,
Short
horns
1"74.
nne
grade
of ornament or comid of, seeing him around, goesupto ami suddenly drew the attention of tlio.se near barest possible plan
me lo a paragraph, which I then read:
“The
fort. Just beyoud this edifice was the
n and .-avs as plain a- a cow can say,
German consul has fears for the safety of the
live me a lock of hav," and he gives it to Herman party of observation who started some prison, situated at the rise ot one hill and
under the shadow ot another and more
her.
three months since to go to the Auckland IsAnother says, "Mr. Stevens, don't you land' and establish a station/’ **Kv Jove,” considerable one. It was built of a softI said, “here we are, enjoying peace and cum- isb, light-colored stone dug from a neigh.' k that rack wants a
cleaning out':''’ and tort,
and those poor fellows may he starving. boring quarry, as the driver told me, and
his
that
lie
to
finds
surprise
“iking,
1 will jro for them.” The Auckland Islands
re
is a lot of dirt, and wet hay seed, are about -11*0 miles south of New /eland, in looking even at a cursory glance too deHe scrapes about on° south latitude and ltiii5 east longi- structible and crumbling to secure such
id rubbish at the bottom.
clean with tude, and have never been properly surveyed. desperate and determined inmates.
ail out and rubs it
It was there that the ship General Grant was
"They used to keep ’em in a sort o’
■in- straw, and as soon as his load was
wrecked. She ran into an immense cave and
said my driver, alluding
led, and while Jte is waiting for the was ground t<> pieces, and a like accident we wooden shed,”
to the prisoners, “until they got this she■:,t wagon, he gets a little teed and puts
thought might have happened to the Herman
bang fixed iqi. Pretty smart lot of chaps
the rack, and the cows eat it and
party. So the Swatara was coaled and put in
readiness. hi the mean time telegrams were they were, ior they built it themselves
•;
Between
next loads lie
the
grateful.
between myself and the German
mostly, and made good time on it, too.”
ki
the curry-comb and brush, and gives exchanged
consul, and tie* m wspaper article was continuIt was surrounded by a high wooden
i the coal's a good cleaning.
ed by the consul. In those far southern lati1 he other cows come around him. and tudes tlie wind blows hard, and generally from fence, within which a stone wall of the
the west, and soon the Swatara was bounding same material as the building was in
inis a gentle word and friendly pat for
He is a good looking off at a rapid rate. In four days tie* island was course of construction.
tch one of them.
seen, and on the day before Christinas the ship
n
u wusn
saui my comounuay,
in, and the cows like to look at him.
rantiously approached it and entered the liarpanion as we drove through tlie guarded
> a gentleman, and his presence has
D'T, Jis umirr> \\ aiming aim mo King ior signs
could see ’em at work, tor
'nothing ell’ect. They chew the cud of oi life, but tbr some tine* without success. i ne gate, “you
As he goes past b ay is M»nie six miles deep, ami hope was al- they’re putting lip their defences, and
atentiiient and peace.
most giving wav to b ar that niisfortue had beit first-rate, too.-’
pump, he asks the cows if they want fallen those poor fellows in search of seientitie doing
I had only time lor a glauee at the intie fresh water.
had
not
They
thought facts, when, on passing a small island in the side
of the enclosure.
We were already
ut it. but they drank a little just to
bay, a circular observatory was seen standing
a si
him. And so lie goes on all day. out in bold relief, and over it floated tlie tier- at the principal entrance, which was a
wonder the cows give more milk at man flag. On getting nearer, three cheers were wide door opening into a hall, with a
wafted over the water, and an answer was staircase
leading up to the second floor.
American Agriculturist.
ight.
given that came from tin* heart. Soon a boat On the right hand was a
strongly grated
was sent on shore, and the whole German pariron door opening into the main corridor
Agricultural Items.
ty, nine in all, came on hoard, looking fat and
hearty, with no signs of having been in a starv- between the ceils; the other side seemed
1111 t
proposes to engage in ing condition on a desolate island. There were to be devoted to ottices and
quarters lor
lltivatiou ol jute, the coast lands be- hand-shakings and congratulations and mutual
the guards. 1 saw knots of men about,
lavoralile
lur
verv
while
We
the
learned
that
the
1
vess
that
it,
g
plant- explanations.
but only the two at the entrance appearbrought them was detained so that the crew
are hemming tired ot raising sea island
could help put up the observatories, and did ed to be armed, and they had that loung'ton and rice
not return to New /eland as was
arranged be- ing, easy air, that belongs to security and
\\ alnut logs are in such demand that a fore starting.
the absence of thought. It was in every
being ( hri."tiiia*> eve, of course they were
;an who
recently purchased a farm of -'bn allItkept
respect opposite to my preconceived idea
on board to dinner, as theSvvatara was
tes near New Albany. 1ml., lor *ln,non,
onlv four days from Tasmania, and the ollieers ot a penitentiary, and all recollection ol
rived an oiler of jS'J.GOO lor ITJlaige ha 1 kept good fare for a Christmas dinner. its first design fled when 1 saw lluth's
nut trees growing on the place.
There were the lirst astronomers and photo- cheery face, bright and handsome as
graphers of Germany, two German naval ofli- ever, beaming on me from the first landMr. Albro 11. Perkins, of Ponifret, \ t., cers.and assistant astronomers and
photographand lelt her warm, firm arms claspriit,|v shipped a two-year-old Merino ers sitting at the Christmas dinner on board an ing,
me in an embrace of affectionate welAmerican
man-of-war
anchored
ing
in
the
n K.
harbor
to
lor
which
Texas,
Sweepstakes,"
come.
It was my friend’s home, and
received sllb.
Uf course he is a very of a desolate island, and to a looker-on the
feeling displayed would lead one to nothing else, from that moment, and a
r.-irable animal for improving the lloeks friendly
think that a separated band of brothers had
ordered home it
i this popular breed.
Toast and song went round. very pretty, daintily
1 been reunited.
was.
She had five rooms on the second
A Nevada sheep man, who had tried ; and as the Swatara had a piano on hoard, befloor, with a kitchen below; this was her
to one of the lieutenants, the songs
.1 succeeded with sheep, said: ‘‘.Sheep longing
were accompanied by music. Groups were here
parlor in front, a bright, well-lurnished
e better than a
bond
; you and there scattered about the ward-room, when room,
govornment
tastefully ornamented with picia tear oil* a coupon every six months
the chief photographer of the Germans raised
tures, some of which I recognized as her
his
hand
to
attract
the
attention
of
all.
Streaks
ill as big us the bond, and the bon i is
of gray were mingled with his black hair, and own paintings in our school-days; and
“ft as big as it was.
his face impressed one at once, and indicated here was her dining-room to the left,
From a single grain of wheat an Fln- that it belonged to a noble man. All eyes were with a small guest-chamber that she
turned
toward him, and when silence reigned,
idi farmer raised last year, lib heads
1 would
occupy when I returned.
he drew his mouth down so that one corner hoped
.1 more than ‘TWO grains ol wheat,
The other rooms on the west ot the parformed a small round (). and in melodious,
robably the ladgest yield ever known gentle strains began to whistle “ltobin Adair." lor were hers and Nellie’s— Oh, 1 had
ut showing what good soil and good cul- As bar after bar rolled out, musical, soft and not seen Nellie, her live-year-old, nor her
sweet, involuntarily all were drawn toward dear husband, who was so much better
vution can accomplish.
the old gentleman, and no instrument that ever
to-day, though he could not rise without
• do.
of
ltaglcy
Michigan, urges every was heard could give such expression to a tune
and would I therefore come
itizen ot his State who owns a piece of us did that whistle. Voices were hushed, and difficulty;
and see him ?
who
had
no music in their souls were
those
to
ground
plant :t tree upon it, April lb, entranced, and when the tune was linislied
As Ruth gave me thus a passing glance
be venerated in the distant future as it was
just midnight. Our German friends at her household arrangements, 1 saw
ne planted by patriotic hands in the cen- >oon
left, and 1 will warrant that many
the open door of an apartment
dreams of old “Robin Adair” floated through through
tennial year ot the republic.
the Swatara on that Christmas morning way back of the dining-room a light shower ol
t >id orchards, by shallow
plowing and down at the cheerless, desolate Auckland is- plaster fall to the ground, marking the oilR. Chandler, Captain U. S. N.
cloth that covered the floor, and for one
bossing with manure and ashes, may be lands.
Boston, Feb. 20, 1870.
.men a new lease of life and productiveinstant sending cut into the hall a puff ol
ness.
New growth ol wood will be stitnwhitish dust.
Ill RRK/ANE ON Mt. WASHINGTON. The
ilated, and considerable profit will tie re- ear
“Oil, that is one of the effects of our tera strong building on the tip
house,
dized in returns of lruit.
ribly dry climate,” said Ruth, following
top of Mt. Washington, was blown over my glance and
noticing the dust: “every
A pair of oxen owned by a Mr. Winslow in the late storm this week. The force ol
little while portions ot our walls crumble
•t Putney, N't., gained 17b pounds each in the wind is described as a hurricane. The
and fall in like that. There is no doubt a
days, last year, on hay and a bushel of ear house was the building which the Sig- sad litter in Mr. Foster, the clerk’s room,
"swede turnips a day. Their owner is sure nal Service party occupied the lirst and
where that shower occurred : ho has gone
int no amount ol corn meal could have
second season ot their winter
sojourn on to the city lor the day, however, and it
oen fed them to produce so good results.
the mountain, it the wreck of this building
can be cleared before his return.
Here is
has taken the course of similar occurrences
In the last agricultural report Commishusband, Jenny.”
my
with structures on Alt. Washington the
In a recess by the parlor window, on a
:oner Watts recommends tiie cultivation
material will be lost beyond preadventure
■i the poppy for the
lounge, Mr. Denham was trying to disguise
production of opium. and new timber will have
to be hauled up.
He thinks it might be made profitable, but
the necessity for keeping his tortured limb
When the half-way stable at the ledges
lhe Washington Chronicle thinks lie might
extended by an appearance of smiling
blew oil* some years ago not a timber,
He was a handsome, frank laced
be in better business than advising the
case.
board or shingle could be seen anywhere.
ultivation of so powerful a narcotic.
man, with a firm, fearless eye and a genThe mystery was where could it all have
tle, kindly mouth, and I could readily unIf a sheep which was caught by the gone to.
The answer probably is, that derstand
my friend’s look of sweet content
wool is killed a large black and blue spot the wood kept drifting in the wind until it
when I saw him and her child Nellie, who
will be seen on the under side of the pelt reached the very bottom of the deep rawas hanging over her papa with the fond
■
verywhere that the sheep was lifted by vines, where it is uncomfortable for huair of a precocious nurse. I sat
the wool. Catching by the wool is a bru- man feet to tread. Cars have sometimes protecting
down quickly beside them to prevent my
tal practice, and the boy who does it should been stored for the winter in the car house
host’s attempting to rise, and the hour that
nimself be lifted by the hair a tew times but fortunately they were all at the loot of
elapsed before dinner flew by in interestt” let him know how it seems.
the mountain.
ing conversation.
is
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“I am so sorry I had to go for a little ilust, and through tho ceiling ot which, as fall he left the prison to go by the tage
while,” said Hutli, returning to announce i it was afterward proved, they had cut a to meet the midnight train. ‘To Mexico !
that meal, “but my good Wang-llo is sick hole, and so escaped from the upper cor- were his last words to us. Heaven bless
ridor ot the prison.
to-day, and 1 had to help him a little.”
him, and grant him wisdom and courage
1 tried to hold Ruth in my arms, for in
to retrieve the past and open a fair bright
“Where is Lester, Ruth?” asked her |
husband,
her frenzy to reach her child she had tiling future!”
Margaret Hosmer.
"Oh, lie is kind and helpful as ever, but up the window and endeavored to drop
he does not understand making dessert, from it at the risk ot her lite. “They will
not dare to hurt her: God will protect
you know, Edward.”
Literary Men and Women.
“That's true, and Miss Jane will excuse her innocent life,” was all 1 could say,
“Seymour” contributes to the Hartford
.-

|

you, I

am

sure, tor she and I have been

reviewing thepi incipal features of pioneerlife. and she professes herself rather in

love with it than otherwise.”
“It is so fresh and enjoyable, despite its
discomforts and inconveniences,” 1 said;
and need i quote a stronger argument in
favor than yourself, my dear Ruth?
jits
j You seem perfectly happy, and I really
j cannot see why you should riot be so.”

golden-haired little girl in
and she laid the other hand
caressingly on her husband's shoulder.
"There is none: 1 am happy,” she said in
a low, earnest tone ; and then added
laughingly, or 1 shall lie as soon as Edward
gets well of sciatica and Wang-llo recovers from his chills
Mr. Denham begged us to go before
him, and his wife led the way to the dinShe had tier

one

arm,

ing-room.

"Toor fellow!” she whispered, "he sufhorribly when he moves, and 1 tried
to persuade him to have his dinner sent
into the parlor, but in honor of your presence iie will come, and he doesn't want us
to see him wince and writhe under the

fers

effort
.lust as v : eiitereu the dining-room a
young man came in l>y another door, carry ing a tray with dishes. I had seen plenty
oi Chinamen, but this was not one, nor
could 1 reconcile his appearance with the
position of a servant, lie was tall, wellmade, and his lace, though unnaturally
pale, was decidedly good-looking. He
wore a pair of coarse gray pantaloons with
a remarkable stripe down one leg, but had
on a beautilully clean and tine white shirt
fastened at the throat with a diamond button. The weather was warm, and he was
without coat or vest, and had a sash of red
knitted silk, such as Mexicans wear, round
his middle.
Ruth took the dishes from him and
placed them on the table, “i’lease tell
Wang-lio about the coll'ce, Lester,’ she
said as he retired.
“Is that man a servant, Ruth ?” 1 asked
in an astonished whisper.
“No,” she replied in the same low tone:
“he is a murderer condemned lor life.”

Mr. Denham hobbled in and slid down
upon a seat. 1 appreciated his gallant attention, but it was painful to see the effort
it cost; besides, much as I had seen, and
familiar as 1 was becoming with pioneerlife, to In* waited on at dinner by a young
and handsome murderer condemned to
prison for life was a sensation new and
startling, and 1 was full of curiosity as to
the nature of his crime and the peculiar
administration of the Western penal code
that made house- servants of convicts.
Seeing my perturbation, Ruth evidently
intended to relieve it by the explanatory
remark of “lie is a ‘trustv,’ Jenny dear,”
but really threw no light whatever on the

subject.
It was a very nice dinner, served tastefully and with a home comfort about every
thing connected with the table that seemed
most unlike a prison.
Mr. Denham’s intelligence and cheerfulness added to the

delusion that 1 was enjoying the hospitalities of a cultivated Eastern home. lit: and
his wife had kept themselves thoroughly
familiar with all topics of general interest
through the medium of periodicals, and
had much to ask about the actual progress
of improvements they had read of and the
changes occurring among dear and familiar Eastern scenes.
Eester came in again with the emptytray, and quietly gathered the plates from
the table preparatory to placing dessert
I wanted to look at liim—indeed, a fascination 1 could not resist drew my eyes to
his face like a magnet—yet, somehow, 1
dared not keep them there: the consciousness of meeting his glance, and feeling
that 1 should then lie ashamed of my curiosity, made them drop uneasily every time
he turned; and once when I found his
gaze rest on me an instant, i felt myself
color violently under the quiet look ot his

steel-gray

eyes.

was very observable in the
little group: the child Nellie was intensely fond of the man, and he Himself seemed
to entertain and constantly endeavor to
express an exalted admiration lor Mr.
Denham. While the latter was speaking
Lester’s animated looks followed every
word and gesture: he anticipated his unexpressed wishes, and watched to save
him the trouble of moving or asking lor

One

tiling

anything.
“No, no, Nellie, stay and tinisli your
dinner; Lester is not quite ready for you
yet.” tier mother said this in reference to
the child's eagerness to lollow the trusty

attendant from the room, and her neglect
of her meal in consequence. “Nellie is in !
the habit of carrying up the sugar and
cream lor the coifee, and she thinks Lester cannot possibly get on if she does not
assist,” aid Ruth in smiling explanation
as Nellie hastened alter him.
The next instant there was the mingled
sound of a heavy fall or a succession of
tails outside, and one quick, stilled scream
from the child.
“The dumb-waiter, quick ! It lias broken front its weights and scalded Nell with
the hot coffee,” cried Ruth, making a
spring toward the door by which Lester
had gone out.
Her husband, forgetting his lameness,
was

instantly

at her

side,

but some force

door against them both, and
abandoning it after the first etlbrt, the father turned hurriedly to the one leading
into the hall. 1 sat nearest that, and in the
excitement 1 had moved quickly aside, so
that when it was Hung violently open the
moment before my host the governor of
the prison reached it, 1 was thrust hack
against the wall, from which place, half
dead with fright, 1 saw the hall crowded
with convicts, the foremost of whom held
a pistol directly toward Mr. Denham's
head.
It snapped with a sharp report, and
when the smoke cleared 1 louncl Mr. Denham had dodged the tire and was closed
in a scuffle with the villain for the weapon.
A dozen more seemed to spring on him
from the threshold ; 1 heard his wile’s cry
of agony ; and then the door at the other
side burst in, and Lester, with his gray
eyes gleaming like a flame, bounded over
the body ot a bloody convict that fell lrom
his grasp as he broke into the room. Quick
as thought he caught lip one ot the heavy
chairs in his hands, and bringing it down
with desperate force on the heads of the
governor’s assailants, telled one, while the
other staggered back and dropped his
pistol. Mr. Denham caught it like a flash,
and tired it in the face ot a wretch who
was aiming at Lester’s heart.
The convicts fell back, and over their bodies the
governor and his aid sprang into the
crowded hall.
“The child! the child! O (foil! my little daughter!” it was Ruth's voice in
tones of such anguish and terror as I never before heard uttered by human voice.
She was looking lrom the window into
the yard below, and there she beheld
Nellie lifted up as a shield against the
guns of the guards by a party of the escaping convicts. The little creature was
deadly white and perfectly silent; her
great blue eyes were wide and frozen
with fright, and her little hands were
clasped in entreating agony and stretched
toward her mother.
“Stand behind me and shoot them down
governor,” cried Lester, dealing steady
blows with the now broken chair, and trying to make his own body a shield for Air.
Denham. The governor continued to lire
on the convicts, who were pouring in a
steady stream down the stairs lrom out of
the room where 1 had seen the shower of
held the

when a random ball from below struck
the wmdow-frame, and, glancing off,
stunned without wounding the wretched
mother. She fell, jarred by the shock,
and 1 drew her as well as I could behind
the door, on ttie other side ot which lay
the two bleeding prisoners who had tried
to take her husband’s life.
Groans, shouts, curses, yells and pistol- j
shots sounded in the hall and on the stairs;
only the back of the chair remained in
Lester’s grasp, but heaps ot men felled by
its weight and crushed by their struggling
tellows had tumbled down and been kicked over tin; broken balustrade to the hall
below.
i no guards hud rullien from tnetr surprise. and sparing the escaped for the sake
of the precious shield they bore, turned
their lire upon the escaping, cutting them
off until tiie whole corridor below was
blocked with wounded, dead and dying.
One more man appeared at tin; clerk’s
door; he was a poweiful fellow with a
horse-pistol and a stone-hammer Lester
staggered back from a dying iron bar
aimed at his head by a villain lie struck
at. without
reaching, and who had bounded down the stairs to receive his death
Irom the guard’s musket at the door. The
prisoner with the horse-pistol saw his advantage, and, cursing the governor in
blasphemous rage, aimed at him as he tied.
Recovering himself, Lester struck lor his
arm, but not soon enough to stop the fire :
the charge reached its object, but not his
heart, as it was meant to do. It glanced
aside, and Mr. Denham's pistol dropped:
his right arm fell maimed at his side ; but i
the field was clear, and Lester, catching
the fallen pistol, went down the stairs
over the bodies in a series of Hying leaps.

Times the following interesting letter on the
literary work done in New York and tin- people who do it:
A few days ago I read in one of our New
York papers that there are 10,000 poets in the
United States. No wonder our lunatic asylums till up and overflow so fast. Probably
the prose writers “in our midst” (I hope Richard Grant White won’t see that) are not quite
so numerous us the poets, but even they comprise a goodly army. Any magazine editor
can tell you that the country seems to swarm
with them. Every newspaper editor knows to
his sorrow that they are thick as leaves in Vallambrosa, so to speak. Of writers there is indeed plenty to spare, but of good writers the
number is not at all alarming. Literature, like
law and medicine, has many thousands in its
ranks who can never hope to rNe above the
place of drudges. Thov are many persons
who think writing a profitable calling—that u
successful magazinist or novelist always has a
1 was speaking
fortune at his linger-ends.
about this not long since to the editor of one of
our oldest m igazines, and was told by him
that the number of writers in the whole country who can make 8-VJUO a year by their jams
doe*, not exceed m dozen
obviously, Journalists are not included in this estimate. The
gentleman referred to was speaking merely of
the class called literary, which \~ quite distinct
from the class journalistic. Leaving out a few
favorite novelists, the writers who are known
through the magazines and the literary weeklies cannot, as a rule, average over
a
year, and many cannot get up to that figure.
It pays a good deal better to sing comic, songs
in a variety show than to write sketches and
short stories. The man or woman who can
make &00 a week straight on by writing idoing remarkably well: where.i-. there are
coin'c singers in New York who get from 8lo0
to 8200 a week lor entertaining vulgar audiences
with silly and preposterous ballads.
And the same persons, when they have become ••popular” in
the comic song business,
find themselves in demand as authors among
the sensation story paper*, and can get higher
prices for such stories as they may he aide to
work up than would be paid to really capable
writers. Think of Tony Pastor, llarrigan and
Hart. Pat Rooney and others of that ilk. stepping into the ranks of authorship, and receiving higher pay there than men of culture and
ability who have risen in literature by industry
and actual merit.

|

other stories, including “A Perfect Adonis,”
which have had a wry good sale. Julie I*.
Smith, author of "Widow Goldsmith's Daughter.” "Ten Old Maids,” and several other popular novels published by (arleton, resides in
Hartford, and enjoys copyright returns which
make her position pleasant and comfortable.
One of the best and most promising of the female novelists is Miss F. C. Fisher ("Christian
Reid”) a southern lady, residing in Salisbury.
i he Appletons may be said to have
X. C.
brought her out and she is advancing steadily
in popular favor. These ladies and a few others
who wrote long stories can make a good deal of
monev with the pen, but the majority of writers
who figure in the list of contributors to magazines have quite enough to do to keep the wolf
from the door.
KAKMXGS OF JO I KN A LISTS.

already been made of the salaries
paid to popular comic singers, the figures in one
instance going as high as
a week.
I won’t
attempt any comparison between the work of a
comic singer and that of a first class journalist,
but it does seem rather odd that a vulgar fellow
at the foot-lights should earn a great deal more
money than a leader of public opinion. Whitelaw Reid is said to get 810.000 a year, and this,
I believe is the largest editorial salary paid in
the United State.*. There are rumors that Mr.
Reid will soon lose his place, blit thus far they
arc only rumors, and probably do not deserve
much attention. Mr. Jennings, of the Times,
likewise said to be on the point of decapitation,
also receives a large salary, and a few other
leading journalists may hi put in the list of well
paid writers. Rut when half a dozen are named
the list of such writers is exhausted. The highest salary paid on the Herald is $f>.000, which
the managing editor receives. The Herald pays
liberally for special news, but its salary rate
no higher than that of any other leading paper.
The Times, Tribune ami World are managed
with close economy in all departments beiow j
the editorial, and even there no such bing a*
waste is allowed.
The average salary >t good j
editorial writers, taking the X w Yorx press :
all through, does not exceed &2.f»Gl). Re sorters
call hardly be, said to average >20 a we -k and !
there arc si-ores of reporters in Xew York who
cannot make over S'l”> a week tin* year aiound. :
The Rost and the Graphic are the onlv afternoon papers which deal liberally with writers,
and the Graphic i* a good deal ahead of the
Rost in this respect, while the editor, Mr. (’roly, is one of the few Now York journalists wlio
sympathize with struggling writers and give
them whatever encouragement they can. On
the whole, there are few professions in which
men of moderate talent cannot do better than
they can in journalism. Those who get into
the first editorial rank get what may he ended a
fair compensation for their labor, but rarely a
large one. The great body of newspaper men,
however, have to remain beiow and content
themselves with the wages of a good clerk or
Mention has

j
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Colonel J. W. Brooks, in a communication to
the Chicago Tribune, describes a wonderful
vaiie\, which will remind the reader of that inaccessible valley of Uiauiunds described in the
Arabian Nights:
In the winter of 1*71 I was in the service of
the government on the Piuto Reservation, in
southeastern Nevada. My business was to look
after the wants of the Indians, visit the different sub-divisions of the tribe, and use mv influence to bring them to the reservation,"where
they might he cared for and taught the principles of civilization. On one excursion I was
looking after the M attered bands of Sebits. and,
on returning to the
agency, was attempting to
cross from the lower crossing of the Little Colorado, on the east side of the main Colorado
river, to the mouth of the Lied Virgin, over a
dry, barren plateau of seventy miles, it was
a wearisome march, and both man and beast
had reached a state of actual suffering for want
of wab r. Serious thoughts and calculations
occupied ever moment: the fear of destruction
seemed to be indelibly stamped upon all; yet I,
who had the guardianship of tin* party, had
many times, in my twenty-six years in the far
West experienced very similar tests of men’s
souls, and, with mv ussurnnee that they would
reach water, they trudged on. While traveling
along a very old Indian trail, I discovered an
object in the distance which I supposed to be a
deer or an antelope, which was regarded as a
sign that vvuter was near at hand. Spurs were
applied to the faithful mules, and they were not
long in approaching near the supposed animal;
but, to tie.* astonishment of the party, it proved
t > be an Indian lade n with Zoona blankets, ou
bis way to what he called the Diablo—the
Devil's Nest. l ie was most fearfully frightened.
He afterward stated that he expected to be
murdered by the party ; but upon being assured
of friendship and good will, he gave imformation of water and ulso of his business. He
proved to be a Moq.ua Indian trailer, and, as
stated before, was on bis way to the Devil's
Nest. Nr invited its to follow him.
We had travelled but a short distance when
wr
aine upon a great descent in tin* level plain
or Mr.-a.
It was evidently too steep to be descended with animals, so we dismounted, picketed our mimais. and on foot followed our
guide. V few rods' travel brought us to a perpendicular cliff of solid malpaee, or cooled lava,
from ’..'Inch we obtained a plain \ iew of a most
wonderful chambei lying at a great distance below us. At this point our guide threw over or
down his pack, and if soon was out of sight.
Immediately before us was a narrow, deep
crater in tin* malpaee, through which we went
down at an angle of so degrees, till mother
perpendicular chtf was reached, whuff we descended bv the aid of a Mexican ladd r. It was
made of rawhide, and was securely fastened in
a largo pile ot -tone** at the top.
it had small
sticks tv\ isled in tin* rawhide at right angles
with the lariat. which served a** steps in the
la Ider. On them. < ne after another, a lower
point was gained, except in a few cases where
a I mg pole was iiM*d a- a substitute.
At last
tin bottom was gained, and, after a journey of
hall a mile over a beautiful, smooth surface, we
came to one of the most beautiful bubbling
springs we bad ever seen, ot pure, cold and
sweet water. At thi> point, t > my astonishment
and dismay I found an abiiin'mice of Indian
tracks.
i <mjui«i took aroiitm

me

aim

realize

me stub-

in one of Nature’s most
secure prisons.
The walls were perpendicular
to the height of 3300 to 4000 feet, with seemingly no possible means ot eseap'- say*- by the Way
■Where’s my wife?” exclaimed Mr.
we entered.
The first thought was horrifying
Denham, turning round dizzily and trying
in the extreme. The idea >0' having followed
to steady his head with his uninjured hand.
an Indian into a stone-hound cave or chamber,
and into the midst of a hand of wild Apaches,
“Tell her I've gone tor Nellie;” and lie
11- w
men .joi jixai.ims.
was terrible indeed.
1 su*piciou>I\ and tremmade an effort to rush alter Lester, Imt,
1IOW w in 11:1:3 VKK 1 All>.
a
i»m journalists do not, as
rule, sc.-m t*» blingly followed the Moqua a quarter of a mile
The standard rate paid by magazines for es- (Tint- riches. To many ofthom, Mu- conscious- further, when the stream of the
reaching the top of the stairs, dropped sudspring had
denly upon a convict’s body stretched there says, sketches and stories is about >10 a page. ness uf contributing t»> the ]nihlie ir*»«»«l i- at grown to quite a little er-ek, having been inIt is but rarely that any of them pays over sbi) least a partial reward for their labors. Very creased
tin.* signs ot
his
own
Then
1
saw
other
and
the
by
many
springs,
pistol.
by
by
for a short story. In many instances the rule lew journalists become even well oil’, > <t r*• Indians had changed to real Indian villages :
yet
reddish hole in his trowsers just below
paid is not over >'7 per page and tliere are some sneak of growing rich. Uf course ther are i not an Indian was to he seen, and this was hut
the knee that lie had been wounded be- Where it is .-lid luVVvi. Oil til*' *»th*'i
bui coniirmmg my suspicions of danger, and adding
iKiiid, some \\ iio acquire a fair amount of
fore, though lie did not know it, and was popular writers whose work s*-lls well, fre- not merely In writing. iiennett. (Ireeley and nior-- horror to my trembling nerves. Our
now streaming w ith blood.
quently command their own prices. Bret ilnymond got up in the world, speaking liuaii- guide mounted a large rock and yelled, at the
“Where’s Nell ? where's Edward ? ask- 11 arte, for example, can get $2o a page more ciaiiv, «»n the prolifs of their papers. lirvunt. top of hi- voice, a most horrible howl. After
than some other really good writers can r»rook>, Marl>!e and Dana rank among men of a
seemingly long suspense a very old, decrepit
ed Until, sitting up with a ghastly face, easily
get -311). If Harte were industrious lie could wealth, hut thev did not heeome rieh simply a> Indian, almost hli-id,
out from the mass
and looking at me in a bewildered stare. make a good deal of monev, hut since leaving editors. It is hceaiise they own their iv-peet- j of detached cliff that erep;
had fallen from above,
“All right, ail safe, tell the lady,” cried the Baciiie coast he has been rather indolent, ive papers, either wholly or in part, that the\ and, with trembling fear, exclaimed, “Amigoso far as writing i- concerned.
V few others,
have hem aide to lav up money. The late Fred- amigo.” The salute was returned, and the two
a clear, exulting voice from below : “here’s
perhaps half a dozen in all, are worth from $20 eric Hudson did about as well, in a peeunian —each fearing the oth*T, rejoiced; and, as evisweet little Miss Nellie, without a scratch
to $2f> a page to the publishers (by the way, 1
sense, as any New York journalist who had
dence of friendship, there was an exchange ot
on her.”
may say here that a **pagev means from bob to nothin-? hut a salary to depend on. Taking tobacco, and the pipe of peace was .smoked. It
it was Lester’s shout from the yard, 1,01)0 words), but the lower figures already newspaper men of this class all through, not was followed by calling together the whole
and it rang through all the building.
given are the ruling ones. If writers could get one in twent\ is much further ahead at tie.- end tribe—a poor relic of some ancient tribe—num“Do you hear, Until ? do you hear?” I steady work even at slO for every thousand of the year than he was at the beginning. Near- bering in all but sixteen. They had probably
words, most of them would have reason to be
all of them live elosr up to their income, and tied p. this most secret and remarkable spot of
screamed, beside myself with joy and satisfied, but the majority are idle fully half the ly
have hardly anything for the raiuv day. Still, earth for refuge in time of trouble, possibly
thankfulness. “He lias saved your husband time. Their tield of labor, like every other they are apparently as well satisfied as other
pre\io;is to the invasion of Cortez. They were
a dozen times, that hero, and now he
one, is overcrowded, and they have to take
men who save money and take go d eare ot it.
most marvellously struck by mv appearance.
their
chances.
Magazine
will
not
above
dollars
and
Their
are
publishers
The hcvil’s Nest is situated iti the northwest
generally
thoughts
brings back your child to you. Oh. what make
any special arrangements outside tie* ofeents. and tin* satisfaction w hich their positions
part of Arizona Territory, on the east side of
a noble fellow ! how 1 envy him his feelfice statf. All writers are free to otter their as public teachers atl’ord them is to their mind ti,<- Colorado River, and opposite the lower end
ings !
wares, and the editors are equally free to renot a little compensation for the work tie s do.
of the great canon of the < 'olorado. That canon
He was in the room by this time with ject. Moreover, it is a standing rule with
i> in some places Upon feet deep. The Devil's
Nellie in his arms; he heard me and gave most of the periodical.- not to admit any one
Nest is a sunken hoi-: in a malpace. or lava
Dismal
TIio
author more than three or four times in the :
Swamp.
formation, t<> the d'-pth ot 3300 to 3UU0 feet, with
me just one look. I never saw him again,
demand
Readers
course of a
variety, j
the hazardous
but I never shall forget it, tor it revealed I and to ensureyear.
A correspondent «i the Washington Mar! perpendicular wall, excepting
this it is necessary to ke*-p up !
It
entrance through oro\cr which we passed.
the long agony ot a blighted life that mo- change in author-hip a- well as in matter. I gives Hie following description of the Denial: is an oblong
some two and one-half hv
square,
I
class
it
i>.il«
of writers,
ment struggling into hope again through Taking the ordinary
'swamp, which though brief, and to tho-<- who ten miles. I found these Indians in possession
of a small Hock of goats, which had been kept
say that very few of them can hope to make J lia\e visit, d tic*
expiation He did not wait for Ruth’s to
locality, inad quat*-. > stiil within bounds
a year out ol any -ingle period- \
more than
by means of lariats. I'liey had
broken cry of gratitude, but was gone as
ical. Figuring on this basis, you can easily -e : worth reading. The writer forgets, among alsr. pii'Uty "i hea.ts and corn; and. moiv assoon as the child was in her arms.
how difficult it is t<» make even $2.coo a y \u j other things, to mention in favor. f the -w amp
tonishing still, they had the nf st thrifty peach
••Come, boys,” 1 heart! him cry cheer- by literary labor, of course the -ueee—fill sethat its title is a misnomer, as i: is far from be- trees that l have ever seen. It i- stipposahle
writers
can do much better, but the prorial
a hand to
“lend
the
that the most uniform climate in America is to
outside,
help
govily
ing‘‘dismal** in any sense, being fuil of brilliant be tound in this sink.
of these is very small indeed.
ernor to his room : lie’s got a scratch or portion
b( autifuilx luxurious vegetation, and
tlowers,
I have been tor mail) years travelling a* a
rejected m vm << it 11* r.
two, and the doctor’s coming to dress
singing birds, in their seasons ; and as a counter pioneer in tic- Far West, and, upon reaching
\\ h'-n writers have .MS. returned to them,
them. He will be all right again before
charge, that ir abounds in gnats, mosquito. -, this hidden \:111■
>. I concluded that here was a
with a polite note, sometimes printed, of re- wood-ticks and other annoying vermin, which
we can get tilings set straight round here.”
wh" !i no white man had ever trod
etc., they are apt to think editors inca- abound to such an ext. nt a- to make a visit to spot upon
grets.
before myself, but t-> my astonishment, in-1 beliovernor Denham’s wounds were not so
pable of appreciating their true merit-. It will their domain a tiling to l)c dreaded or avoid'd
taking my leave of the humble chief and
slight as Lester hoped, but they were not do such writers no harm to know that the edit- at any lime in the summer after tic- moni.i of fore
his tribe. 1 got to know, through the medium
weeklh are freMay.
dangerous, and when, to prevent my ors of magazinestoand literary
of a paper handed me by the chief, that the noreject an immense deal or
The sw:ii!i|i is about thirty miies long and
aunt’s alarm for my safety (for the news quently obliged
torious assassin and eader of the Mountain
matter for no better reason than that they canfrom liftc ii to twen > wale, it is •overed will
ot “the break" spread rapidly through the
Meadow* massacre had been here. The paper
In nine eases out of ten their
not use it.
a dense growth of vegetation, consisting of much
or leaf of a blank hook—had written
town.) I parted Irom my friends before pigeon holes are already overcrowded. Very valuable timber, such as cypres-, juniper, pirn- ; —a piece
articles on and gum, with an undergrowth of wild cane upon it. in pencil, the following:
nightfall and rode back to the hotel as I often they have to keep accepted
Aki/oxv I l.Ki.i nu;vx duly 3, 1>73. Capt.
had come, 1 left three of the most excit- hand over a year before there is a chance to and a great \aricty of other plants, in main 1
them. 1 remember the editor of Apple- places so d- use 111.a a squirrel could not get >!upc-Salie and tribe,—ignorant, innocent and
print
and
behind
me
John* I> 1.-.
happy
people
narmlcs*.
edly grateful
ton’s Journal once showing me a desk tilled through. In other place-, particularly tho-e
1 had ever seen.
with .MS. and saving he had more *>n hand
known as gum swamps, it is not so den.-e. id■•I suppose it is no u-e to urge it further than he could use in six month-. The HarA Great Disaster.
press and juniper make very valuable timber,
Ruth darling," said her husband as we pers have three publications open to general especially w here great durability is desired. 1
A- :i consequence of the lute st »nn*<, the
the
and
matter—the
s
Monthly,
Weekly
I
i
of
fresii
J
literary
ot
hia
“but
wish
the
central
body
really
part
swamp
you would go
parted
the Bazar. All MS. -ent in is carefullv ■•xam- water known as Lake Drummond, tormeriy great accumulation of water, and probably tieto Sail l'ranei.seo with our triend and iet
ined, and what w ill not suit one may suit an- said to be untatl lunable. but this is a mistake. loots in its construction, the great dam that
Nellie have a chance to lorgul the shock other. Thus an article rejected by the editor It is
onl) from I'll to rifteeli feet in depth. Possupplies the oily »l‘ Worcester, Mass., with
she has endured. Ton need the change of the Monthly may lx* accepted by the Bazar, sibly there may he places ot greater depth. It
too, ii you would ever think of \ ourself.” and one refused by tin* Bazar may be. taken by is oval in shape and about seven miles long and water gave wav on Thin l ay the floth, causing
the
the Weekly. Nevertheless,
proportion acIt has no sloping banks like ordi- fearful devastations. The following are some
“It is because 1 do think of myself that cepted tor one or another is only about one in four wide.
’ypress and juniper grow m ar the of the particulars—
nary lakes,
I prefer to remain where 1 am happiest, twelve. Taking the periodicals all through, it shore
in water sev -nil let in depth, the crown
The stream when iir>t noticed was not 1 argot
said Ruth decidedly. “As lor Nell she is is hardly out of the way to say that the aver- of their root s two or three feet above the water.
of accepted article- is not over one in
You can step from eomparati\ely solid earth than a man'." linger. It was at once thought
a pioneer child, and will soon be as
merry age
that
the dam was going. An alarm u :s given
of
a
MS.
does
not
at
all
The
(if a purely vegetable mould well saturated
and fearless as ever. 15ut Jenny dear, we twenty.a lack ofrejection merit,
though ofcmir-e w illi water may !"■ called solid earth) into deep and the men escaped to the side lulls, tie* t* mis
literary
imply
owe you an apology for tile novel dinnerwere driven oil to places of >:ifi*lv, and im*s>< tithis is very often the chief reason. The main
The shore appears to be gradually enwater.
party we have given you. When you trouble is that tlx* supply greatly exceed- the croaching upon tie* lake, and in time will gers were sent down through the v ali'-y t«» w
demand. Of really good matter there 0. I doubtless absorb it entirely. This whole swamp the people that the flood was coming. \Vi il«
come back it will seem like a frightful
the men were fleeing to places of safety, in less
need hardly say, no superfluity; on the contra- was once a lake of tresh water after the ocean
dream, and not a reality, we shall all be
large as
ry, such matter is eagerly-ought all around;
retired to its present limits. There is unmistak- than half a minute the stream was
so quiet and orderly again.”
as
in
but in literature,
everything, mediocrity able evidence that this whole lower part of a man’s wrist. At the end of minute it was
minute
it
another
as large as a man's leg.
In
As we stood alone in the hall, from
is the prevailing quality. To sum up thi- part
Virginia ami North Carolina was once, tin* bed
which every sign of the late terrible con- of the subject, a writer whose place is not yet of the Atlantic ocean, and that at no distant was as large as h barrel and was three or four
ema
solid
once
Foot after foot ol
fliot had been removed save the blood- made, has about one chance in twenty of get- geologic period. Immense beds of marl, con- feet high. now
bankment,
ihorouglilv honey--combed by
ting into print in the magazines. Ami if he i- sisting of partlv decomposed marine Midis,
stains that had sunk into the stone beyond not
satisfied with this, and unwilling to wait, abound here, and are used by farmers on land the action of the water, began to cave In.
the power of a hasty washing to obliterate, he had better drop the pen at once and take
Then actions varying in width from two to
requiring lime. It is a singular tact that in these
Ruth said in a low whispering tune that hold of something that will bring a quicker re- marl beds are shells unlike anv found on this five feet began to drop till the embankment was
The cea
turn in the shape of cash—a buck-saw or
gone way hack to the faei ot the lam.
was lull of pent-up feeling, “1 told you
coast now'.
ment spiling wall held Ibr a moment after tin*
instance.
1 lie water oi tins kuo* i- ver\ -amm-iou-, ana
that Lester was a murderer condemned crowbar, for
then a hole
-aid to be a "ill ', cure for chill- and lever, lb- earth had ail been washed away,
WOMEN AS WKlIEKs.
for life, Jenny, but there were extenuatGradualfort: tin late war. a house was built near the appeared .11 the centre of the wall.
The advance of women in literature is «»nc of
w
on**
in
until
ith
g'and
crash
connection
size
ini.rea>.‘d
circumstances
with
his
its
ly
ing
as a
lake
re-orf for invalids and sportsmen.
the remarkable facts of the age. Female story
t: ig otf 700.000,crime. That is not his name we call him
Tlie lake abound ■: w ith tish, sueli as piekcrel, the spiling wall crumbled. let
more
are
now
much
in
demand
than
writers
The water
000 gallons ot water stored behind.
w hich afby: i do not even know his real one, but the other sex, and in this field of indn-trv. at pike, perch, and sonn other varieties,
rushed down the ra\ im* in a solid mass twenty
1 am convinced that he belongs to educat- least, women have no reason to complain that ford line sport iin‘ year round for angler*. Ill feet
tearful
First
i.i
the line
a
roar.
with
high
the -wamp are hear-, deer, raccoon*, wild-eats,
ed and reputable people, and that he suf- they are not as well paid as men. Those who
was the stone waste gate
and in the lake, wild geese, ducks and of the sweeping flood
turkeys,
the
weeklies
and
magazines receive other’
fers the keenest remorse for the wild life write for
N«»t unl'reqiiently the liou.se. When the flood struck this it tottered,
aquatic bird*.
the same compensation, in proportion to the
of the an h dropped out. A
then the
He bethat led him so terribly astray.
sportsman will meet with wild cattle and hogs, corner ofkeystone
amount of work done, that is given to male
the building next gave w.a\ followed
w ho live and get fat on the wild ear.** that grows
came desperately attached to a Spanish
writers. The Harpers, Appleton*, Scribner,
was swept onward
in great abundance here. Farmers living on the by the wooden roof, which
when it was
girl, who was married as a child to a bru- and other large concerns, make no distinction holderof the swamp turn their cattle into the until drawn into a whirlpool
the
considered
in
this
who
thrown into the
deserted
being
match
wood
and
only point
tal fellow
respect,
crushed to
her, and site
swamp in the fall, and they remain there all
value
of
the
or story offered.
the
actual
sketch
was
The
house
air.
gate
dead.
She and Lester were
toppled over bodily
winter and gel fat. licet' fatted on this cane has
thought him
Feinaic writers are stronger than the opposite
and not even a stone of il has since been seen.
an excellent flavor. I have eaten it and thought
to be married, 1 believe, when the missing
sex it.' working up sentiment and detail, and
Down through a narrow ravine 100 feet wide
husband reappeared and tormented them this gives them a decided advantage in popular it superior t*> any beef L ever ta-ied. In my late and one mile long the flood swept on.
visit there I ate butter made from the milk of
both. The girl he treated shockingly, fiction. Men excel in the arrangement of plot, cows that ha 1 no other food than this wild cane,
'flu* sides were gullied and fairly dug out clean
in an instant for fifty feet, until the edge of the
and it was in a lit of rage at his abuse of but, when it comes to elaboration, they cannot
a Pennsylvania lady, who knew good butter.
by
the
sisterhood.
This
with
literary
embankment was almost perpendicular. The
her that Lester killed him; but appear- compete
it equal to the best Pennsylvania
remark is not intended to go beyoi. 1 the range She thought
largest trees were twisted around like straws,
butter.
ances were all against the deed, and he
of American writers of the proent time. Such
is quite a colony of Pennsylvanians pulled up bv the roots and carried onwaid down
There
of
in
murder
the
second
was convicted
de- authors as Scott, Dickens, Bulwer, Thaekarv,
the river. The flood tore out everything in the
have bough1 farm- not far from Sutfolk.
and Irving, are, of course, not included who
and rushed onward toward the highway
gree and sentenced lor life. Edward is Cooper
Nansomond county, and in the neighborhood ravine
on the subject.
But
in
magaany
comparison
kind and discriminating, and he pitied
of them including a por- below. A large barn was taken up bodily and
of
the
many
swamp,
zine editors, who may be considered good auit struck a tree
tion of it. Some ol'this land has been reclaimed carried about fifty feet when
him. Lester told his story freely, and my
thority, tell me that women are now read more
and was broken into pieces.
husband gained his lasting gratitude by extensively than men, and account lor this on and is the richest part of the farm. Fast sumNext was George W. Olncy’s dwelling house
mer a ditch was dug on three sides of two-thirds
taking care of the wretched girl and pay- the ground just mentioned—their superior tact of an acre, which was grubbed, burned over, one of the tinest in tin* v illage. The rushing
in working up interest by presenting every demass
struck this broadside 011 and completely
her
in
a
vessel
tor
her
hound
ing
passage
with corn on the fourth of July.
tail and playing cleverly on all the chords of and planted
from ten to cleared out the rear ami front walls. The ends
native town in Mexico. The only’ favor sentiment..
Outside of fiction, wonu n do not The crop fully matured, growing
in height, and yielded lorty-five stood, and strange to say, the water poured in
we could show him here was to separate
make much progress, but within that charmed fifteen feet
a solid stream twenty feet deep and thirty wide.
him from the wretches in the common circle, they now have matters pretty much to bu-hels of shelled corn.
W hen the dam tir>t broke the gap wa- about
This whole swamp is covered with a vegetaIf
female
element
were
elimithemselves.
the
prison by making him a ‘trusty’ or prison nated from the
ble mould, the accumulation of ages, of from twenty feet wide. This increased rapidly afof
in
literature
light
authorship
lie understood our motive in
servant,
in thickness. It is not uncom- ter the water had once gained a passing through
the United States, what remained would prob- three to four feet
it, and continued to increase until nearly the
doing so, and was very thankful and most ably not be more than one-third of the whole. mon to find large trees of cypress and juniper entire
section, which was so feet in width, had
that have fallen down and lie imbedded in this
reliable. What we owe him to-day you
The ravine being narrow,
HOOKS HY WOMEN.
mould two or three feet below the surface, that been destroyed.
know: he makes light of it, protesting
the water hack and it continued
All the large publishing houses of New York must have lain there for centuries, and yet however, held
l efore the -eservior vv
to
run
for
three
hours
that he only picked up Xell from the have women
in prominent places on their list when dug up are as sound as when they fell,
the worst of the danger at (.Tergulch where the escaped convicts had of authors. Carleton k Co., however, lead the I except the sap-wood of the tree. These are exhausted and
into shingles. In digging ry Valley, the first village encountered, was
dropped her on their way to the hills; but trade in this respect, the publication of women’s [ often dug up and split
over.
he cannot lessen the debt: it is not to be hooks being almost a specialty with the firm. the Dismal Swamp canal, connecting the waters
Three or four other small dwelling houses
They now publish lor nearly all the successful of Albemarle Sound with those of the Chesa- were taken up and borne along till thev crushcalculated even.”
of
American novelists. Mrs. Wilson, of Mobile, peake bay, the holes
large trees were found
of sight. The water
.1 nvi
mat
lupuu
]'iuvuu
auuscijuciit
who is still Known as Augusta Evans by nine- ten feet below the surface, 'frees more than ed together and sunk out
the reservoir now reached Kettle Itrook
twenty-eight prisoners had conspired to tenths of her readers, ranks first on their list, two feet in diameter had grown directly over from
and the vast amount of water swept across a
effect the break, and by secreting the and is also first in popularity among American them.
and was turned
Many people suppose that this swamp is a pond, struck a line beyond
tools they wrought with in their sleeves authors, ‘•Vashti” and “St. Elmo,” have sold to
down towards Cherry Valley, damesyille, Leesthe number of 00,000 each, and are still in de- worthless wa-te. It is a mistake. “There's
New
and
Worcester.
in
on
from
the
J. A.
wall-buildStoneville
ville,
passed
Saturday
The Dismal Swamp Land
mand. Her latest novel, ••Infelice,” published millions in it."
woolen mill was struck and
ing to cut au entrance through the ceiling a few months ago, has already run beyond 40,- Compain own over forty-eight thousand acres Smith & Co’s
brick following another until
of their own corridor into the loft above 000. Mrs. Wilson has written six stories, and of it. They have built a narrow guage railroad crumbled, one of the mill
were in ruins and tin*
Mr. Foster's room, through which they the number of volumes sold up to the present from the Nansomond river, near Sutfolk, some three-quarters
was sweeping through what was left
water
is about 300,000. Her income from the eight or ten miles into the swamp, have built
time
dropped while the family wore at dinner, copyright is not less than $20,000 a year. Mrs. steam saw mills there, and are bringing out standing.
The ihdtomly mill was lifted bodily on the
choosing that hour so as to produce a sur- Mary J. Holmes has written sixteen hooks immense quantities of pine wood, railroad ties,
top of the rushing mass and with crushing
prise and secure the child, who always which have sold to the extent of about 500,000 and lumber of various kinds. They unploy force
struck Ashworth A: Jones’ mill, one of the
went below with Lester to help carry up copies. Two of these, both about twenty years hundreds of men.
best in the country, which was completely
Chills and fever are unknown among them.
the coffee. Of the whole number, five old, sell better now than they did when' first
away. The boiler from the mill borne
published. Mrs. Holmes has a large and cer- The common opinion is that this exemption swept
on the bosom of the flood was blown to atoms,
were killed outright and six wounded;
tain income from copyright, which enables her from disease is owing to their drinking the
live
distinct
but
being noted. There
twelve escaped uninjured,
were nearto visit Europe, frequently and live in all the
juniper water of the lake. The water is about were no meansexplosions
of communication with Jamesly all alterward retaken ; and five repent- elegance she could desire. Marion Ilarland, the color of brandy. Others are of the opinion ville after the dam broke, but it is thought the
ed their share in the movement or lacked for whom Carleton & Co. are also publishers, that the immense amount of dense vegetation mill is
uninjured although the dam is gone, as
and whose hooks are among the most popular absorbs the malaria that may arise from the
the intervening country is low land and the
courage to carry it out, and so remained of the time, is a southern
of so much vegetable matter.
woman by birth. She
decay
in the prison. The most interesting item is the wife of a
In the neighborhood of this swamp, on the force of the flood was partially broken by the
clergyman, the Rev. E. 1*. Terof the whole came to me at San Francisco hune, and resides with her family over in New- Seaboard and Koanoke railroad, 2 1-2 miles water spreading.
in my friend’s letter. It said : “We are ark, N. J. Another writer who has come into from Suffolk, is the “Magnolia Spring,” the
is Mrs. M. A. Fleming. She was water of which hid* fair to rival our most popu“Remember,” said a trading Quaker to
looking forward with great delight to prominence
scarcely known three years ago but is now one lar medicinal water*. It has etfected, it is his son, “in making thy way through the
your visit, and planning every pleasure of the most popular in light literature. Mrs. claimed, some remarkable cures, particularly
world, a spoonful ot oil will go further
our sterile life can yield to make it enjoyFleming is a native of St. .John, N. B., but has in chronic cases of dyspepsia and diseases of
able. But you will not see Lester: he is made her home in Brooklyn and now resides the kidneys and other urinary organs. It is than a quart of vinegar.”
combination of iodine, bromine
gone. His pardon, full and entire in view there. The authorship of “Rutledge” was for said to contain a
A recent marriage notice ends with the sintogether with several other inof his courage and fidelity, and the manly several years a mystsry, but has lately become and potassium,make
the water very efficacious gular expression, probably added by a waggish
quite well known. The book was written by gredients that
stand he took against the murderous plot- Mrs.
Meriam Coles Harris, wife of a New York in the cure of many diseases that’flesh is heir friend: “May their future troubles be little
ters, came on Monday last, and at night- i lawyer, and the same lady has writteu several to.
ones.”
born fact that I

was

More

Startling

Revelation* of the

A

Babcock Trial:

Mr (' L. Bell, ot Jaeksou, Miss., lesti•Vil before Clymer’s Committee that he
made an application for a post-trailership
at Port Davis, Texas, ami came here in
.little, lsTJ, to see Belknap about it, lie
hail a r.um or ol recommendations from
army officers, but Secretary Belknap told
him that it lie had known he had come to
make Mich an application he, Belknap,
would not have seen him.
Witness rep led that it would take him but very lithe time to cot out of his office [laughter],
and he then got out. [Laughter.] This
i'rusk treatment made him angry, but as
h< cot to the west front ot the building a
mug mail came running alter him and
I., nested him to come back,
When he
tv turned, Mr Belknap said (rather apologetically) that he was greatly annoyed
vei the many applications for post-trader-aips. Mr Belknap then turned to him
bruskly) and asked: "llow much is
lie replied that he
that p> sition worth ?”
did not know. "Is it worth S2000a year ?”
He replied that lie supposed it
e asked
was worth that.
"Would you be willing
to pay that?" Mr Belknap pursued.
"1
w ould not be
willing to pay anything,’'he
esponded, and then left. Witness could

remember that he had said to anybody
'hat Col. (ioodfollow and Mr Crosley, the
sv-rretary's chief clerk, were Belknap’s go
rot

in po.st-traderships bargains.
Mr Hanford—Did you not think it your
duty to inlorm the President that the See<' irv had made an infamous proposition ?
Mr Bell—No, sir, 1 concluded that the
So 'rotary weighed a little more than J
did, and that 1 had better leave him alone
Laughter] 1 had seen other men shelved
.vitus.
they tried to light heavier men
: i:
they, and 1 made up my mind net. to
ot weens

i.eain. Laughter.
Bell alter stating that he was ap:.te.i .a secret agent of the Pension Olat the eccommeudation of President
i.i.tat and Mr Lackey in l'ebuary, 187G,
a -alary ol LkMO and travelling expenses
.el ictantly admitted that he was engaged
a detective in the Babcock trial under
the employ of Luekey.
Luekey told him
i.i.-u,: A C. Bradley, and do what he
a- told by Bradley,
Bradley told him
evidence against Babcock irom
:’ri t!
i ustriot Attorney Dyer's office, in order
destroy it. lie thought this was going
lather too I ir, and would not do it, but he
ot hold ol all the evidence surreptitiousi\ from the lawyers, etc., of Dyer’s office
sad from liver lumself, who did not know
that he was in Babcock’s employ, and then
t.dd Luekey the case against Babcock
was weak.
He was to be appointed special agent of the Attorney-General's office
-eat to St. l,ouis, hut he was not ap-•
dated.
That was on Dec. 15, and the
Attorney-! .eiierat delayed the appointment
mil finally told him that Dyer would not
.-cut to his (Bell’s) working any long!
liver understood the object ol M* gog there, and as lie could he ot no lurther
Ai

■

I-,

there he

was

appointed

a

special agent

the Interior Department. He submitted a cipher between him and Luekey, in
which he (Bell) was to communicate with
Luekey while out at St. Louis. The President knew that he was to be sent out to
St Louis as an officer ol the Attorney-General t> lind out the evidence, and told him
if Babcock was guilty he wanted to see
hint punished.
He tirst thought it was a prosecution
against Grant, but when he got hold of
the evidence he made up his mind that
Babcock was guilty, and so informed the
President, and three days alter he was
dismissed. He tried to inform the President personally of Babcock's guilt, but
as he could not see him lie made this fact
known to him through giving to the Herald the cipher between him and Luekey,
and mailed a copy to him, which he had
reason to believe the President received.
Three days alter he was dismissed. lie
met Babcock here several times, and when
he told him Bradley wante d him to get
hold ot the evidence, Babcock said it
would be no use getting a part ot it. If
he did not get hold of the whole of it it
was no use.
Babcock said that if he got
the evidence lie would be well rewarded,
and there were papers and telegrams in
•
\i-tence, which, if Dyer got hold of them
he should never explain or get over.
•c

[Sensation, j

Air. l'ierrepout was averse to iiis going
st. Louis to play the spy on Dyer, and
odd him that a high Treasury official,
lie took to be Bristow, had lound out what
he- was going to St. Louis for, and that it
was therefore of no use lor him to go.
The President told him that he wanted
Bell to lind out il any attempt was made
to manufacture evidence against Babcock,
•
if Babcock was really guilty, that he
then-fore gave him a card to Pierrepont, so
that the latter should employ him to go to
st
Louis as a secret officer, under the
He was to he
gtiise of this appointment.
used by Bradley, Luekey and Babcock to
get the evidence and destroy it. He abstracted some telegrams and papers Irom
the Attorney-General's office July Lilli.
When he returned to St. Louis he exj'laim d to Dyer that he had been commis-cmini to steal the evidence and destroy
This warned Dyer against linger M.
Hn-iiiian. who was sent from Bliss in New
A oi k to do the same errand, so that SherHe was
man could not accomplish it.
told very particularly to get hold of any
telegrams signed 11. Finch, or Bullfinch,
hut subsequently Babcock told him he did
not think telegrams under such signature
had been sent in that quarter. Bell wished it particularly understood that he only
acted for Babcock so long as he believed
him innocent, but when he became convinced that he was guilty' “lie threw up
tiie spot ge."
lie regarded Babcock’s
prosecution at first as a political intrigue
against Grant, for whom he had been a
m-i
it during the war, and his main interest w a- to serve the President. Babcock
wanted all the evidence to destroy it.
Bradley was sent out by Babcock to St.
Louis to keep on the watch.
Mr Bobbins—You say Babcock said he
had not sent any telegrams signed “B.
Finch” or “Bulllineh
to that quarter.
Did you understand he sent it to any other quarter ?
Air. Hell—I thought he might have sent
some to Chicago ?
Mr. Bobbins— The President never
wanted you to cover up the truth ?
Mr. Hell—No, sir; he never did.
Air. Danford, tlie ltepublican member oi
the Committee, cross-examined tlie witness.
You say that you came to the conclusion that Babcock was guilty, but the
jury thought he was innocent. What further prooi did you see beyond that the jury saw ?
Air. llell—Nothing, excepting a conversation with Bradley, Luekey and Babcock.
Mr. Danlbrd—Three days alter the publication in the Herald you were dismissed
Didn't he do
by Secretary Chandler.
right in dismissing you when he found
that you were to be a spy on Dyer for
Babcock P
Air. Bell—Well, i'll give you a plain
answer to your plain question,
i think
that Chandler knew all about what I was
going to do. [Sensation.] i told him I
was going to New York for Gen.
Babcock, and asked him if i should enter into
the details, and he said, “No.”
Air. Danford pressed the question whether he meant to say that Mr. Chandler had
appointed him a special agent fully confident of his secret mission, and he said
that the question should be asked of Air.
Chandler. [Daughter.]
Luekey had told him at St. Louis that if
he got hold of the evidence he w'ould get
a
big office in Washington. [Laughter.]
While he was in St. Louis working for
Babcock he drew his pay as special agent
of the Pension Office, but only for five
weeks. While holding that appointment
lie went to New York tor Gen. Babcock,
but he would prefer not to say for what
object. Babcock knew all about the cipher. All tlie recommendation he had
for his appointment under Chandler was
the card from the President. The President told him (Bell) that he would speak
to Chandler about him. He said that he
wrould tell Chandler that Bell was to be
ordered to St. Louis. While he was away
in New Y ork for Babcock his pay as agent
oi the Pension Office was stopped, but on
his return he got it when he told Chandler that he was there for Babcock.
Ail
Chandler asked was whether Babcock
knew ho was in New York, and when he
said “yes” he got his pay. The only purpose of his employment, as Pension Office
agent, was to work for Babcock.
l

■

Shocking

Murder.

Gakdixeu. April 1. Isaac Pago, a man
about 40 years of age, living at Searley’s
Mills, in Chelsea, three miles from this
city, shot and instantly hilled his wife early
this forenoon. Alter dragging her body
out of the house inti the woods he returned to the house and cut his throat with a
razor, making a fearful wound which will
probably prove fatal. Page has been in
poor health and circumstances for some
time, and it is believed lie was insane when
lie committed the deed. They leave live
children, the youngest a babe three weeks
old.
The facts connected with the commission of the deed, as near as can be obtained. are these: The persons in the house at
(i o'clock Saturday morning were Page, his
wile, five children and an aunt ot Mrs
Page. The latter shortly alter went over
to a neighbor’s.
Page then sent liis two
sons to another neighbors to borrow nails
to fix a hog pen. This left three children,
the oldest a girl 8 years old, in the house.
Mrs. Page was sitting in front ot the stove
in the kitchen, when her husband, who
was in the bedroom, appeared at the door
with a small seven shot revolver in his
hand. Mrs. Page threw up her arms and
exclaimed :
“Don’t lire!’’ when lie discharged the
pistol, the ball passing through the right
forearm. At this point the oldest daughter
lied for assistance, and appearances indicate that Mrs. Page then started to run out
of doors through'the ell, and that Page
tired several more shots, the one that indicted tlie fatal wound, however, being
the only one which took effect. This ball
entered the back of the neck, pierced the
spinal curd at the base of the brain and
lodged in the brain, probably producing
instant death. She either fell out of the
pen back door or was pushed out by
Page. The body was found very near the
steps, a few moments later, but life was
extinct.

■

Page

then seized

a

dirk-knite,

the blade of which is eight inches long,
and alter discharging tlie revolver at his
own head, the ball producing a slight
wound in the forehead over the right eye,
he ran out ot the back door with both revolver and knife in his hands, ile went
round the barn back of the house and into
the road near the grove, where he inflicted three wounds on his throat, with the
dirk.
Throwing the knife away lie ran
down the road, the blood flowing from his
wounds in streams. Opposite the house
he met his aunt who had just returned and
siie led him into the house where he remained until the doctor arrived. According to the aunt’s story. Page’s lirst words
when lie met her were “My God! what
have I done ? 1 have killed my wife.” 'The
revolver when taken from him had six
barrels discharged, and as no reports were
heard it is believed all the shots were
fired inside the house.
i ne murderer is m me custody ut Mieriti
Libby and will bo removed to Augusta for
examination as soon as he sufficiently recovers from bis wound,
Page was able
to sit up and converse this Sunday noon,
though still very weak from loss of blood,
lie appears rational, though hardly conscious ot the magnitude of his crime,
lie
is perfectly willing to tell all he knows,
and says he had the idea that some one
was corning to lake her away and that he
grabbed the revolver to protect his wife,
and lie remembers nothing that happened
alter that until he was brought hack to
the house, lie asserts he never had any
trouble with his wile except when his
head was not right; has not been himself
lor nearly two weeks; wouldn't hurt his
wile for fhe world, and more to the same
effect, lie seems to be a man of less than
ordinary intelligence and lias been jealous
of his wife, staying at home to watch her
movements.
About the first of February
he made an assault on her, beating her
fearfully and kicking her out of doors.
Stic complained to the Selectmen of Chelsea, who remonstrated with l’age, and he
promised better conduct in the future.
The general opinion is that'Mrs. Page
has always conducted herself properly and
faithfully, and that Page's vicious disposition was the sole cause id' former disputes.
Page’s age is :i7, and Mrs. l’age was gs.
They had been married 10 years. Page
owns
a small larm, but has not
paid
taxes for several years and was recently
compelled to mortgage the farm for $G0U
to pay a prior mortgage which would
have been foreclosed.
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Exit

Adelbert Ames whose natural life had
its beginning in our neighboring city oi

Rockland, brought his political existence
to a termination in

Maine

Historical

Society.

last week.

Mississippi

With the removal oi the iron hand of military despotism, the state became at once
The first business of the

Democratic.

Legislature naturally and properly wa to
bring the conduct of the Governor to the
test of a searching legal examination.
It
was carried on rigidly,
persistently, and
with such a probability ot conviction by
impeachment, that Arnes sought terms
with the representatives of an outraged
l ike

Capt. Scott's coon, lie came
down, lie promised that if proceedings
were stayed, lie would resign.
This was
agreed to, and Ames, having put his ofiicial head under the knife of the guillotine
and pulled the string himself, is now a
tiling of (lie past, and a past that has an
people,

unsavory odor in the nostrils of decent
It wasn’t just the ending lor a man
men.

moral principle, conscious innocence
and high courage to make—but rather a
sneaking Irom an ordeal that lie dared not
oi

face—a
men

reign of bad
principles.
no more honesty or fairness

going

and

out with the

worse

There was
in the manner in which Ames was imposed as 1'. S Senator and Governor upon
the people, of that state, than in any ol
the most discreditable acts of the administration.

lie had

no

with the

sympathy

people, and no care lor their interests.
The places he held were simply sources of
so much income, which lie used as the
means

of

living

congratulated

abroad. The state is to be

in

being effectually rid

ol

Ames and his satellites.
Feels

Bad

-Very.

Bangor Whig

and

quite

| Correspondence of the Journal. J

gated by the County Commissioners, and
measures of reform undertaken.
Prison-

no

more

than

secure

so

many

sculptures and precious stones

Ambrose

St.

lutes that in periods of distress the
sold their Chalices to aid the poor.

early Christian-

rill: literary society of I lie Main.- leutrul Instidiscussed u resolve to the elleet :hut Air. Ulttine
In Mr. I ilden lor the Presidency. After
it lonjr disciiss ion, the society voted
to to it.* lor
ttlaine.
Press.

tute

is

Unless this high authority be wrong,
the chalice is used lor sacrament:'.! purposes only.
There is a singular appropriateness in
the selection ol the character of Macbeth
The
tor illustration by our neighbor.
reader ol Sluikspeare will
reminded

preferable

[Portland

The next

shall hear about it, the
managers of the Institute will want jiiiO,
QUO from .Mr. Blaine's Legislature at Augusta
iiekl.

They

we

are

shrewd up there at I’itls-

••

that Macbeth

person full of inordinate ambition and importance, like our
neighbor of the Whig .Macbeth had been
assured
that he

those bent

by

uu

his destruction,

not in Ids proper sphere—that
he should be a high nobleman in Scotland, and even king. The poor tool believed it, while the llatterers laughed at
him in secret. Curious parallel, again
was

The king coming to rest under his roof,
lie resolved to murder him. The •‘ehaiiee"
is a

quotation

part

ol his

snlilnquv,

while

resolved

himself!

But it is the illustration that the Whig selects. The context shows that the king
and a good man, that he is
Macbeth’s guest, hi- kinsman and his sov-

is

old

an

—The lii lt'a.l Journal in honor of the

was a

man

All the

principles of Christianity
in the

democratic
Lli-wurth, sports a funny looking crotver
its columns. Well, it ought to be something of a

iclory
in

at

virtor.v to justify tlie presenee ol sucit n foul ulfair
as tire
Lewiston .lourual.
girnlfe.rooster.
That’s true—but there was other provoeatiou.

'i lie

undertook to

l’rog. Age

pick

upon one of the chickens, when the fighting father id the family cattle forth There’s
no nonsense about that bird.

—Speaking

of the railroad

meeting

Augusta, that was so enthusiastic
the Portland l’ress says—

on

at

paper,

We " ish tliem fill iminiit of supimrS', but ii strikes
uthat pi’furtieul Ini Sturgis must have thrown a
coolness over the Augustu portion of the meeting
when 1 e remark- <1 that th- lirst step was for An
io start tin- entei
gu -tu to loan its credit for
prise. 1 he fact i- people aiut -piite so willing to
vote railroad aid as tln-y were.

—Tiie Mtiino Cent nil Directors, :it ;i remeeting, ptissyil resolutions looking

cent

to the extension <1 their rails from Skow-

liegan

Solon, anil thence on the route
the new road from Quebec. That’s

to

t•> meet

—

*

->

our

solicitation,

edge.

Coming

himself

a

sidered

a

or even

previous knowl-

from Governor

prominent journalist, it

Dingley,
was con-

high compliment,

and was accepted. “The very bead ami front ot our
offending hath this extent —no more.”

(that's
The

Macbeth.)
cause ol the Captain's
not

sourness

is

lie

heirs of Mr.

rent the

concave

Lynde sold

Connecticut isn’t New Hampshire. In
the first fair and square contest of the year

«■..

wicked in this life? And isn't it rather a
different state of tilings from Mr. Blaine

is

something new. So, it will be seen
quotation so triumphantly made
our
by
short-sighted neighbor, is really

by

a

handsome

majority,

there is

a

large-

same

that the

conclusive against him, and lie becomes
but one more illustration of the saying
that “a little knowledge is a dangerous

inn

at a loss!1

But to pursue the story of Macbeth, >
appropriately introduced by the Whig.
He was urged on by his llatterers to kill
until by constantly dwelling on
the murder, he saw visions of the instrument of death constantly before his eyes

King,

until the deed

dagger

was

sassination

done. In those days a
the usual instrument ol aswas

consequently Macbeth saw
in the air continually, and ra\ cd about
it. if Macbeth had lived in modern time-,
and instead ot stabbing a king had crushed a poor negro sailor's skull with a be—

one

laying pin, his soliloquy
thing like this—

would be

some-

was

—

was a

great writer,

wonderful writer, and drew all mankind, from king to peasant, and from
great generals to assassins, with unapproachable accuracy, ft is a rare pleasa

acquitted.

We try to kcc-p up with the developof administration rascalities, but

—

there's

so

much of it that

may escape us. The harvest is oul of all proportion to the laborers in the field
A new

postottire

some

has been established

at Damariseottu.
Any subscriber to the
Journal whose paper has heretofore been
sent to

the

Newcastle,

new

olliee.

on

can

have it

changed

to

notification

I'he American Citizen,

anti Cath-

an

olic paper, recently started at Portland,
has gone In the shades. It's conductor
was Winslow, an mi forannate
newspaper business.

name

in the

—Capt. Joseph 'I limy, formerly of
Rockland, a gentleman well and favorably Known in the shipping business, has
been admitted a partner in the firm ol
Vaughn, Bros.

la this u hklayino pin, which 1 see before no
Tile handle toward my liand'r Come, let me clutch
I have thee not, and yet 1 see thee still, [thee
Art tlion not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling, as to sight? or art tlmu but
A 11 HI. A VINO l‘i.\ of tile mind; a false creation
Proceeding front the heat-oppressed brain
I see thee yet, in form as palpable
As tliis which now 1 draw.
Tliou marshal's! me the way that I was goiuAnd such an instrument I was to use.
Mine eyes are made the fools o’ the other sense-.
Or else worth all the rest: I see thee still;
And on thy blade, and dudgeon, gouts of blood.
Which was not so before.—There's no such thine
It is tile bloody business, which informs
Thus to mine eyes.

Really, bhakspeare

child,

ment

tiling.”

A

Co., Liverpool.

—The supreme Iniquity Is renthed, Hint we have
handkerchiefs with pictures of the everlasting < Viiteuniul building.
jl.urdiner Uejiorltr.

W hat’s the trouble ? Is there
any reason

why
in a

we

shouldn't all blow
years ?

our noses once

hundred

—A bill is before

Congress

to

pay £o0,-

to the owners of Maine land taken to
adjust tiie boundary with England in

"!»)

1842.

—Somebody whispered something

dif-

lcreut to that old gun in

Connecticut, Bro.

Hale.

the

Probably

it

was

ghost

of Old

Put.

There is bone, and muscle
in the act, and from what little
I have been able to glean from

‘‘tale unfold.”

and

nerve

1 he indictment
against ex-city

■

mar-

lields.

We trust that
will favor

Whig

us

our

neighbor

of the

with another call in

that direction.

—Blaine has been
sipping of the Bangor \Y liig’s bitter chalice. It was mixed
in Connecticut.

regard
up to

a

to the election in that

square defeat

ou a

city,

the

adopt
Whig,
but

in

i he

storm ot Tuesday
night was
heavy at the westward, with a probability
of marine disasters.
—

The Ellsworth American don't
explanation plan of the Bangor

owns

party issue.

It

What causes contributed to produce this dire political convulsion, it would be difficult to mention,
Probably each voter would assign a different cause.
It is enough for Republicans to know that they have
met the sorest defeat, they have known for a score
of years. Hard, persistent work on the part of the
mayor elect for days and weeks past, has unquestionably had much to do with the result, and lie and his
followers may well throw up their hats at their victory.
If we could, we would not abate one jot of their
gloriticution. We only ask that the interests of this
city, which for the ensuing year, ure in their hands,
may not suffer from extravagance, disorder and misrule. Mayor Young is confessedly an energetic, ac
tive and capable man, and if he {jives to the public

Correspondence
Eli'S Harbor.

of the

Journal.

< aid
The Temperance reform movement is prevailing
here, and a Rpform Club was organized last
Friday by the
aid of the ladies. One hundred and
have

thirty

signed the iron clad pledge, and some '200 have
come down to moderate drinks.The fisherare preparing for a
start.Despite the
hard times, there will he considerable
building
going on here this summer; three dwelling
houses have already been
commenced.sit,oOO was realized by the sale of the celebrated

men

tire engine E. P. Walker.The lobster factor5’
the Reach will commence operations the last

to

be wise.” And

so

when

gallery the other day, with
who has more than the

sitting
a

ordinary

Generalities.
Canadian

turkeys

are

Chicago divorces
day.

shipped to LCugland.
nearly ut the rate of

are

hill to tax church

A

has been

one n

rejected In

share of intel-

“Eliminate from the literature or conduct of
any one people the amusing and amused faculty, and you produce a sterility as dull and uninteresting as the cinders and ashes of the volcanic fields of Iceland. Blit include tin* amusing element within the experiences and history
of mankind, and no description of iu\m i..n
with grape, olive, nedanne and orange, clus-

tering and luscious, such as make Uu* \;dcs -t
emPortugal a perennial smile, is adequate
phasize the contrast.”
A peculiarity of nn't humorist" p dint the
supply is exhausted alter a time—as though
they were born with a certain amount ot fun in

a

person’s gastronomic evolutions

j

otherwise benevolent, gracious, educated face

immensely prepossessing—sipping fragrant coffee and partaking sparingly of daintily brow tied
toast, holding the pretty mottled hits upraised
on his fork with one of the whit est, most shape-

ly hands to he seen in this ( ongress. Opposite him is \\ heeler of Xew York, (dean shaven,
smooth and severe, immaculate in line linen
and broadcloth, so glossy mid nice and irreproachable as to suggest a very recent trip from
the gentleman furnisher’:—-only von know better, because its always ju>t that way. He has
tt ti and oyster patties, and sips the one and
draws his knife across the other with such an
absent far off look as to convince the beholder
from the start that ho hasn’t the remotesL idea
what he is eating, and it might as well he a
savory stew of garlic and onions, were it not
for tile lingering adhesive odor of Freund’s deliNear hv sit Tarbox of
cate oyster patties.
•Massachusetts and Randall of Pennsylvania,
each discussing eloquently a plain glass of milk
—but whilst Tarbox lingers and is seemingly
satisfied with this simple refreshment, Randall
wanders off to poached eggs and chicken and
toast, and a goodly array of other eatables. The
former is of medium height, slender and delialmost to effeminacy, with straight black
hair, pale cadaverous countenance, smooth and

young, deep piercing eyes, and long thin jaw
that gives him that “lean and hungry look”
which made Ctesar so much fear the brooding
Cassius. lSut the handsome Randall would certainly have been a man after the great Roman's
own heart—“fat and such as sleep o’nights,”
though not exactly “sleek headed,” his capillary
adornment kinking all up into the cutest little
curls imaginable, whilst his smooth unwrinkled

face, and dainty rose-blush complexion might
give the most distracting belle a pang of envy.
He is a massive man every way—tall, broadshouldered, deep-chested, powerfully built,with
ample physique to carry out the will of his
bright shrewd intellect. And in their near vicinity is Hasson—“the much married man,” an
English looking individual, tall and slender,
with mutton chop whiskers and hair crowding
well down over the low forehead.
Like In-

galls,

his head

to have gone

upward

and

backward, leaving the neck long, thin and

ex-

scents

and the forehead flat and short. He
takes to pickles and sardines, finding some analogy doubtless between the sourness of the one
and the slipperyness of the other, and the cross-

posed,

perplexities

Ahlen Jackson lias resigned the office of Deputy
of State. Mr. Joseph O.
Smith, recently
Secretary
first clerk, lias been appointed us his successor.

beefsteak, all the accompanying accessories,
and a glass of unmistakable lager beer—and
from the rapid incisive cuts of the knife and

es

and

panion

the
at

Kockland

Savannah,

is out of debt and lias a -urplus of $f»ooo.
Daniel Morgan, now so years old, has been Treasurer ‘20 years.

Sedgwick

Postal cards are still growing in popularity. This
year sales show thus far an increase of 4U per cent,
those of last.

made from wood stock.

Misnn II. Hallowed, of Bangor, lias accepted the
professorship "f natural history, at Wellesley female

college,

salary.

with $ I sou

Gov. Connor Ini' nominated John F. Anderson ol
Portland for Kuilroud Commissioner, and Parker P.
Burleigh for Land Agent.
Hie Wheeling WeM Virginia Register says the
weather has been so flue down then- that the tele
graph pole.- began to bud.
A young daughter of Mr William Bell of Water
ville, was fatally burned on Monday, by her clothes
catching fire from the Move.
Anna Dickinson’s debut iw an actress, it is now
announced, will take place at the Globe
1 uea’i'i Boston, April 12th.

positive!)

The tank i:i which Gloucester will exhibit tin
miniature models of her fishing fleet, at Philudd
is nearly ready for shipment.

plriu,
<

Mief Justice \j.pleton of Maine wh- married on
■
to \li~\ i»ii.
reelrv .nt the residence
i. McCobb, in Portland.

'lli'n-sday

of ilou. J.

Buck-port Savings Bank stock is being sold
flfty per cent. It is thought that the bank will
able to pay if sufficient time i> given.

lor
In-

It is urged that men who trust too much to the
conn-cl of their wives come to grief, and Adam.
Samson and Belknap are cited as proofs.

said that Shakespeare wa- obliged t<» kill
off Mercutio early in the play, because :( was

II,' St. Louis Republican compares the eclip->
to the Babcock trial. It was an eclipse which didn’t
show at the time, but was an eclipse, nevertheless

! even

found so difficult to sustain the inn- and dchc.it**
humor of the character.
In tie* book under nolice tin* in-tan--.
.[notations and examples of lmmoi and wit are

mostly

drawn

from

American

source--,

and

many from the national legislature, in the popular branch of whieli tin- author lias -<» long
been a conspicuous and honored member.
the first ot living
American humorists, combining the incisive
wit of the departed Prentiss with tin* genial

<

ox

is

by

common

consent

and grotesque humor of John Phenix, wlm.-e
light went oul on the Pacific coast years ago.
He i< like

a

fountain of champagin

and sparkles continually, and

u*1 \

that rises
r

l""s fla-

vor.

atThis, his lat'-si 1mm.!.. 1- one -»i lie
tractive and interesting of the kind ihat has
ever

hern given to the public.

Washington Matters

arc

sentative Hoar, who lias long helped to look
alder the interests of the old Puritan State—a
noble dignified gentleman, with thick gray
hair, gray side whiskers, bright gray eyes, ami
a nose and white complexion that makes the

ol

Thursday

State

Maine has abolished the death penalty and Cali
fornia has establish* d the w hipping post. Culitoi
liia has probably shown the mo-i
sense

■

Whether

President
on

in

confinement

them, which could he drawn upon, idler which
come the dregs and lees of exhaustion.
It is

Washington, April 1. During tin* Democratic. caucus last night it was expressly desirgrounded belief that each individual Congress- ed by the ex-Confederates that none of them
be selected managers of the impeachment trial
man is a sort of a wily Richelieu, a diplomatic
of ex-Sceretary Belknap before the Senate, 'l ie
a
and
a
Burke
Bismarck,
profound
patriotic, request was respected. Much of tin* time w aeloquent l’itt all rolled into one, don't you consumed in discussion as to whether two of
seven members 1m* Republicans, and it \\;ithink a good blow was struck for the perpetui- the
that Messrs. Wheeler of New York and Hoar
of
American
and
the
bird
that
of
institutions,
ty
of Massachusetts he added to the list, nainolv,
freedom ought to he very thankful for such Messrs. Lord, McMahon, I.ynde, Knott and
I
Jenks.
1 >raiseworlhy elf<*rts ?
Washington'. April 2. Tin* probability of
And then the remainder of our party having the impeachment of Secretary Robeson is rapjoined us, we left the law-makers and din of idly strengthening. He finds himself in deep
voices, and wandered away down the massive water with only small straws at which to
grasp for assistance or support. It turn- out
stair-ways, through the spacious galleries, stop- that his recent letter in explanation ami in reto
admire
wounded
poor
ping
living Tecumseh futation of charge- against him was written
to tin* publication of evidence m tie* matlying in state on a pile of hoards, and so on to prior
ter of the day Cooke, McCulloch A <
trailthe House restaurant, where Freund takes actions. He acted
upon the presumption that
of
this
branch
of
stomas usual the copies (*f telegrams had been deCongressional
charge
achs, dispensing “cold tea” to the faithful ( if stroyed at or about the expiration of two yearfrom their date, but unfortunately for him and
you know what that is) and supplies every body for some as yet unknown reason the
eopie- o!
who is willing to come down with the stamps the despatches of that period of lM7d during
were
which
the
occurred
not
panic,
destroy ed,
with the daintiest and most delicious crabs,
and their existence wa- a -urpri-e to him and
oysters, frogs, cukes, creams coffee and other will cause him --onsideruhl
unhappim*-- and
luxuries too numerous to mention, and where trouble.
we “most
and
V
SI
lilU.l.'s IK-I .MON
l'A 1 N 1.1».
judiciously drank,
daringly
The testimony of Bell continues the toi.i*--d
dined,” and where the preconceived notionIt is conceded <>u all
and sensibilities of my charming friend were universal discussion.
hands to he very damaging, supported, as it apagain most terribly shocked and her ideals laid
pears to be, by documentary and other proof.
humiliatingly low in the dust. “The horrid The Administration Republicans are very much
creatures,” she murmured between two sips of annoyed, and denounce Bell as a dead-heat, utterly unworthy of belief, etc., etc. NotwithCharlotte Russe, “they eat worse than they
standing all tlii- bis testimony remains unshaktalk.” And it must he confessed that it doe- en as to the main
points, although great ingentake a philosophical turn of mind, a sort of uity ami industry have been brought to hear t >
break
it
It
i- said that StonVs affidavit
down.
hardened sensibility to the small things of life to
will he given to the associated press to-night
see unruffled, a great powerful Congressman
and then Babcock will print some letter- rceei\who has the reputation of being unusually ed from Bell which are alleged as proof that In*
it the.-e publi> itried
to blackmail Babcock,
smart, and who certainly does lly the American
tions are made it is probable that tin* other side
eagle, and do the star spangled banner business will make a showing, as it is within power of
in first class style, tip back in his chair and parties interested t«. bring documentary prool
make a tooth pick of one of Freund’s silver that Babcock's attorney otl'ercd to puv mom y
for testimony damaging to the character of
forks, and another with more than a local rep- Bristow and Solicitor Wilson.
Iti-a pretty
utation converting a napkin into a very useful [quarrel as it stands, and promises to de\e|..p
tlie
of
lids
famous
trial. Bell
true
inwardness
article of the toilette, and blowing a blast that j
was attacked and Deaton last night by a man -l
might with small stretch of the imagination he whom lie says In* knows nothing whatever. 11
mistaken of the horn of Roderick Dhu. If his Ij was taken completely by surpri-e, and can imblast i;-> worth as much as the immortal Roder- ! agine no cause for tin* a-sault, except that tinlb -ay
man was hired to do the work,
that
ick’s, why wouldn’t it be a good idea for his he did not desire to
testily, hut wa- dmgge.l
party to gather him up and transport him to all out of obscurity and brought here; that what
the States in the union at election times. 1 sub- he said was all true, as will be duly e.-labli-lnd
and that the parties who an* endeavoring to
mit that it would be much less expensive than
injure him are barking up the wrong tie.-.
the present mode of recruiting voters.

Eighty men were absent at onetime from the
sheds and quarries from this cause.

of this month.Sickness to an alarming extent has raged among the workmen oMale.

ancient and modern, compares, dissects analyzes, and concludes that wit and humor are
kindly gifts of the beneficence of Providence
that smooths the wrinkles of care and lightens
the burden of life, lb* says—

murmur discreetly—“Certainly, my
the slightest doubt of it in the world."
And if any one went away from hearing tic
continuation of that conversation with the well

any index to character and habits of mind ami
life, as some inquisitive people insist, isn’t pertinent to the present record of events. You
are all, my patient readers, left to your own
conclusions and opinions; hut here is Repre-

year.-’

Georgia.

control human life, in search of an answer t>»
the inquiry why we laugh. The author calls
up and questions the masters of wit in times

brightening, “of

so

fourteen

W. A. Farnsworth.
Water Company, died

Book.

tion of the reader—and not alone for his pleasure, but likewise for information and instruction. The book is philosophical, and delves
among the hidden springs that underlie and

Congress.”-—then despairingly—“L suppose
il- because I’m so ignorant and can’t comprehend; but do you know, that it seems to me a
great deal that they say doesn’t amount to
much.” “Oh, wise young Judge; oh you veritable Daniel come to the Judgment” here interlarded “a wee sma' voice,” hut she continued,

not

to

gotten up in the usual excellent style of the
of Fast Machias shot himself in
Harpers. It is an incursion by the brilliant theFred Whiteliousewhile fooling
with a pistol* The
groin Friday
author into the glittering realm of wit, and bullet was extracted.
through the pleasant land of humor, gather1 he Messrs. Dennison of Mechanic 1 alls, have
ing the choicest of their jewels for the delecta- just sent to Kngluud u large amount of news paper

to

—and

tenced
Prison.

over

ligence, but who happens to be fresh and new
to Washington life, looking and listening whilst
a score or more of our modern Solons took lofty
and eloquent flights on a certain appropriation
bill, getting wratiifully up on their Senatorial
ears, and pitching parliameutarily into that audacious House for presuming to send them such
a misshapen piece of business—I
repeat, when
thus sitting, looking and listening, >die turned
to me her bright, attractive lace, saying in flitmost perplexed and apologizing manner, “My
dear, I fear I am very stupid, but I always
thought Congressmen were so much smarter,
and brighter and greater than other people.
1
had an idea that they had to know a great deal
more than anybody else, or they couldn’t come

dear;

New

Why We Lai gii. By Samuel >.( ox. author of
Buckeye Abroad," “Eight Years in
Winter Sunbeams.” etc.
New
Congress,”
York: Harper & Brothers. ls7t;.
This is a very handsome volume of ”»S7 pages?

in the Senate

cour-e they all could make a
real smart speech it they wanted to and tried
hard.” 1 didn’t make any revelations. How
coni 1 a person in the presence ot* sm h confiding

part “over chicken and chamPerch;.

we

A

sweet, bright lady

of domestic bliss. His comis King, of Pacific Mail notoriety, who,
disdaining all trivial affairs and small concerns,
plunges in heavily and refreshes the Inner man
at this mid-day repast, with solid substantial

at

Montagus,
pagne.’*

nious contact with so many hard,stubborn, and
oftimes painful facts. I am afraid I alw ays hate
that kind of people, and perhaps 1 always
shall; or at least the important, condescending,
looking-after-your-intercst, don't want-you-tobe-dcltided sort of way they have. I never
Could see any sense in disagreeably opening
people’s eyes, unless they were in great physical or moral danger, and believe eminently in
the doctrine “where ignorance is bliss ’tis folly

cate

ure to ho invited from the dry details of shal Mitchell, ot Rockland, has been abanbusiness and politics, to those flowery doned, the evidence being weak.

Grant, Belknap, Babcock, and the whole says—
evil brood have been routed—they and
their works. Gov. Ingersoll is re-elected

at all, should be

run

—Albert V Hall, whose trial lor rape
and his bitter chalice? It is well known on the little girl ol eight years, we liienthat the Whig is accustomed to rate Blaine tioned last week, was found guilty and
pretty high, but to place him alongside of sentenced to Id years imprisonment. C.eo.
the dispenser of Providential judgments, P. Cox. tried for the same ofl’enec on the

evident to those who understand the case.
It will be remembered with what cries of the

anguish

a

castle in

—

lights in a very foolish way. chalice represents, would be perverted by what \\«' have
indicted, our readers will
it would become a poisoned
The extract copied to-day exhibits an un- such sin
remember.
of
which
evenof
the
ingredients
happiness because the editor of this paper chalice,
—-Tin- liancor
figcui paid tin- city treasurer
delivered an address before the editorial handed justice would compel him to drink. between Aagu-lli-jimr
and .March .$11.j*.«;.
I'he protits
association, and still more so tor the reason Observe the context—
That's a good showing. There doesn’t
“But here, upon this bunk unit shoal of (inn
that lie is a member of the State Centen- We’d
jump the life to come. But in tin
si ,‘tn to have been
anybody with a gimlet
nial Board. These are matters of small We .still have judgment In re.'’
the
casks. Is there any
the
is
What
lurking among
“judgment here,” if not
interest, but since they are dragged in, a
reason \\liv the Belfast agency, it
of
the
Providence
to
good
punish
few words may not be improper. The in- interposition

dress lor publication. The appointment on
the Centennial Board was made without

Washington, April J-st, 1870.
It is supposed that most everybody dreams
dreams, rears idols, and erects occasionally “a

trust, such implicit comideiice, with the star
spangled banner above their heads and tlie
American eagle looking pleadingly into their
face, have the heart to say “Madam, they are
and
we
Iiy Republican papers,
We rather like tills invitation of our think the
doing their level best,” or repeat that old sayPress aiming them, with the cry
ing ot* the philosophical Frenchman about “No
eotemporary to walk in the llowury paths that honest inquiry should be open. Now man
being great to ids valet,” or even hint that
of literature, ami to indulge in the kindly
that it is open, the complaint is made that it is with Congressmen as with a great many
and appropriate pastime of discussing the
testimony gets published! isn't this a other persons and things in this world, “Distance lends enchantment,” or suggests in the
poetical beauties and hidden meanings of trifle inconsiste ;t J
remotest possible manner that there was in the
the great poet. Hut iirst we will quote
-There's a hitch in the extradition of latter
days political aspirations and -ucces*r>,
from the New American Cyclopedia, the
Winslow. The British government decline much that was mysterious, and ways past titidarticle Chalice, and all of it, to show what
to give him up, unless under assurances ing out. What! in this C nienuial year he
that acknowledged authority considers the
that he shall not be tried for any other guilty of intimating the “fall and decline” of
vessel to he—
crime than that lor which lie has been the American Statesman as exhibited in its
CHALICK (Lat. f'lilic, h cup; the vessel containpresent representatives ? Ah, no—tor the glory
ing the consecrated wim* in the sacrament of the indicted. The government of the l S. deof the American eagle as well as the peace oi
eucharist. In honor of its sacred purpose, it lias
usually been made of us costly a substance as t lie cline to give any promise, and so he will an individual mind. I hold that it was much
circumstances of a church permitted
of glass,
better to suppress facts and fall back on tietion
crystal, silver or gold-and ofteu embellished with probably remain abroad.

increased Democratic majority in the
enthusiastic. Upon the ly
and a Democratic U. S. Senaplatform were gentlemen from Canada Legislature,
interested in the Levis & Kennebec Kail- tor is assured. Nothing better could be
road (another link in the proposed line), asked. Now for the
procession of the
among them the Mayor of Quebec, Owen states
generally, and the grand decisive
Hon.
R.
A.
Murphy,
Angers, AttorneyGeneral of Canada, and E. Beaudef, pres- result in November.
interest the same care and attention which he gives
ident of the Levis & Kennebec Railway.
—The fund for supplying gas to gov- to his own private affairs, there will be little cause of
Mayor Nash called the meeting to order
complaint.
in a brief and pleasant address ot welcome ernment buildings all over the country
to the gentlemen from Canada and the
become
—The report ot a decision that Mr.
exhausted, orders have
having
neighboring towns, and introduced Gov. been issued not to light up. At
cannot maintain his suit against
the
Lynde
Bangor
Conner as chairman of the meeting.
Custom House will not suffer, as a pipe the city ot Rockland, was premature. The
The Calais Times says that parties from Portland
can be run to the
Whig office, where the case goes to the full court to have that
have leased the gas works in that city, preliminary
to a purchase if they meet with encouragement.
is
abundant.
gas supply
very question decided.

large

The condition ol the Belfast jail, and the
manner of keeping it, should be investi-

oners are

ids green

vitation to address the editors was not
sought, but being tendered was accepted.
It can scarcely be called a matter for
blame on our part, either, that they voted
thanks, and requested a copy of the ad-

the quirk satisfactory motions of that heavy
under jaw, you know the occupation is a pleasure, even if the shrewd deep-set eyes didn’t such

Letter from Washington.

It will he seen that our accomplished eon- j
rats in a bandbox. On looking back, we
temporary has no mercy upon literary delin- j
quencies, but that he hold* us up to scorn and j find that in a space of time covering becruelly demonstrates our >hocking treatment of
the English language. With relentless purpose j tween two and three years, eight crimihe parades the victimized sentence, and with j nals have made their
escape from this jail,
the ea<y familiarity of one saturated with classic and modern literature, he proceeds to de- and others barely saved, as follows—
molish our “strange ideas’’ with a heavy chunk
July, is".‘i. Cornelius Doherty, in for horse
We could have stealing,
Alas !
of his knowledge.
escaped from the yard, where lie was
borne our personal share of the exposure, but sawing wood.
it reaches beyond us and whelms in its ridicule
February. Is7f.
Dan. Patterson, Charles
many names which have hitherto claimed hom- .McIntosh, Win. Tapley, Win. Staples and T.
llow many men of Dolan, left out of tlieir cells, made a
age in the world of letters,
desperate
fair esteem as writers have labored under the assault on the officers amt
attempt at escape.
Impression that the use of the word “chalice’’ After being secured, they were found to be prois not confined to one of its specific definitions, vided with false
keys, saws, and the means of
and have therefore employed precisely the same I escape through I lie roof.
phrase above quoted from us, we should hardly
December, is7i. Jack Merrithew-, conliiied
dare to estimate; but dead and living they arc for cheating by fraud, rushed
past the turnkey
numerous, and the destruction of their pres- and escaped. Was recaptured some days after
We will call m Monroe.
tige will cause a sail lament.
forth but one to share in our discomfiture, with
April --o.il. Is7">. Ja.-k Merrithew again esthe hope that in the greatness of his fall our caped. There went with him L'. F. Treat,
lesser tumble may be overlooked; and as we sentenced tor
liquor selling; Jack Fogerty and
quote, bow tearfully will the world-wide con- William Fahey, awaiting sentence for assault.
that
of
of
William
I hey seized the turnkey,locked him into the
stituency
Shakspeare regret
Belfast did not stand at the elbow or William of corridor, and with a false
key let themselves
Avon, to warn him against the expression ot through tile outside door.
such “strange ideas” as in this familiar soliloMarch 29tli. Oak ii. Phase and Oscar L.
quy of Macbeth :
I.arrabce,coiiiined torburgiury.und Wm. Darns,
“But in these cases,
for attempting to throw a railroad train from
We still have judgment here; that we but teach
the track, made their escape. Two have been
Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return
recaptured.
To plague the inventor : this even-handed justice
This record is simply disgraceful. There
Commends the ingredients of oar poi-oned chalice
j
To our own lips.”
might as well be no jail, as on with no
Hut we have bestowed too much space and attention upon a party whose inilaual egotism more seem ity for tho confinement ol crimlias betrayed hint into such a conspicuous dis- inals.
Them is either an insecure jail or
play of ignorance as should prove a salutary
an
incITicient
The
men
who
betjailor, and no time should
have nothing
punishment.
ter to do than to scan tin* hurriedly prepared
be lost in making an investigation, end
columns of a daily paper for a typographical error or a fault of rhetoric, arc hut contemptibly
applying remedy in the proper place
employed, and when they essay public and offensive criticism, they sliould beware of mak-1'ln* Democrats in the Ifousc per .-even* in their
ing themselves ridiculous. Fora person who
delivers orations on journalism and who i- to contcriiptibb- practice of publishing test im-my against
oilieers before the accuseil men have an oppublic
Maine
in the Centennial Commission,
represent
Portland
portunity to appear iu their own behtili.
the Belfast mail seems to have very restricted Dress.
notions of the English language and its litera] hr Press forgets that the Investigating
ture. If lie is to appear for the State at i’liiladelphiu, we hope that the Commi-sion will at Committees at first sat with dosed doors,
least supply him with an edition of Shakspeare:
and a few other standard works, including a in oriler t.' control that matter, and were
treatise on good manners, would not he amiss. assailed

that the sacrament administered

and shows

Much Jail Delivery.

s

to lie envious of some ot

them,

Too

property
the Massachusetts House.
Spain,” save and excepting those hard knowledge
we alluded to the incongruity
ot Mr.
Minister
Schenk’s
historic
book—1
should
ers get out of it as soon as they are put in.
say
Wife beaters in California are to be publicly whippractical, matter-of-fact people who seem to de
Blaine ofl’ering a Congressman bitters in A continual
he would be eminently successful in that noble ped hereafter. Good enough for the brutes.
procession of the vagabonds light in jerking you down with a pitiless pull,
a chalice, as the Whig's remarkable
•J. T. Babcox, coiner of the San Francisco Mint,
figure ot society are moving through that abode and enlightening you for your good “solely for game. And just here my chatty friend insists
that I come back from so much investigation of is charged with embezzling $25,000 in silver coin.
makes him do. This calls out the Capyour good, my dear, and because you ought to
of the wicked, running out by some means
House decided in favor of “loThe Massachusett
other people’s affairs, and finish my own delecknow’'—and thus contriving to bring you out of
tain in defence of that, terribly stilted pen
cal option” in regard to the sale of liquor, Thursday.
about as fast as they are looked in.
Pris- so
table lunch. So with a reversion of Lady Mary
sweet
delusions
into
unceremomany
happy
ot his, as follows—
Miles, the Vermout bank robber, has been sen-

ereign.

building

Augusta, Me., March JO. A public
meeting of tiie citizens of Augusta and of
the towns along the line of the proposed
railroad from this city to West Waterville
and Wiscassot, designed to form a
part
of a through line from Quebec to the Atheld
was
in
Granite Hall in this
lantic,
city this afternoon. The meeting was

Last week, in one of a tew paragraphs
in which we commented upon some of the
oracular utterances ot the Bangor Whig,

appears to
have a hard lime of it. Sailing with the
licet of Maine newspaper craft, lie seems

when the
that paper to other
parties, and with what bowlings and imI lie recent cable dispatches
regarding !
the loss oft.be British emigrant ship Strath- plorings lie sought a portion of the establishment. Now, after it has been concedmore and the adventures ot its survivors
reveals a story as strauge in its
way as ed, lie can't find exactly what he expectthat of Pitcairn's Island or Juan Fernaned, either in profits or reputation. lie
dez.
it seems that this ship struck the
couldn't
buy Lynde's brains and ability.
reeks among the Crozet group of islands
in the South Pacific, on the 1st of
July, at Consequently lie is cross grained. The
half-past 1 o’clock in the morning, and situation is like that of a Connecticut rivwas
wrecked immediately.
Forty-four er sloop which a coaster once met in a
the survivors
persons were drowned,
saved nothing whatever, and subsisted high wind on the Sound. The jib was slatthemselves upon the rocks lor six months ting, the boom swinging from side to side,
upon sea birds and their eggs. When and everything movable travelling the
they were rescued they were much ema- deck.
Hailing the one visible individual,
ciated and almost naked. Five had died
there irom exposure and want. A Yankee who was clinging to the rail, the coaster
whaler, commanded by Capt. Giiiord, on captain asked—“Who commands that
his way to the South Sea fisheries, came craft?”
"Wa-a-1,” was the reply, “I unupon the unhappy survivors of the wreck dertook to—but she’s too much
for me /”
of a British emigrant ship, the Strathmore
to
life
on
the
desoclinging desperately
late Crozet Islands. lie had to choose at
Messrs Xye anil llaskell, of tlio Maine
once between abandoning his
voyage and Centennial Board, are now at Philadeltaking these poor creatures to some place
to the reception of goods
where they might be properly eared for phia, attending
and crowding them into his ship and go- from the state. Permanent quarters have
ing on his cruise, lie made his choice in- not yet been decided upon, but probably,
stantly, and gave up all his own prospects for awhile at least, the most of the Maine
for their sakes, and took them to England.
The London Times of the 29th of March folks will find a home at the United States,
pays a glowing and well-deserved tribute one of the large new hotels opposite the
to the rescuers of the
castaways of the main entrance to the exhibition grounds.
Strathmore, and utters probably no vain After or about the time of the
opening the
words when it says that “the English nation will not fail to do honor, and some- Maine headquarters will probably be upon
thing more than bare honor, to the deed the grounds, though the State will have
and to the man.”
no
of its own.
preparing.

espeare.

contemplating the deed—a man
on murder,
talking about it to

The Captain who endeavors to direct
the course of the

The special meeting of the Society at Portland, on Thursday, was one of very great interos.. The meeting was called to order by the
venerable Prof. Packard, the Secretary, and
lion. ( J. Gilman of Brunsvyick. was elected
President pro tern, on account of (lie necessary
absence ot the President, lion. J. \V. Bradbury
of Augusta, and the Vice President, Judge Harrows of Brunswick.
A volume of the Society, now in preparation,
will contain live lnipers by Judge Godfrey on
"Indian History near Bangor,” one on "IVniaquid," by Hr. Hough ot Xew York, another l>v
Gen. J. W. Brown, on ‘-Champlain lliul-d," a
third and forth by Mr. Swctt. oil "Karly Spanish settlements at Pemaquid,” and the "History
of the Bingham Purchase," a sixth bv Mr. Allen of Xorridgewoek, on "Karly Hallowed
families."
The volume closes with a set of
memorial papers on the late Hon. George
Klaus, Bishop Burgess, and lion. William
Willis.
A paper on Xorombega written bv Judge
Godfrey of Bangor, was read. It was a valuable contribution to the history of the State.
The next paper read was on the "Kite and
Services of General Samuel Waldo,” by Hon.
Joseph Williamson of Belfast. It created great
enthusiasm, and a copy was requested to be
placed in the society archives.
Mr. William Goold of Windham, then presented to the society a gun. oil which is a silver
plate hearing the inscription :
This gun belonged to
Domiiiicus Jordan
who was killed by the Indians
at Spurwink, Me.. Aug. 170J.
Presented to Maine Historical Society bySamuel Jordan, Deering, 187C.
In the afternoon, Gen. John Marshall Brown
read a very interesting paper on “Indian Thoroughfares and Carrying Places in Maine.”
In the evening, Wm. Goold read his paper on
Fort Halifax, which ho has been some time

Ames.

A Little Pleaaant Talk about Shak-

Congress.
Tin* >enato 'I'll 11 fsduy, March l!Sili, took up
the consular ami diplomatic bill
Tin* salary <•!'
the Italian minister was restore.I to its former
amount.
The House instructed the *<crg.'antat-arms to retain the custody of llallett Kilbourne and not deliver him to tb<‘ judicial authorities of the District oft olumhia until turfie r
The Senate amendne nt
order of the House.
increasing the appropriation for tie Siouxdc
tieiency from sioo.oooto ^loojooo was agreed t«».
The Senate, Wednesday, passed the
card delicicney bill and the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill with amendment.--restoring the sendees to their former footing. The
House passed a bill to provide for ibe xpen-e>
ot the ad mission of foreign good* to the Centennial exhibition. The compensation of \vitne->es summoned before the committees was ti\,d
at s:> per day and li\e cents per mile ldr mileage. A bill passed authorizing tin* Secretary ot
the Treasury to convert into coupon bonds amany of the live per cent, registered bond- amay be necessary to pay the judgments of the
Alabama claims commission,
I’he armv bill
after debate was passed, yeas 111, nay- ul. In
committee of the whole "ii the legislative appropriation bill the salary ot Senators wa- li\• d

>'4b00.
The Senate Thursday discussed Air. Alortoifs
Mississippi resolutions. The House pas-ed a
bill directing that naval estimates be made in i
detail. The foreign affairs committee were instructed to inquire what legislation i< proper t«*
remove any dillieulty in the execution of the
at

of 1S-I2 between (ircat Britain and tin
1'nitcd States. The bill appropriating Sici.uoo
for the deficiency in the printing and engraving
bureau of the Treasury Department and t.tithe issue of silver coin in place of fractional
currency was taken up. A proviso was adopted that if silver bullion is not presented in -iiilicient quantity the treasury may purchase silver
bullion for tin; purpose of coinage: also an
amendment making silver coin a legal tender to
the amount of $.">o. In committee of tin* whole
the legislative appropriation bill wa> eon-id
ered.
The Senate Friday adopted Mr. <’hri-tianey *s
substitute for Mr. Morton's Mississippi re-olutions.
The House passed a bill for the >eparate entry of express packages contained in one
importation; also a bill to detine the tax on fermented and malt liquors. Also the St nate bill
declaring the 14th of April next a public holiday in the District of Columbia, to allow the
ofticials to witness the unveiling ot the statue
to Abraham Lincoln; also the bill appropriating $153,000 for the deficiency in the treasury
printing bureau and for the issue of subsidiary
silver coin. The House in committee of the
whole passed several unimportant bills on the
private calendar.
The House on Saturday considered the bill to
amend tin* laws concerning commerce and the
navigation of steam vessels. The military committee was directed to investigate the conduct
of Horace Boynton while in the olliee of the
internal revenue bureau in Texas.
In tin* Senate, Monday, the bill to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the I nited States was passed. ’The clerk
of the House announced that the House had
adopted articles of impeachment again-t the
late Secretary Belknap and hail appointed managers to conduct the prosecution. In the House
the articles of impeachment against Secretary
Belknap wore adopted and the managers, as
designated by the Democratic caucus were appointed. Mr. Lapham of New York was substituted for Mr. Wheeler who declined. The
river and harbor appropriation bill was reported. Its appropriates #i)0S,077 less than last
year, A bill amending the pension law in regard to LSI2 pensioners was passed.
treaty

Brussels has the largest ice house in the world.
The root covers an area of 18,000 feet; the walls are
double and tilled with moss and sawdust. There are
nine separate ice chambers, each of 3( ,000 cubic feet
There are galleries for storing meat in
hot weather capable of holding 2,000 quarters. A
million tons of ice have been stored in the building
at one time.

capacity.

good

The -i hoom r Clara of F.astport, w hich lies in Ken
du -keag stream at Bangor, ha< tilled with wutei.
and i * k<• Pm.
the -urfucc bv rim surrounding
A bill ie.jiiiriiiry original article or letter
• uhn-iiua
j.nbli -.*!•. i i.i
newspaper to be *igm.i
with the writer’- name, passed the Senate of the
State.
Jetler-on Da'i- ban becoui- president of the.Miand International Chamber
sis.-ippi Willey >o.-i.
of ('oiutiierre, and hat-.d-lished hi* ottice in New
Orleans.
The < inciunati F.iepdrer headed it* New 11 amp
-hire di.sputrlu-s thus Belknap may plant undOrunt
may water, but Cod only know s w in-re the iuerea**
comen from.
One *-l the features of the Centennial will I..-a
soda fountain ten feel wide and twenty feet high,
built of the liie-st marble and protu
!y ornamented
with silver.
lb- Bath line- think* there will be the usual
amount of ship building going «-u there this season
v
I- on the stocks mid seven
firm b.-ivt 1 h:
contracted ahead.
<»m-

—

-•••

I In- I*r« *s *ay that II wry >tapl* s of I’arsonstield,
had a tooth extracted in Portland, Friday, and very
rn-arly died from the h* tuorrhuge which followed.
He is now* reoov ering
A ski if was upset in a Kentucky mil! pond tinother day, and Mr. .lame* lyh-r was thrown into
the water. The local editor call* it a clear case ot
t ip-a canoe and 1 y ler too.

j'armer in Ketine
Tlmtoher .I ones, a
bunk, fell from a load of ha' I n -day, striking on
the barn floor, breaking two of his if*- and othei
wise seriously injuring himself.

prominent

biggest stone

Ihe

oiiarried at Vinalhaveii
of the Mind* -,uarry. Jti*
wide and 1 feet thick, and
loo ton*.

ever

was ncn’ly taken out
feet
I.
lei t long, .'» 1

weighs -omething !ik*

.-rial to a New York paper say* that fietierai
V. Bice, a claim agent in
thru.* he. I (. a. I.
Washington, 1 burs.lay night, because Bice, in a
printed card, had called him u liar
A

< u-tai

l b
men

Calais Advertiser -ays thirty seven young
d from that vicinity for California luM
Then- an othei- trying to raise money t-»
them, but iiud it hanl work.

tart

vvei-k.
follow

All of tin

room* on Mt. Desert
lor next *•■ i*on.

occupied last year,
I he

engaged

are

facilities

being *o extended as to pro'id<comfort of a large number of v i-itor-.
nr*-

lor

tor

the

Mik!i anxiety is felt tor tin- safety of tin- 1 ark J
<Nun oil of Bockport, ( apt. Ce.-rge ,*>heplieio
>*lie sailed fr«»m < ;alve*fv»n tor Bremen
day si no
bat nothing ha* been beard from her since.
Herb, i- Havem-r and I. \. Wing ol Uucklaml,
into an altercation in the shoe making simp ot
g
the latter, which in-suited in a scufllc ami the nil
ting *ii' Havener seriously by Wing with a knife.
centennial concert in Hallow.-II,
leather valise was given to the resident
hav
ing the most votes, and Mi*s Hay m
clergyman
i“ceivid t!n- valise by a plurality ot seventy vote*.
\t

re,-, nt.

a

Bussia

flic South American o.*trich which was on exhi
bition at the Portland poultry show got hold of u
pound of hoard liniis the other day and devoured
I'li- v did not digest and the poor bird i*
them all.
dead.
I he
elite):nia! < ommis*ioturs have decided tbat
11 lev d" 11 -t feel authorized to grant any .-pace with
in tin* limit* of Hu- exhibition gr minis for the erec
tion of a buildiiiu in which religious services may b
conducted.
I lie Canadi.iii gentlemen interested m the propoed i.e-,v railroad from (Quebec to Wi-eu*** t, visite-l
the latter town Friday with a mimb.-r of prominent
railroad and bud ness uV*-n ol Mam.-, an t made a ti ip
clown the harbor.
California i* being overrun with Chinese Coolies.
from
bin
The l;ist steam*
brought over loon
Chinese, and th* entire -teerage capacity of both
lines k engaged for the next six months by the im
porters of coolie*
cm .-1 one of Mr*
\ Wa-hing' on -'I'M makt-t ha
Belknap's hoots, vvh: It i* now on exhibition in hi*
see
to
a woman whip
It
a
-tore.
thrilling sight
lio-mul r'« back is turned
(.ul a tape line w h* n t h*
*•

■

and

nn-asim-

that boot.

a
flare
movement among the Catholics in
I.ewi.sfou to reduce the extravagant expense ot
rals
1 hey lind that tin funeral expenses buy.n ached -irh enormous j roporfioii* that it is r-ti
cheaper to live than to die.

ia:o

tin- appointment
An application ha* been madof a receiver to wind up the business of the Buckl ln-re are -nine, however, m
port Savings Bank,
ti-re-ii .1 in tin- bank w ho prefer that tin- institution
should be put into bankruptcy.
Miss Susan B. Anthony has I f it t. -1 P.,*o timeduring tin la-t lectin ing -<-a.*on, and lias realized
enough to pay oil' her $!o,uoo debt incurred by the
bankruptcy --f tin? B< olutiou. I lu- lu-t dollar ol
this obligation was paid last week.
--•

flu-re i* Ci.iisidt rafib- talk ot extending: the MaimCentral railroad from Skovvhegau to Solon and
A propo rtion has been made the people
Bingham
ul •:!- the line to iron and run tin- extension prov id
d they will take hold aii-1 grade tin- road.
«

A horrible luunli r was committed in Boston,<uth
So Cui «er
.losiuh Hall beat his wife to death at \
!»,•
-t., then cut lii> hroat w ith a razor and died.
me-tie dilliculties, rau.-ed b. impecuni<»ity, are 9i*i.I
to have been the cause ot‘ tin terrible deed.
liic SherlllV.f the county Ini' “• lit to all o\\ners ut
building- in P« riliind, w lo re liquors are supposed
b<- kept for -ale a rireuiur noticing them that
that such sale is stopped ©r they will
they niu-r
b> proceeded against under the nuisance act.
to

A bill !in- pa--- 1 both branches of the Mus-aehu
I.< li'iatlire making a man a common night
walker who -hall tr« •, o ut ’lie street with intent to
mice Noun.' girl- to illieit intercourse, and he i» t>In- punched t !.*• Miiif a' leinale night walkers.
-efts

flie e\U*n-i\e mills of .John 1-ogler & Son, inarm
t'acturers of doors, .-a-h and blinds, bed-tcuds, &c
at South Hope, consisting of two large building'
with a dry house, were totally destroyed by lire tri
da\ morning. Loss about •*? I'LOM*; no insurance.
Hie *3f>ill legalizing the marriage between .Mi
.lames I’arton and bis ..tep daughter. Miss Flleii
Willis Eldridge, in 'pit* d the adverse report of the
committee, was pa- ed to engrossment in the Maf Ib^iresentative by a vote of oj
-acini-ei t Hunt o Mb
l lie husband of

a

Lake

Village

woman

e\pre-o d

doubt about going to the polls to \ole on election
day, when she coolly requested him to exchange
clothing with her and -he would go and vote tor
him.
Flint -*-tt!ed tin question, ami he went to tinpolls “like a man."

I rank < oiun-rs an 1 W illiam iyler returned to
New bui yport, Mu-.-., from down river Friday even
ing. Conners landed, when the tide* took the boat
and Iyler, who was drunk, drifted out to sea.
11 •
was ■> year* old and
haves a wife who is :i widow
for the ilord time.
Tin* Opinion says that a daughter of Ouillord
Young, <d Yinulhavt-n, supposed to be insane,
stray* d from home last Friday noon, and was not
found until Monday night, -die whs found in tinwoods.
How sin- survived through the fearful
storm of Saturday night is a my -t< r\
A woman with two children has just been diseo\
ered in a starving condition at Providence.
They
were living in an old garret, were nearly uaked and
frozen. The woman’s husband deserted her, taking
every article of furniture and clothing, not even
leaving a mattress for the deserted ones to lie on.
Poin

t.AM1-

April

b

Penjaniin AVillis,

a

weulthy

of Hang"!, was arrested this afternoon
he was leaving his hotel for tin- train, on petition
of his sister that lie be scut to the Insane Asylum.
I he case was adjourned until to-morrow P. ’.M. to
procure evidence. Mr. Willis was on his bridal torn

gentleman
as

The house of Elijah Burdick, l>ean st., Brooklyn,
during rue-day night's gale, was blown down, ami

Mr. Burdick and his wife and two children were
buried in the ruins. Mr Burdick and one of the
children were rescued alive, though badly bruised,
but his wife and a sou of “l years wore crushed to

death.

A letter from Cheyenne to the New York Times
says the gold seekers on route to the Black Hills ore
sw indled at
every step. They have to ride
in filthy curs, are swindled by merchants when
pur
nr**
goods,
chasing
obliged to ride on the top of lug
gage and freight, and have to pay awful prices for
freight transportation and meals.

terribly

That was a ipieer statement of his affairs made by
(Jeorge Francis Train. It seems that he has
(.00,1.00 of assets and no liabilities. Y et a receiver
was appointed to see that justice was done to his
creditors, llis ease is a perfectly unique one in the
history of bankruptcy, for all previous bankrupts
have exhibited a greater or less excess of liabilities
over assets.
For once the novelty is presented of a
bankrupt who owes nothing to anybody but to
whom

everybody

owes

something.
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Wednesday night ol hi-t week,
three pri-oners confined in the Belfast jail broke out
i'.<>n

i.

aii

On

and make their escape. They were Oak II < base of
f'itt-lield, aged J1.', eonlined for breuking ami enterl

nity
nity, aged
awaiting trial for placing obstructions on the Bel
Branch railroad, and o-ear Larrabee, aged l«».
r breaking into a store at Thorndike.
Barns and
l.arrabee were both eonlined in the same cell, while
g

store

a

m

William Barns of l

v.

.'t

ha>e

1

""it

1‘iecea

alone.

wa<

proved

to

be

a

The cell door of the

detective

two

former

The iron rods in the

one.

part had previously been sawed oil, and flat
of bar iron crossed were riveted on. and set up

with

nuts.

■tead

was

A

portion

of the iron frame to the bed

removed with which the prisoners remov<: the nuts and bars,
making a boh* in the lower
i,!*rt ol tie door large
to crawl out of.
With

enough

be same

implement they forced the lock on the door
the corridor and got into the outside

li-ading

lr<*m

loom.

Her.* thev found

bedsteads with which
they returned and forced the door to Chase’s cell,
I’iie outside door was all that
liberating him.
now

remained

more

tin*

between

prisoners and lihertv.

fids was locked upon the inside and hasped upon
the outside. This lock was also removed, and with
an

iron htated in

ny
’In

burning.

they enlarged the key-hole
then made from the bail of
coal-hod, inserted through the burned key bole,
the hasp raised and tin* door opened, allowing them
a stove

A hook

was

walk forth unmolested.

Xo attempt was made to
prisoners confined in the jail. Some
blankets were found torn In strips and knotted to
gether, indicating that their lirst idea was to escape
from the root of the building, but was abandoned
tor the more successful one as related.
The sheriff
immediately offered a reward of $60.00 for their apprehension and delivery at the jail—$20.00 each for
Burns and Larrabee, and $40.00 for < base, and several officers started in pursuit. Jt appears that the

liberate other

three

men

first went to

Xorthport

they called
:n several houses, obtained food and
inquired the
way to Burnham.
Thursday evening policeman
Frank Bowen who lives in the south part of the city,
unexpectedly came upon the three men who were
making their way through that part of the town Becoming satisfied as to their identity the officer made
where

grab for one of them, which proved to be Chase,
him, the other two making their escape.
Bowen had a severe tussle with the fellow, but suc-

a

and held

ceeded in
section

returning'hini
going over the

to jail.

men

Friday morning the

Belfast railroad in

a

hand

Barns
about three miles
out, captured and brought him to the city. Larrabee

car

overtook

i* still at

large.
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Miperiut* ndent and treasurer will be made.
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Very rarely do buyers hav better
bargains, even from wholesale -docks.
We ad\ ise our huiy readers to drop in and se<- the
selections and

Grantism

Out!

Wiped

by advertisement that the Kxeel.-ior Amateur l>ramatic Company of Searsjjort, will
give a performance in this city, on Tuesday evening
seen

Tin* drama of Ailatoonu i- lull of interest—

next

ami of

the farce that

course

follows will

be, for

every body wants to be amused. The company imade up of excellent niaL ri.il, and the members are
prolieieiil in the dramatic art Let us giveour neighbors

good reception,

a

Monday

and

a

full house.

mo>t

dastardly outrage was committed in Burnham by a drunken tramp who gave his
name a- Ephraim Fernald, and hails from Palmyra,
lie called at the house of Elijah B v nolds and found
Mo. U. in the barn, and without any cait.-e lie struck
On

ehviiuu in < oimceticut on Tuesday was
tin? choice of Governor, both branches of
the Legislature and a Congressman in the Third
District, to till the vacancy caused by the death
i in

wa re

to

a

lack of sufficient

of Starkweather.
a L. >. Senator.

The

Legislature

will choose

For (iovernor, there were
lour tickets in the field—Democratic* nominee,
ingersoll; Republican, Henry ('. Robinson:

Prohibition, Henry I>. Smith: Greenback,

or

ous

the

Democratic triumph.

We give

some

11 akti onn, April
leading Democrats have been
-ending congratulatory despatches to New York,
Washington and other points throughout the counr

try. There is no doubt ot the fuct thut the beating
the Radical party has received to-day i- the worst
tiiev ever sustained in this .'state. They are coinpltttdy dishearten* d, routed and broken. The par
ty made a frantic endeavor to divorce itself from
Grantism, hut it was all to no purpose. The people
of Connecticut have demonstrated that they are
satisfied with Democratic rule, and have set their
seal of condemnation upon the Radical party, by
whomsoever led.
Gov. Ingersoll will have from
three to Jour thousand majority, and there will be
hardly enough Radical members of the Legislature
t'» give them a respectable representation upon the
Committees.
N i:w 11 a vi.n, April 3.
The Democrats estimate Gov. Ingersoll’s majority
here at above twenty-live hundred. The Democrats
gain twenty-three Representatives and lose lour, a
(liar gain ot nineteen; the Democrats also gain
three Senators and lose one. This gives us an increased majority in the Legislature over last year,
and insures the election of James K. Kngli.-h as
1’nited States Senator.
Connecticut is not New
Hampshire, fhe office-holders cannot purchase an
endorsement of Grantism in this State.
They made
a desperate elfort and exhausted .ill their resources,
but the people would not be bribed or cajoled.
It is
a glorious and complete victory.
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see

put it down
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originated

very

lively

about
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time.

a Cin-

in this

county—
In Imvj Mary Black, a country maiden ol only If*
muumers. was living with her parents at Palermo,
Voting a >h*• was, she was courted and married by a young man named James Austin. In a few
da\s after the marriage J antes enlisted and want to
tie war. leaving Mary with her parents. After a
ab'enee he came home on a furlough and re..ear

lew weeks. IB- then returned to the army
promising to provide for her. but Mary has never
>
seen him from that day to this. She is now
yeurs
of age. B'-lii-\ ing that her husband was dead, in W.'i
man
named
Alexander
sin mairieil a
Grant, and
went to live in Canibridgeport.
This was an unfor
tunate marriage, as (irant was of a jealous disposition, anil tin v had not lived very happily together.
\ few days ago the lirst husband turned up in BosThe second husband Grant learned of his
ton.
whereabouts, and at once took steps to get rid of
Mary, by having her prosecuted on a charge of p
lygamv. So to-day she was arraigned for having a
plurality ol husbands, and waiving examination,
was held in $<00 for the upper court.
mained

a

<

City

meeting
Monday evening

Affairs.

government on
tak*-n up with

The

of

the

last

city
mostly

new

was

regular routine work of minor importance.
petitions for sidewalks were received and referred to the proper committees. On
the recommendation of Mayor Houston, a commit
tee of three, consisting of his Honor and Aldermen
Several

Williamson and

Burgess,

was

raised to examine the

Six hundred hard drinkers ol
the pledge.

kcenc, \. II. have

signed

The security bank at Watertown,
closed its doors.
Liabilities $-100,000.

Ala-'.,

The damage by the break in the Worcester
voir will amount to nearly a million dollars.

had

The Reform Club at Warren numbers 75 members,
and whs never more prosperous than now.
Mrs. Martha B. Bradshaw is alleged by the New
York Sun to have made an affidavit that Mrs. Tilton made three separate confessions to her as regards Beecher, which the Plymouth church committee examining Bowen refused to hear.
Sclir. Mary A. Ilolt from Key West for New York
is mii-sing and supposed to be lost with all hands.
She was due in New York about the time of the
great gale and it is feared she went down in that
storm.
She was owned in Kllsworth where her
master, ( apt. Grant, belonged.

Hundreds of lives have been saved by the use
of Hunt's Remedy, the great Kidney Medicine.
Hi nt’s Remedy cures Dropsy and all Diseases
of tlie

Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organs.
Hunt’s Remedy is purely vegetable, and used
daily by physicians in their practice. Do not
delay, hut try Hi nt's Remedy immediately.
Xantippe.

Il seems that the memory of this woman, like
that of her renowned husband, is likely to be
kept alive to the end of time. She is said to
have possessed a very irritable temper, and her
name has become a synonym of
"vixen,” or
“scold." It is more titan possible, however, that
the
her
judgment passed upon
house.
Charles W. Baker declined to serve as
by mankind has
been too severe. A more charitable disposition
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, and Alderwould undoubtedly have discovered in her,
man Jacob V. Cottrell was elected.
Harry llayford many good qualities, and have attributed her
was elected road surveyor In district No. 5, in place
failings more to physical infirmities than to
of Horace Park resigned. On the nomination of moral obliquity. The party most intimately acCity Marshal Patterson, the following were elected quainted with her, and therefore best able to
form a correct opinion, gives her credit for
policemen for the ensuing year—C. J. Gray, A. F.
many domestic virtues, it is now well known
Bowen, Adelberl Knight, Geo. W. Knowlton, E. S.
that many of the diseases to which women are
Sherman, X. K. Patterson, E. S. Carter, B. F. Tuck- subject, have a direct
tendency to render them
»t, S. G. Howard, J. C. Cates Jr., A. J. llarriman,
irritable, peevish, cross, morose, unreasonable
so that
Francis A. Gilbreth, S. o. Bucklin, Win. Stevens
chafe
and
fret over all those little
they
ills and annoyances that a person in health
and Frank P. Lames.
would bear with composure. It is fair to infer
Lincoln vij.j.l.
The annual meeting of the
that most of fhe tantrums of Xantippe were due
Cheese Factory Corporation was held on Saturday,
to these causes alone: and could Socrates, as lie
April 1st, and the officers chosen for the ensuing returned from the Senate, the Gymnasium, or
the Atheneum, have stopped at Pestle & Moryear were us follows—President, Caleb Gilkey; Vice
tar’s Drug store and carried home a bottle of
President, John M. Gordon; Secretary, Win. IT.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, now and
Hodges; Collector and Treasurer, Emery A. Par- then, no doubt he
might have evaded many a
ker; Directors, Geo. E. McKinney, B. F. Young, E. "curtain lecture,” allayed many a "domestic
Parker, Josiah Miller. Voted not to purchase any broil,” made it much pleasanter for the chilapparatus at present.Spring mud time clogs the dren, and more enjoyable for himself, and rescued his wife’s name from the unenviable,
wheels of all business, and there is but little to
and eternal notoriety it has attainbreak the chronic dullness suve the morning chirp world-wide,
ed. Thousands of women bless the day on
of the robin and blue-bird.
which Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription was
first made known to them. A single bottle ofThorndike. The house, shed, and barn belongten
delicate and suffering women more reing to Alfonso S. Band, were burnt on the forenoon lief gives
than months of treatment from their family
of the 30th. The fire was discovered al out nine
In all those derangements causing
physician.
o’clock. It was within 40 feet of the True JIurmon backache,
dragging-down sensations, nervous
was
the
which
wind
very light, blew from
and general debility, it is a sovereign remedy.
house, but
Its soothing and healing properties render it of
the Harmon buildings, so they were not injured.
the utmost value to ladies suffering from interThere was about ten tons of hay, mowing machine,
nal fever, congestion, inflammation, or ulceraThe furniture was all
a calf, and a horse burned.
tion, and its strengthening effects tend to corsaved from the house. It Is not known how the tire
rect displacements of internal parts, the result
caught. Insured in the Aetna Hartford for one ol weakness of natural supports. It is sold by
thousand dollars.
all druggists.

accounts of the late

City Agency, and report its
standing at the next meeting. J. 1). Tucker and
John 1). Cookson petitioned to be licensed as auctioneers. Permit was given to Lewis XV. Pendleton
to occupy a portion of the street in front of his

ALLATOONA.

inches, live weight 3100 lbs,
0inches, live weight3000 lbs,

the small Cattle that

are
to

in

fair condition

a

are

slaughter.

Milch Cows- Kxtra 855a05 ; ordinary $25a50
per
bead. Most of the Cows ollered in market for sale
are ot a common grade.
Hood cow3 always command fair price-.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply was
a .out the same as that of one week
ago—all owned
by butchers, and cost from 0 l-2a&c per lb. landed at
Brighton. From the North the suppl was light and
trade lair at prices ranging from 4 l-2a7 3-4c per lb.
Swine—No Store Figs in market. Fat Hogs 3800
costing in 1 fis market from 0 1 3ad 3-lc per lb, live

Base!

arrhoea,

nervous

AND

A
and

certain relief.

or

—ON

Tuesday Eve., April 11,

76.

Tickets as usual. Reserved Seat 'livk.-ts rnuv be
had at Woodcock it Son’s, Monday, 10th Inst.
£ir*The Belfast Quadrille Band will furnish the
music.
lvvlo
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only
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beyond
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Union, March

daughter
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the Date, Same anti

loth, AE-s
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Aye

Lilia F.

A

BartlettBartlett, aged 17

lady

Syrup

ripe

freely,

a^erf

Never

Known

to

reme-

in Prices ot

|

Corrected

By CitAiti.KS II.
Flour
Sa.ooal 1.00 Corned Ileef
aazs .Hutton

Corn Meal
Rye Meal

Rye
Barley
Oats

Potatoes

Apples
Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Round Hog
Pork Backs
Lard

Beef
Veal
Cod
Dry
"
Pollock

Thomaston,
Bucksville, S. C.

PRICE CURRENT.
Wed.li/ for flic Journal
Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.

78 Lamb
1.50 Turkey
OOaOO Chicken
70 Fowl
50 Geese
Sl.00a2.00 Duck
30a35 Hay
75a $1.25 Straw
Hall Washed Wool

30a32 Unwashed
16
15
loall
16
16al8
balO
8
5a7
4 l-2a5

Hides
Calf Skins

Lamb
Hard Wood
*
Soft
Shorts per ct.
Lime
Butter Salt

at

March

21st, sell. Mary, Magee,

Ar. at New

loal 1
8

7a0
18u20
OOaOO
10a 12
10a 12
12a 14
$8.00a 14.00
OOab.OO
44
:;:i
5
12
1.75
1.25a

$4.«0a5.00
$:{.00n:i.50
$1 60
$1.25
28
$ 1.40al.50

To

assortment of

legant

York, March 20th, sell. J. W. Brown,
Kane, Cardenas; 31st, sell. Charlie Bucki,Blanchard,
St. Jago, 16 days.
Sid. from Cardenas. March 30th, sell, David
Nichols, New York, with molasses at $3 per lilid.
Ar. at Cienfuegos, March 23d. brig Josie C. Hazeltine, St. Thomas and Montevido.
Ar. at Bombay, March 30th, ship A. S. Davis,

Ford, Liverpool,

120 days.
»Sch. Prescott Hazeltine, McDonald, at New York
from Messina, reports March 23d, had a heavy SE
gale, lasting 24 hours, in which lost foretopmast;
2bth, oir Barnegat, lost jibboom in a fresh easterly
wind; same day was in collision with bark Abraham Young (Hr), from Bremen, at anchor oft’Sandy
Hook, and received slight damage.
«Sch. Jas. W. Brown, Kane, at New York, from
Cardenas, reports that on March 22d, hit 26, Ion 74
40, had a heavy SE gale, in which had water casks
stove; 26th, oft* Cape Hatterus, took another SE
gale, lasting 18 hours, and again, 28th, oft'Barnegat,
still another gale from the same qarter,
ed by torrents of rain; during the latter, had decks
swept fore and aft, and blew away jib: March 23d,
lat 32 05, Ion 76 31, spoke bark Eliza White, from
Matanzas for Bostoe, 5 days out; 26th, 1 mile SE of

accompani-

Stock.

These (joods
new, and
of the latest de-

our

entirely

are

signs.

CARPETINGS
As

propose to Sell them
very LOW margin
of Profit, our

we

at

a

.MUST

EXTREME LOW PRICES

l'.i;

We

show the

can

largest

assortment

We keep

city.

We have secured three cases
of very desirable styles,
and those in want of
Print Dresses
should examine

CAN BE FOUND AT

J. 0. THOMPSON k SON’S

full assortment of

Hemps,

ASSORTMENT,

AND WILL BE

a

lapestries.Woolen Carpetings,

our

S

CASH!

PRINTS!
id' I'rints ever seen in this

Oil Cloths,

O

X>

Straw

-AT-

We

X_a

O

‘W"

NOTTINGHAM LACES,

always prepared to show a large
assortment of the best .piality of
are

Remnant I’rints.

PRICES I
•id

Feathers, &c.

Domestic Fashions!
<

ed

Savings Bank.

corporators ok mis bank aim.
rpiiK
JL hereby notified, that the annual meeting will
lx- held at their
Banking Room on \\ \<hn s l nj, April
at t o’clock I*. M., for choice of
V.'tli, 1
Corpora-

tion Officers lorthe ensuing year, ami for transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them.
l'er order,
John n. qi• iMin', secs
j\\ |o
Belfast, April 4, lS7f>.

Freedom

Notice.

i- to certify that I, I'homas L. l roho«k.
give to my minor son, Charles A. Frohoek, his
time during the remainder of his minority.
1 >hall
pay no debts of his contracting, or claim anv of hiTHUS. F. FRO ID >< K
wages after this date.
Tw in*
Lincolnville, March .'11, ls7G.

rpiJIS

Haytord Block,
BELFAST.

once

Past

Hay ford Block, Church St.,

MAINE.

MAINE.

BELFAST,

8 Day and 30 Hour Clocks.

UR A N I T K

at Very Low Prices at

HERVEYS

JEWELRY

STORE.

Iron Ware!

H. J. LOCKE,

§

sir

E SUBSCRIBER
rpjl
1. desirable farm in

CALL

Jeweler,

\ X I)

No- 10 .up stair- Main St., Belfast.
Watches, ( locks, Jewelry, Parasols, Fans, and
•Spectacles, Repaired, and all other Light

WADLIN&.MERRILL’S

Work done promptly and Warranted.
3wi»h*
IlctjM. March L’o, 1M0.

MAIN

6H

"ATH" E

are now prepared to show our customers
and the public generally, the linest and most
▼ V
thoroughly made stock of Cl OTHING ever nifen. 1
lor sale In this citv, at prices never before seen. We
have conceived the idea of doing a business at retail for CASH ONI,Y, as the largest jobbers does
on credit, and the way we propose to do is !>v offer
ing our goods to the public at retail as LOW as the

lowest wholesale price, and this we pledge ourselves
to do.
This is not mere advertising talk as any one can
convince themselves of by calling and examining
our stock
We are the manufacturers of our own
goods and will sell as LOW a any dealer In the
country, and will sell a single garment at retail ns
LOW as the dealer can purchase of the jobber,
therefore, by purchasing direct of us, the customer
saves the usual retail profit.
We shall keep constantly on hand PANTALOONS
manufactured from nearly all W< ol Cassimere at
$2.00 and $2.50 per pair, usual price $4.00 to $5.On.
ALL WOOL PANTALOONS $3.50 per pair, usual
retail price $4.50 to $0.00; good Business $10.00.
Every garment we sell is fully warranted as represented, and guaranteed not to give away in the
sewing, and arc all of the latest and most approved
a

fine assortment of WOOLLN for

Custom Trade, Furnishing Goods, HATS, CAPS,
and CARPETINGS.
Remember the place at tin Store formerly
cupied by Arnold Harris.
ANDREWS BROTHERS,
Phenix Row. High St Belfast.
MARK

ANDREWS,

it

STREET.

YOUR

Glorious News! FEATHERS

G^XIXID.

We have also

sk i:

A T-

BUY

styles.

XTew

HOl'lI ORNAMENTAL A DK1-TL

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

A

undersigned.
Belfast, April 0, ie>70.

offers for sale a very
Northport, one mile
from the amp Ground, .'said farm contains
30 acres of land, good house and two barns.
It is a most desirable location for a watering place,
on the shore of the Bay. Wilt be sold
cheap lor rash.
r. ROBBIAS
Apply to
IS?*'..
if-hj
Northport, April fi,

we

Quality and Prices

Clocks! Clocks! Something
Selling

indebted to the late firm of MACK
requested to settle their aceounts
1. C. ELLIS
.“.wlO'

St,,

Church

are

ut

call, and

us a

Geo.W.Burkett&Co. Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

Special Notice.
persons
1.1.1.IS
VLL& wirli
the

Please give
will guarantee

Spring Patterns have just arrivCatalogues f ree io all.

>ur

Mattings,

RUGrS,

PlIIMS !

ItE91XAVI'

EXT FT E Jvl ELY

oc

-o F-

A B. MATHEWS.

>■ li

CLASS

t

Rake !
ireulur.

lor

Agents Wanted.
FRKD

A. B.

MATHEWS, B
STREET,

ATWOOD, Winterport, .Me. Gen. Agi

A

X i:w

No. 70 MAIN
N

ottering

one

-las. W. Clark’s,
H

0

FURNITURE

No. 18 Phcnix

liver ottered in this city, at the Lowest Living
Prices. Walnut (iooils, such as

O

Papers

m

|

Extension Tables,
Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts.

Constantly

on

hand all kind- of

CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BE READS,
d-'\, dC. .1 GOOD ASSORTMENT
SDR LEG BEDS, MATTRESSES

AXD

REDUCED

O

PRICES

To Suit the

Trees, Whatnots,Writ-

ing Desks, Looking Glass-

Row,

To be Sold at

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Rat

LOT

J mt Received ut

of the Bent Selected Stocks of

Side

BORDERS

FIRST

Horse

es,

AND

A “

T

.K LIPS ANDREWS.

HARD

|

Gents’

i

S

I

TIMES! ,

Thin

Bocts.

Champlin

WHOLESALE

S

1

COME AND SEE

Twitchelt,

-p

& Co„

G Rt >CERS,

Nos. 175 & 177 Commercial Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

FEATHERS.

SPECIALTIES.

PICTURE FRAMES

VERY LOW AT

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
SUPERIOR

Scissors and Pocket-Knives at

JEWELRY

STORE.

Metalic

J. N, MASURY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Barns,
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing else-

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

city

and

Coffees.
Coffees Roasted Daily will, tin- Burns'
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

Stock of

Partly-Made

Dress

—AT THE

TEMPERANCE
A

SALOON I

NICE LOT OF

Messina

Oranges!

ALSO NICE

River Oysters!
Shirts, Providence
DOX’T FOHOET
PLACE!

Price of Men s, $15 per doz. or $1.25 each. :
4&* Parties ordering the partly made shirt bv mail
otherwise, need only to state the size of the col- j
lar worn; for tinished shirts, all sizes, for sale at
B
F. WELLS,
trw
17 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
or

JUST RECEIVED!

PATEN T

Made from Wuumsutta Muslin j
and Irish Linen, only one quality,
flu* very best, all sizes, elegant
styles, perfect tit ting.
As represented by cut, cuffs are
made, sleeves cut. The shirt can
be finished by any one competent
to sew a straight seam, as it is only necessary to sew on the cuffs, j
put in the sleeves, and sew up the j
side seams.

make
and

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

Cases, Caskets & Coffins

KEEPS

Bonney, Capt.

Harbor after this date.
Country produce of all kinds will be
at
the
purchased
going prices. May be found at the
store of Woods, Mathews & Baker, or on board the
packet at llaraden’s wharf. Fare for passengers,
$1.00
Capt. THUS. BURGESS.
ttV.O
Belfast, March 27, 1875.
Carver’s

attention to my

3mos35

Carver's Harbor Packet.
M.

particular

A. B. MATHEWS.

39tf

P.

Mouldas

Main Street, Granite Black, Belfa. t, Me.

PURE LEAD AND OIL.

weekly trips

hand and made to order.
of the latest patterns, such

Which I am prepared to trim in a manner
not to he excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to suit. Remember the place, 70

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

packet
T1IKThomas
Burgess, will
between this

on

ings

I would cal!

RAZORS!
HERVEYS

Always

Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses

Walnut Rosewood and in Colors,
Globe Mills Standard Spices-

MEMORANDA.
Ar.

e

sell at

Furniture Store

Room

SHIP NEWS.

Fail.

1)U. MORRIS’ SYRl’P Of TAH, Wtt.l) ClIKItKY
PORT OF BELFAST.
and IIorf.iiouxd lias never been known to fail
in permanetly curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
ARRIVED.
Croup, Whooping Cough, nor any disases of flitMarch 20th, sch. S. I). Hart, Burgess, Tslesboro.
respiratory organs—and it does it too at once !
March 30th, sells. Annie 1.. MeKeen, Mclveen,
It is not iiecessay to take it lor a long time be- Boston, to load
hay for Jacksonville; Nautilus, Peek,
fore you can discover its beneficial effects. Its Newcastle, Del.
sale in this community is immense, and its popMarch 31st, sells. Alpine, Marshall, Deer Isle; Carularity universal. It is positively guarranteed oline Grant, Bray, Boston; Fannie & Kdith, Bartlett, Delaware City: Tubal-Cain, Gray, Gloucester;
to be composed of the purest and best materials,
and prepared in a scientific manner and to al- Waldemar, Duncan, Lincolnville; Young Chief, Frye,
Camden.
It will not and cannot
ways give satisfaction.
April 1st, sells. Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Boston; Wildisappoint you. Try it once. Ask for I)r. liam Flint, Pendleton, Searsport, for New York.
Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wiltl Cherry and 1 loreApril 4th, sells. Gentile, Barter, Isle au limit;
hound, and take no other. Trial size, 10 cents. Carrie II. Spotlord, Deer Isle, (for repairs;) Star!
W. <). Poor & Sox. sole agents for Belfast. A. light, Jones, Boston.
•I. Jordan, agent for Orlnnd. I{. B. Stover,
SAILED.
agent for lfucksport.
March 30th, sell. Volant, Smith, Yinnlhuven.
March 31st, schs. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Lyon's Katiiairox prevents the Ilair from Harbor; Louisa Wilson, Holt, Jacksonville; Mary
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth, E. Rankin, Fuller, Rockport, to complete loading";
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightful I v E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland; Geo. Shattuck,
Boston.
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It McCarty,
Arpil 1st, schs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston ; Waldemar,
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
Duncan, Lincolnville.
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
lyr

BELFAST

Wc have an

Farm for Sale.

Philadelphia,

reliable

CARPETINGS

Bress Goods!

STRICTLY

speedy

POWDER—a

been quoted before.

ever

beautiful shades, selling at 17c, 26c,
tide, and due., per yard. These
Goods are about 20 per cent
lower than have ever
been sold before.

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Belfast

The young
whose deaf li is here recorded was
the youngest of a family of four children. .Sweet
tempered, kind hearted, cheerful and happy, her
presence was like sunshine in the household and
wherever she went, and was always hailed with delight by her companions. Many are the tears of re
gret at her enrlv departure, bhe seemed to be too
cure is effected.
lungs are destroyed, a
gentle and good for this thorny world, and God, we
To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Sehenek, trust, has taken her to a better life above. May his
Com.
grace be the comfort of her friends.
of
owes bis unrivalled success in
In hope, Janies Heal, aged 70 years.
In Rule, Nev., at the residence of his son. Robert
the treatment of pulmonary diseases.
Ldgeoomo, formerly of Montville, aged (Hi years.
The Pulmonic
in Union, .March 23d, .Mr. Aaron Mosinun, aged Ts
ripens the morbid matand II months.
years
in
the
throws
it
off
an
ter
lungs; nature
by
easy
In Rockland, March 17th, Florentine, daughter of
expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter John and Matilda Barbour, of Westboro, .Mass., aged
21 years, 5 months.
Is
a slight cough will throw it off, the paIn Wlinen, on the March 2it!i, Mrs. Harriet N.
tient has rest and the lungs begin to heal.
S t arret t, wife of Benjamin St arret t, Es«p, aged 5-.»
In months and 10 days.
years.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this
In Ellsworth, March 22nd, Miss M.-.ry E. Laskey,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Sehenck’s Sea aged 18 \ears.
In Ellsworth, March UHh, Mrs. 'Lizzie Lamson,!
Weed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
aged 22 years, 1 month Wife of Jeremiah Lamson.
Mandrake
Pills
In
Ellsworth. .March 0th, William Cushman, aged
stomach and liver. Schenck’s
23 years.
act on the liver, removing all obstructions, relax
In Ellsworth, March 2G, John M. Grant, aged 35
and the years 10 months.
the
bladder, the bile starts
In Tremont, March 17th, Elmer E. Robbins, aged
liver is soon relieved.
13 years, 4 months and 0 days.
l’n Winter Harbor, March 15th, Mary Bickford,
Sehenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimu
10 years.
hint and alterative; the alkali of which it is aged
In Rockland, March 23d, Airs. Martha, wife of W
L.
mixes
with
the
food
and
White,
aged 3G years.
composed,
prevents
In Rockland, March 25th, Mary, daughter of Fred
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
ami
Caroline
Timm, aged 1 veur and 7 months.
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the
In Rockland, .March 20th, Fmeline A., wile of Cyrus
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make good
51 years, G months and 14 days.
.Sherman,
aged
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
In St. George, March 22nd, Allred Harrington,
surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh aged 73 years, 11 months and 5 days.
cold.
At Clark’s island, St. Georg**, .March 28th, MargaAll who wish to consult Dr. Sehenek, either ret, infant daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. James McConaged 10 months.
personally or by letter, can do so at his principal ! clii**,
In St. George, March 23d, Efiie, wife of .Mr. Isaiah
office, corner of Sixth and Arch Sts., Phila05 } ears.
Gilchrest,
delphia, every Monday.
In South fhomaston, March 22d, Pearl A., son of
Schenck's medicines arc sold by all druggists Clarance Foster,
aged 10 weeks.
2moso5
In South Tlionmston, March 23d, Mary A., wife of
throughout the country.
Edward Snowdeal, aged GG years and 27 •lays.
We ask attention to advertisement in special
In this city, March 3d, Lewis p., youngest son of
column of JACKSON'S CATARRH SNUFF Win. 11. and L. P. Cunningham, aged 8 years, 11
mouths and 15 days.

The Standard remedies for all diseases of
the lungs are SchexckVs Pulmonic: syrup,
Schexuk’s Ska Wi ld Toxic, and Sciienck’s
Mandrake Fills, and, if taken before the

and TROCIIF
dy. tf

I lian have

EVERYTHIN’G

>1101).

v ears.

Remedies.

At the solicitation of many of
our Patrons, we have been
induced to add

LOWER PRICES

Having bought largely of Cottons in
the present depressed state of the
market, we are prepared to

35 Cents.

Iii thiseity, April 1st. by l.’e\. S. < loodeliougli, .Mr.
Lincoln Blanchard of Stockton, and .Mrs. Sarah J.
^ oung of Belf'a-r.
In .'Monroe, March 30th, by D. S. Flanders Eso.,
Mr. ( h.arles H. Boyd of Monroe, and .Miss Lizzie E.
Damon of Jackson'.
In Portland, Marcli 30th, by Rev. i. Luce, Mr.
Horace M. fhurlow, of Belfast, and Miss Etta M.
Matthew s, of Portland.
In Bueksport. Ajiril 2d, Air. Llewellyn Lord and
iliss Julia 1. .Mcl\u\, I.«»tli of Be k'port.
In Rockland, March U»th, Mr. Thomas S Tails <»l
R. L, and Miss Anna D Haven* r of Rockland.
In Tlionmston. March 14th. Mr. Alfred K. Walsh
and .Miss Gertrud*1 Overh-rk, both of Tlionmston.
In Warren, March 2<>tb. Mr. Miles H. Merry and
Mrs. Gertrudi* Prince, both ot' Warren.
In Rockland, March 2'Jth. by Rev. J. Kelloch, Mr.
'V. D. Fuller and Miss Mary V. Crowell, both of
Rockland.
In this city, March loth, Susan E. Hall and Noah
B. Hartford, both of Belfast.
In Libert), March Hth, Miss Helen II. Davis and
Air Charles W. Berry, both of Montville. March
1‘Jtli, Miss>arah E. Colby aud Mr Edward G. 1 urm-r
both of liberty.

;imos‘js

Schenck’s Standard

at

Prow ii it Pleached Cottons.

MARRIED.

In

enabled to show the trade
bargains, and propose

are

c

—

Gee. W. Burkett & k

VALUE.

selling our goods

Have Heard of it!!

the Yellow Liniment is for

family,

\\

MARKET

mailed free; address

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, 1'hiladelpia.

effec-

—AT

Vocal Organs.

W. W. Whipple .Sc Co., Portland, Me ; Geo. c.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks x Potter; Rust Bros. X
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.
lygfi

Many articles soothe

horses and animals.

Dr.

and

Safe, Reliable,

by Druggists,

Sold

a

human

IX

Cures Without Sneezing!
a Troche
Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
never nauseates; when swallowed,
instantly

T ry it!

certain extent, blit the Centaur Liniment cures.
The White Liniment is for the
to

LOWEST

HAYFORD HALL

Is the be>t Voice Ionic in the world !

Weak Back, when the the Centaur Liniment

pain

XT IU-MKIJV

gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort

Why will you Seeker from Rheumatism,

affords

POWDER,
ASA

Phis Remedy does not “DRV UP" a Catarrh but
UO< (SEN'S it ; frees the head of all offensive matter,
(juickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
ami soothes the burning beat in Catarrh; is so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it positively

•Sprains, Stiff Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds
or

TROCHE

1 > KI -1 < 1 UTFl'I. AND PI. K

Hoad, Throat

as pleasant to take
For Wind Colic, Sour Stomach,
Worms and Costiveness there is nothing in existence equal to (’astoria.
.'*mo*2S

;

Have just arrived from Doston with a large
Stock of NEW ami DESIRABLE
GOODS, purchased at the

NOTICES.

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Tfoameness, Asthmu, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <jv.,
And all disorders resulting from COEDS in

honey.

as

h, W. Burkett & Ca., CarpetingS

some rare

Jackson's Catarrh Snuff

Cross and Sickly Children can be made
healthy and strong by regulating their stomachs
more

NEW STOCK

addressed.

debility, neuralgia, erysipelas,

It is

EHSTTIR.E

Plaid 1 Plain DressGuods

SPECIAL

boils and diseases of the skin; also, chlorosis,
leucorrhea, prolapsus uteri, and in feamale
complaints generally. As an alterative tonic,
the syrup ought to be used by clergymen, editors, cashiers, clerks, lawyers, and others who
use their brains more than their muscles; as
well as operatives, printers, tailors, shoemakers, seamstresses, and all those whose occupation confines them in ill-ventilated and overheated rooms, who are liable to suffer more or
less from nervous debility.

and bowels with Castorin.
tive than Caster Oil and is

DRY

—AT—

weight.

A

CARPETS!!

Laughable Farce entitled

Change of

is

gall

reset*

7 feet

bought up by butchers

From W. it. Chisholm. M. D., of New Medford.
“I have employed the Peruvian Syrup
successfully in eases of dispepsia, chronic di-

Wait, Republican, is elected in the Starkweather district, by TOO. It was always a Republican district.
The present proprietors ol the Preble House,
Portland. Messrs. Gibson A: Waterhouse, have
just completed a new lease of the house for six
years. The house is to he generally repaired.
An addition is being erected to the kitchen, and
the office will be overhauled. The barber shop
will In* removed to the basement, and the room
now list'd for that purpose will be fitted up for
a reading room, while the present reading room
will he arranged for a gentleman’s parlor. The
counter in the office will run lengthwise and ti
large steam radiator will he placed in the contre of the room. These improvements will make
much more room in this excellent house.

pair girth

"

Store Cattle —Yearlings $llnl5; two year olds
8! oi37 three year obis £35a47 per bead. Nearly all

Almost daily some discovery is announced,
which is astonishing alike for its simplicity and
its great value. Such is the invention by which
The Forest 'l’ar Co. are enabled to utilize pure
tnr as a medicine.
Its great healing power
has long been recognized, but not much used
heretofore, because of the inconvenience of
handling tar in its crude state. Under the
name of Forest 'Par it
is put up in various
forms suitable for taking internally and convenient lor outward application. Ask your
Druggist for these preparations or write to the
Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me., for information.

of

despatches—

Mr. Burr and •»11 m•

EXCELSIOR AMATECR DRAMATIC
Company of Seat-sport, respectfully inform the
citizens of Belfast that tiiev will give tile
Thrilling
Historical Drama, entitled

rpili:
X

To conclude with the

Carpets!

—AND—

ALLATOONA

lb; sheep and Lamb Skins

pair girth 7 feet

<1-5 ; 1

*170.

The World says that Napoleon Jerome is “not
cheesy in his mode of thought.” Meaning,
probably, that nothing that he says is binding.

soft money, Charles Atwater.
The day was rainy and disagreeable, which
prevented a full vote, hut the result is a glori-

notice, but those who

I bis is what the Boston Herald
that

8-'°5

1

—OF

EEM' STl DENTS to ham the art called
A
J.A. PHOTO ENAMELING or Photographs tinishod with Oil Colors. A neat, pretty, and
profitable employment. Examine antples and
get a discriptive circular at Woodcock's Bookstore.
Operating room in M< t'LIXTOCK’S BLOCK,
next door to Teh graph office.
Hours from 0 till J2,
and 2 till d. Call and see him.
2w-t0*

no

Working Oxen—Trade for Working Oxen lias
been improving of late and there has been a fair supin Irom Maine. We quote sales of 1
ply brought
pair girth 7 feet s inches, live weight 3>00 lbs, 8330;
1 pair girth ; feet 0 inches, live
weight 3000 lbs,
8170; 1 pair girth 0 feet 8 inches, live weight 35<X) lbs,
815", 1 jiuir girth 7 h et i inches, live weight:>5oo lbs,

New Stock Carpets.

WANTED !

—.

IV*r

On the old stage route from Itaugor to
Calais there was a long stretch oi
her three h- ivy blows in the face, knocking her
dense forest, through which travellers
down, and beating her badly. IB- wa< arrested by
used to prefer to pass by daylight, as
Sheriff
Hall
and
la
id
for
trial.
Mrs.
11.
was
Deputy
there was not a house to be seen in a
notable t" attend the examination ot the rascal on
twelve hour’s ride.
Many years ago a
l't'e-.ku audit was postponed until \\ ednesdav, when
Yankee named Osgood thought it a good
lie was tried before .Justice E. Bagley of Burnham.
to open a halt-way house of enterFernald \vu found guilty, bound over in the sum of plan
tainment in the woods, and so bought a
$.>0«», and committed to Belfa-l jail. Fernald is an
tract of land there and made a clearing.
ornamental painter by ti ade. ain't ?av be was intoxRut everybody went by as before. At last
icated at the time, from drinking a Ec.ttle of bitters.
a tin-pedler got caught in a storm, and
V piam li a >ud thing, am how or any v. here. It
put up at the Osgood House. On calling
i- an ugly occurrence In tween two men—it is
uglier for his bill the next morning, he was told
between, a man and woman—it i- ugliest b-tween
that the charge would be .SlAY The pedtwo women. e-p« cially when u comes to blows and
ler demurred, but was told that it was imliao
Inis
1
latter
tin-kind
tlmt
pulling
happened possible to maintain a public house at orlu-t J hursday night on Church street, near the
dinary rates, with only one customer in
Court House. It was all about a man, of course—
fifteen years. Convinced by this reasonhim
tinerne claiming
by
right of matrimony, and
ing, the pedler made no further objection
the other by subsopient occupation. They jawed,
to the bill, but craved the privilege of
and clawed, smashed bonm t« and pulled hair, until
paying in tinware, which was granted.
the current of tlie light brought them to a pile of
Before the next caller arrived the house
sawed wood, when the combat was lini bed with
was closed.
This story must be true, for
flic audience was small,
clubs and bloody iiom
Osgood tells it himself.
owing

per lb.
Calf skins 13 13c per
25a
1 75 each.
$1

a vessel of about l.'.o ions
bottom up.
British bark J. I Smith has brought into the port
of Boston the officers and crc-w of the schooner D.
Talbot of Camden, Capt. Amesbury. The Talbot
was abandoned at sea in a sinking condition.
She
was consigned to Messrs. Ilemenway & Browne of
Boston, and sailed from Sadua on the 10th ult.
The schooner Alice B. Gardner of Buckspurt, was
dismasted and abandoned at sea March 2:td. Capt.
Gott, his wife and crew were taken otf bv tin* bark
Assumpta, and arrived at Philadelphia Thursday.
The A. B. G. was a good vessel of about 22.r» tons,
owned in Bucksport by E. B. Gardner and others.
No insurance.

j

stock.
It will be

Brighton Hides 7c per lb; Brighton Tallow 0 l-2c
peril). Heavy Country Hides 0 l-3»7 c per lb; light
Country Hides f> l-3a0c per lb; Country tallow 5 a

New

Remember This.
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
the time of the year for Pneumonia,
Every moment of delay makes voi.r cure more
Lung Fever, Coughs, (.’olds, and fatal results hopeless, and ranch depends on the judicious choice
of predisposition to Consumption and other
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Throat and Lung Disease. Boschee’s German Dr. Schenek’3 Pulmonic Syrup, us a cure for con
Svurp lia> been used in this neighborhood for sumption, lar exceeds ail that eau be brought to
tie* past two or three years without a single support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
failure to cure. If you have not used this med- Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing tie certificates
of many persons of the highest
respectability, who
icine yourself, go to your Druggists, R. II. have
been restored tohealth, after being pronounced
Moody and ask him of-its wonderful success incurable by physicians of acknowledged
ability.
among his customers. Two doses will relieve Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has ci red many, as
the worst ease,
if you have no faith in any these evidences will show; but the cure is often promedicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boschee’s : moted by the employment of two other remedies
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular | w hich Dr. Sehenek provides for the purpose. Tnese
size Bottle 75 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By tlie timely use of these
save 75 cents.
0mos32
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Sehenek certifies chut most any case ot Consumption may be
-—_
cured.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
Dr. Sehenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following
from 0 to 3 o’clock
Tlu* Spring Crop of Coughs and Colds is heavy Jan. lath and ‘Nth,Wednesdays,
Feb. 10th and 2-ith, and March
anil will ripen into a terrrible harvest of dis- 10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a
thorough
ease and death, unless rooted out with the Stanexamination of the lungs, with the
Respironmtor,
dard Antidote, Hale's Honeyok Horkhokm) the price is $5.
Dr. Sehenek is professionally at his
anuTak.
principal offlcH, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia.,
Pikes Toothache Drops cure* in one minute. every Monday, where all letters of advice
must be
Now

M. Donald. .!:(iii',-i dLnoie. Cahin Pitcher.

gine sawing wood

Tor

W t:t>xkshay, Mar, 20.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2771; Sheep
and Lambs 3-]o>, swine 3010; number of Western
Cattle •J.'nio; Kastern Cattle si; Milch Cows and
North Cattle 130.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Kxtra quality 8<> ooaf» 37 l-2c; lirst quality 80 03a0 s7
1 3; second quality 85 13 l-3a0 f*o; third quality 84a 1
75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., 83 35

Tko People Want Proof.
There is no medicine prescribed by physior
.>old by Druggists, that carries such
cians,
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
Boschke’.s German Syri:i» for severe < loughs.
Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or
\ proof
any disease of the Throat and Lungs.
of that fart is that any person alliicted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 rents and try its superior
etl'eet before buying the regular size at 75 eegts.
It has lately been introduced in this country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing vervone that use it. Three doses
will reliev any ease. Try it. Sold by It. II
i»nios,‘»2
Moody, Belfast.
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up ii.-i-ii-ible ami remained so tor
horse wa- flighteiii-J ?.\ the noise
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to Persons Visiting
or
the Centennial.

Market.

Cattle

Brighton

The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has overIJ50elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best..
Guests can live better for less money at tin
Grand Union than at any other tirst-elass hotel.
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all
part' of tin* city, and to Philadelphia Depot,

quiet. Only here and
down with a string at

J./ra Biek' ird was throw ii from a carriage Mondav, whil- ero-s'ing the hiidge, and was severely
hurt, although no bones were broken. H*- was taken

<
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Lincolnvillc—Henry Lord has
of Spring fashionable goods

Cape Hntteras, passed

Mox'J* v v. April
lU'TTKH—Wo quote now ehoioo at 35a38c; fair to
good do at 3su34c; choice old at 35a37c; fair t<» good
do at 30a33c; common butter at 23a3fu\
—W e quote lino factory at 13 I-.’hHc; good
do at Liable; farm and medium at 1 la,13c per lb.
lao.s—The best marks of Western sell at M L3c,
and common stock at lbe, while Northern and Kastern sell at ISal'.'c.
Bkax's—Mediums sell at 81 :0a 1 22 ]>er bush, and
pea beans at 81 3.'»a 1 .V*. tin- latter an outside price
for tbe In st Northern hand-picked.
} ellow eyes sell
in small lots at .81 70 per bush.
\ kukiablks—Potatoes are in liberal supply, and
price.' range from Ma In- for Hose and .Jackson whites.
< nsions an- tirm at 81 fatal 7f»
per bbl.
A I'IM.ks—I here continues to be a steady demand
for good lots of Baldwius at 8lal 50, and less demand
for ftitssetts at about the same juice. Common lots
of apples sell at S3 5":i5 30 per bid. but move slowly.
Hay a \ > Sinvw— We <|Uore line bay at 81500a
i: no; medium range' from 817 noalsuo, and coarse at
.’0
8 00a,*l (hi per ton. the latter priee for a cooiee article. Straw is quot< d at *34 <M)u25 00 per ton.
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the art of photo-enameling—T. ('. Ellis,
Belfast, has a notice—Corporation meeting of
the Belfast Savings Bank
Freedom Notice, by
East

When he made his
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lines
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to learn

Policeman Bowen says that “grabbing among a
escaped prisoners for whom diifen nt n wards
art oin*red, is a good deal like drawing in a lottery.'
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from the Andrews Brothers—Students wanted

visiting the family of John 1'razicr in this city, ac
cidentaily l<i! backward into a pail of hot water,
Thursday, of last week, and \vu- -.‘aided so badly
that it died on Monday.

city

do

to

Farm

—

A
ciirri-'pomlvTit at 1 >ut*u!i:i:<i wiites that Kev.
•ieorge W. Colby, of Vassalhei o, assisted by Kev.
.John Cook, are holding a -eiiei of meetings, at
which great religious interest is manifested, and a
rea!l\ good work done
'1 he meetings still continue
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Son, furniture dealers. They have
large stock, and propose to sell
them at prices that will suit the times. The young
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hay for .Jacksonville, and Pilcher it Corhum
sell, starlight with hay for Savannah.
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On Monday, a hostler, having the fear of muddy
boots, deliberately led his horse along the Church
street sidewalk, that lias been supposed to be re-

card

heavy at the westward.
loading ,-ch. Annie

was

wharf here.

jail Monday night, they were assaulted in the
corridor by the prisoners who were walking about.

hi tig of a fresh
flume of lliehard

1 hi

which

The

Pitcher &

was

Price of Ice.

The

the Gardiner Reporter, April 1st.
In a private letter received at this otlice from
a gentleman belonging in this city, and who has
acted as advisor for some of our ice companies
during the winter, writing and telegraphing
daily from New York, we make this extract
from his letter written last Saturday, dated at
Catskill, N. Y.:
“It is now snowing very fast, but up t<> yesterday they were storing ice here—not regularly or in large quantities; but improving every
opportunity. From present appearances 1 fear
there will he more ice men “stuck*’ on the
Kennebec than in ls74. A reasonable amount
of ice could have been sold there at fair figures
but with the large quantities housed, a* 1 learn,
there is great doubt of but a part ever reaching
market. I do but wish them all well, with
good sales, at remunerating prices. 1 fear the
same old games and stories of‘74 will be played
and told this season. The X. Y. Times reported “that tin* K. Co. had raised their price ion
per ct., and that their reporter was informed
by them (the K. Co .) that they had contracted
for ice at a cost in X. Y. of eight dollars a ton.
At the same time ice was selling on the Kennebec at £1.50 to £1 75 a ton, and the Times was
informed of that fact but no notice was taken
of it. There’s (it looks like i!) “greasing of
patrons” somew here.
From
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Lewiston arrived Wednesday afternoon,
days on the passage lrom Machias.
short of coal, and took a supply at her

been two

gig, and colliding w ith a cart, knocked one
wheel off, converting the gig into a wheelbarrow
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meet in
of the (ioot.1 Templars, last week,
’in.'ti poem was read hy Mrs. >nrah F. .Meatier,
attracted great attention by its local allusions.
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Wednesday morning .-;.rp;i-ed us by a blustering
during which about eight inches of -no w fell.
Very discouraging to the early robins.
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A. B. MATHEWS.

What

My

Lover

Said.

Ivy the merest chance in the twilight gloom,
In the orchard path he met me—
In the tall, wet grass, with its faint perfume

And I tri< d to puss, but he made no room;
Oh, I tried, but lu* would not let me.
Ni l stood and blushed Til) the
gras- grew red,
With my face bent down above it,
While he took my hand, as he whispering said—
,How the clover lifted each pink. sweet le ad.
To listen to all that
said
my lo\
Oh! the clover in bloom— 1 love it !)
<

In t!i. high, wet gras* went the path to hide.
And the low, wet leaves hung over;
But I could ..i jiu*s upon « ittier side,
1 or 1 tniiud niy-eii. when I vainly tried,
in the arm* <>t my steadfast lover.
And lie held me there, and lie raised my head,
" hib he elo>< d the path before
me;
Ami he looked down into my eyes and said—
How the leaves bent down from the boughs o'er-

head,

To li*t< n to all my lover said.
Oh, the leavt s hanging Jowly o'er me!
Ha l lie moved aside a little win,
1 could surely then have passed him;
And would not have heard what he had to say,
Could 1 only aside have cast him.
Ii was almost dark, and the moments sped,
And the searching night-wind found us;
Hut lie drew me nearer and softly said—
How the pure, sweet wind grew still, instead.
To listen to all my lover said;
Oh, the whispering wind around us ''
I am sure he knew when he held me last,
i hut i must be all unwilling;
1 or 1 tried to go, and Would have passed,
A* the night was coming with its dew at lust,
And the sky with stars was tilling.
But he clasped me close when 1 would have tied,
And be ma le me hear his story,
And his soul came our from his lip* and said—
ilow the stars crept out where the w liite moon
lo listen to all that my lover said;
Oh, the moon and the stars in glory !)

led,

1 know that the grass and the leaves will not teil,
And I’m sure that the wind—pr« ciou- rover
" ill carry his secret so
safely and well
i hat no being shall e\ er discover
«>ne word of the many that rapidly fell
From tile eager lips of my lover,
''hall never revert! what a lairy like spell
1 hey wove round about us that night in the dell,
In the path through the dew-laden clover;
Nor echo the whispers that made my bead 'well
-b they fell from the lips of my lover.

Do we really want the 11011-chureh goers
In 1773 an-eccentric resident of Cape
in our churches? if we want them the Elizabeth made a will,
devising his farm
desire will ell'eet a revolution among us. to the town authorities, who were to take
It will overturn our church architecture: possession in 100
years from date, providit will put an end to our (iothic arches and ing the town should maintain three free
painted windows, and our artificial music, beds and furnish the occupants thereof a
and our stilted preaching, and our social respectable breakfast, none of the beds to
exclusiveness; it will take pew doors oil' lie occupied by the same person more than
their hinges, and it will drive out the no- three times in the same
year. The will
tion that carpets are worth more than was
sealed, marked “not to to be opened
souls, [s. 11. Tyng, Jr.
until 1873,” and delivered to the selectmen.
lie that speaks the truth will lind him- No one except the testator knew the consclt in sufiieiently dramatic situations. tents of the package, and, on his death,
his heirs at law divided up the inheritance
[Christopher North.
and a part settled on the land. After
Crime and punishment grow out of one some
years the papers ot the town, with
stem.
Punishment is a fruit tiiat, unsus- the
exception of the town records, were
pected, ripens within the llower of the lost A:, antiquarian came into possession
of this package and discovered the conpleasure that concealed it. [Emerson.
tents.
The question now is. What will he
done about it? Will tbo presumed heirs
David Matson.
keep the property, or will the town take
BY JOHN' G. WIIITTIKK.
possession under the conditions of the
will.

Who of my young friends have read the sorrowful story of “Enoch Arden,” so sweetly
told by the great English poet? ft is the story
of a man who went to sea. leaving behind him
a sweet young wife, and little daughter.
He
was east away on a desert island, where he remained several year**, when he was discovered,
and taken off by a passing vessel. Coming back
to his native town, he found his wife married
to an old playmate—a good man, rich and honored, with whom she was living happily. The
poor man, unwilling to cause her p^in and perplexity, resolved not to make himself known
to her. and lived and died alone. The poem
has reminded me of a very similar story of my
own
New England neighborhood, which I
often heard, and which I will try to tell, not in
poetry like Alfred Tennyson's, but In my own
I can assure my readers that, in
poor prose.
n> main particulars it is a true tale.

They

For

Centaur

<>

recipes of these womb r.
ful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say they will ai.j.i viaii
any pain arising from flesh, bom- or muscle derangements. We do'not protend that they will
mend abroken leg or exterminate boils, but even in
such cases they will redimi the inflammation and
nearly perfect

.So

stop the pain.
perance is as
till condition.

guarantee the proper repoisoned by whiskey. Temto a proper physical, as men

can we

body

is

neeessarv

CENTAUR LINIMENT i< particucases ot Rheumatism, Lumbago,
larly adapted
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica,
Weak Back, Pains in the side, Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Toothache, Head-ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken Breasts,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Croup, Diptheria, etc.
The most of these complaints the Centaur Liniment
The WHITE

to all

will cure; all of them it will beneflt. It will extract
the poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds

Catarrh tor
Throat. Bad
Asthma

KING, Postmaster."
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Liniments are performing cures never before effected by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing, straightening lingers
and joints which had been stiff for six year-, taking
the soreness from burns, &e.
One dollar, or even fifty cents, invested in Centaur
Liniment will be within reach when
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accident
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larg-

prescription
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city.

muscles and flesh of the

Its efleets

severe cases

upon

of

He.nl and Poll-Evil,
less than marvellous.
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggi-ts, or. Elm and
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say :
“In our neighborhood a number of teamster* amusing the Centaur Liniment, liny pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. Wo sep
as high as lour to five dozen bottles per month to
are
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of
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even

No
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of
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COMBS

G. D. Waterman & Co.,

SEND

This is a beautiful prayer which the
Breton mariner oilers when lie puts out at
sea: “Keep me, my God !
My boat is so
small and Thy ocean is so wide.”
it is the bright
adder, and that

[Shakespeare.

day

that

craves

brings forth the
wary walking.

Man is the highest product of his own
history, 'l ire discoverer iinds nothing so
grand or so tall as himself, nothing so
valuable to him. The greatest star is that
at the little end ot the
telescope,—the star
that is looking, not looked after, nor looked
at.
[Theodore Barker.

CHENEY BROTHERS’

tion of his services in the federal
army,
Judge Turney is satisfied that Mr. Paddock was the man, or
belonged to the
command, that shot him through and
the
ball, entering at the mouth,
through,
knocking out several teeth, carrying away Black and Colored Gros Grains
a
portion ot the tongue and passing out
SPRING 1876.
through the back ot the neck. Their
meeting last night, accompanied with exThen*
niuiiufactn r«*«l iu I Cm- mo»t
planations which each gave ot their battle
approved manner, are aarranied not to
lronts and the details of
regimental action cut or change color in n
satisfied the judge of the correctness of
earing:, and aurpaaa in neigrlit, and flniah and
his opinion as to the immediate
position any that can be obtained at durability
of their respective commands. The heartcorretpond*
iness of their meeting, alter those mutual lug- prices.
For Sale by all the Leading Retailers.
explanations, was far beyond any thing
which we can express. [Nashville Amen“Cheney's American Silks combine most beauticun.

AMERICAN SILKS!

little less than marvel-.

are

animal

can

afford to be without

Liniment, which any dav

J. D. Tl

on

roaches
ami boat-.

Belfast, Feb.

KATAIIDIV, (’apt. 1J( 1 \, will
trip per week to Boston, lea\ ing Bel
last, l'm-days at J o'clock, 1*. M., and Bo-tun Fridays at 4 o' l.i. k. 1*. M arriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight taken as usual.
i' 1. A \ F, \ :rent.
>

lsV-

Jan. 1st

Belfast

s

prove worth twenty times if* cost.
S dd everywhere, but prepared only

at

of J. i>. Lost

Laboratory
Id Dj.v

a

Co..

A

si\, Ns:w VutiK.

i

1

CASTORIA.

Ik 1 last. f;•!*

Wharf,

Thursday

Ifeturning,
touching'

>it

leave Brooksville

Castine and

W

produce

and

sickness.

Castoria will assimilate the

food, expel worms,
; and correct all tiiese tilings.
Em twenty year* Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private practi'-" lo pro!
duce an effective Cathartic and -lo; rich regulator
which would be

unpleasant

The

as

Directive

taste

or

a*

Cast*m: on., without

hich 1h

the

cave

CASTOR? A i*

extended.

-nt

rapidly adopted

nurses

name

hi-

Phyremedy. t«•

of CAST* Hll A.

pleasant to take a* honey, n gn
bowels, and do* s not gripe.
all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
j>s

late* the *tomaeh ami
It i.-

adapted to
absolutely t.arnib
Try < ASToRI A
Prepared
4t>

at

>

'I

v,

-atm

condition.

days,

--

to

the

tender infant.

most

mce, and you will

at the

Laboratory

never

b

uiih-

of d. it. Rose & «_o.,

l>ey Suei t, Ww York.

.‘.ino

HOUSE

OF

WALTER BAKER & SO.
1780

ESTABLISHED
VI ANITA'

1780

IN

Cocoa,Clioeolate and
Brorna.
IN

VI.I.

It>RMS KNOWN

MODERN

|t>

COMMERCE

HIGHEST MEDALS received at
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS
in PARIS and VIENNA, and at. LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in all part, of

the UNITED

STATES.

Belfast.

BSSEAKFAST

COCOA.

For

Commencing Oct. 25. 1S75,

Centennial Book

lor

in

to our
su

Boston and Now York.

Maple Sympl
Buckwheat Flour!
Frosh Ground Wheat and Oat Meal,
Cranberries, Canned Poaches,

Tomatoes, Pumpkin, Squash
and Corn, home made and
Crosse & Blackwell’s

Bnglish

Piakios,

Tomato Ketch
up, Halford’s

Table
Western

Sauce,
Sugar-Cured

Hams

and

Notice.

MUSTARD,
anything of the kinJ aud

less

t,.i

All of the above, together with l'iour, Corn, Mill,
Short., and everything usually kept la a firm eh.tJrocerv, l’rovi-hm and Produce Store, wili he ..Id I
very low for t A -11 by the underhigaed at

No. 8 Main streetC.

Itelfast, 1-eh

H.

Sargent.

r.u '.i

J UST RECEIVED I
We

are now

receiving

a

I

KKSIl STOCK ot

Olotliing, Cloths, Flaimells,
Fiirnisliicg

(inutls, Hals,

Caps

ami

CARPETINGS!
To which

we

invite special attention.

\W have placed on our counters a line assortment
of WOOLENS for custom trade, which we will make
to order or sell by the vard at very Lu\\ PR1CI s

•»•

at
oil

Bilf.ist,

address M A RK
Bclfa-t.

on

or

Probate Court held at
the County of Wulilo, on
March, A. D., 1870.

Now in Stock, a line assortment which will he <oM
at lowest CASH PR[< I IS.

CARPETINUS !
Parlies
money

intending to purchase
by calling on us.

a

Carpet

will

save

CASH!
Please remember we SELL C1IEA l’ for CASH, ami
wishing to purchase can save v!0 per cent, by
buying of us and paying CASH.
4®~Remember tin* place at the Store formerly occupied by Arnold Harris.

parties

ANDREWS

BROTHERS,

How, High St Belfast.
MARK ANDREWS,
Jl Ell’S ANDREWS.
Phenix

C77

M

TIIETAIUTE

CHAIR WANTED !
old fashioned square topped
top of which can be turned up,
a
back, is wanted for Centennial use.
Any person} having such a relic, is requested to
communicate |with MRS. A. C. PILSBUUY, Wingate Cottage, Northport Avenue, Belfast.
March 20, 1876.—3w38*
the
AnTABLE,
chair

making

ABNER K. BEMPS, late Of Thorndike,
in the County of Waldo,deceased, by
giving bond as the
law direct-; he therefore requests all persons w ho
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have anv demands
thereon, iu exhibit tli-' nine for settlement to him.
J. D. I.AMSON.
__

1

» the Honorable
of Waldo

Judge of Probate for the Countv

l N DERSli IXED, (iuardian of Luvina H.
A. Mitchell ol East Bridgewater, in the (ouuty
ol Plymouth and ('ommonwealth ol
Massachusetts,
respectfully represent that said minor is seized anil
possessed of certain interests in real estate, situate
in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, to wit: one
undivided sixth part of one undivided half of a certain parcel of land on w hich stands the
dwellingliotise ol the late John
Angier, bounded bv High
street, by land
formerly of John Huse, by Church
street and by land formerly of Osborn, now owned
by li e (’ouuty of Waldo. Also one undivided sixth
part ol one undivided half of a certain parcel of land
lying between High and Washington streets, bounded westwardly by High street,
southeastwardly by
land ot the late Ralph C. Johnson, and northeastwardly and northwestwardly by land of the
bite I homas Marshall and
others, containing
sixteen square
rods or thereabouts, on
the
upper part ot which stands the brick store numbered one, Phoenix Row, so called.
Also one
undivded sixth part of one undivided half of another certain parcel of land on
Bridge street, conveyed to said John Angier, by the deed of Charles
Sever, recorded in the Hancock Registry, book 4J,
page *JIW, and by the deed of Ephriam McFarland,
recorded in said Registry, book JJ.
page JIG; that
an advantageous otter of four hundred dollars has
b. en made for said interests by Oakes
Angier, of
-aid Beltast, which otter it is for the interest of all
concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds
thereof to be put out on interest for the benefit of
said minor.
Whereof your petitioner prays your honorto
grant
him a license to sell and convey said real estate of
said minor, to said Angier lor said sum.
HORACE P. CHANDLER.
By JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, His Attorney.
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of March, A- D. 187G.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition,with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. REST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.

OLD

Forthis

PAPERS

wrapping, for
office.

sale
tf

cheap at

<

that

'll

1'i

confidence iii

iouai.

*

so

1. l: I. V

its

It

Kverv
r<

family

in all its branches at the old stand ot I n-ad
well \ Manstield.
Paniuges repaired at
she: not--*
Horse Shoeing promptly at
tended
All work warranted to give sati-

by medical -kill.
bus

real!}

J.

robbed

should

j

have it in

>iekiK‘-s, -u;l< ring, ami «-v» n lit*- i- saved
by this timely protect!".!. I In- prudent should m>t
neglect it, and tin* wise will m>t. Keep it by -.on
fur the protection ir allot.!- !.v i*- linn-lv n-e in -i.d

J.

0.

H

|

ldruggists and l»eur-rs in >I• di• ■..

Pro Bono Publico.

o.

M

Row,

P

-P

Sale.

C4-

®

©

P
P

C5
'o

Co-Partnership.

w

9

W
coil

ABBIK K. LLLLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet organ. Special care taken with beginn -m
Fur
term- inquire at 1 b> Main Street.
Nov. S,, 1
ll'Jl

MI>S

8 fJ

\M1 i: 1«

vi
FOR

THE

CURE

| RHEUMATISM

OF

a

E.

at a

& NEURALGIA
j
j

formerly occupied by

L. K.

|
|
j

and orin.i: in

DOMESTIC

IIAKADEX BLOCK, Belfast, lie,

Witness the

£3F*A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

E. .1. MORISON & CO.
Successor* to Curie &

MorNon,

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

its

lo

|;

j
|

!

Prrpurnl

irort/if/

>

ANIMALS.

maw

liv

:■

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,
1

Charier.-d fe

.*k

and A pot Ina-jii y
111

Pnfp

97

and

own

tf!ti

READ,

MACHZZTZST!

Machine Attachments.

ilciM*ral li>vnt.
Bi.i.i v»
M

I

>*

\

>3

Pi.I

11: i-

><

him!

*k

vt

Exchange Street,

A.

D.

an

To the

n,‘

m

information address
''(Hbllls, >• civtarv, Portland.

or

People

of

Searsport.

III

A

\

K taken ilo Auencv of

Hi

u

\si

M

vi;

\\ »i:ks, Clark it Fernald. Proprietors. Per
wishing to purchase Marble Work of any deseriptiou can do **> oi me as *■ 11» ap as thei can bus
hi.i

sons

hiiv w

li«

r>

in this .state.

A

Searsport, Sept

assortment of

grades, usually found in

1,1,1

-o-

WOOLEN GOODS!
of all

am* sh v I*.i:H• >i

L. D. M. SWEAT, Pn -id.
W. COOMBS ><-cretar\!

AT

CALL and SEE
good

*i.s

cului-s
A. \\

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

As

<

Joseph Dune, keunebunk.

GRANITE
SAFE

»

.) dm Mus-* \,
H J. I.i?,|c.
! K. Mvan,
.h Mc!.. : m,
,l
Willlttin K. <build, Phillip II Itrnwn.
William < i. l>a\ 9, W'iili.mi llaiiimoud
W. II. Anderson, 19.ink Noyes
A. \\
I.. I». M ,*sWent,
Coombs,
A Imer ('oburn,
kowhegnn.
Alison P Morrill, H« adtiel.I,

•i wO*>

1C*. l>r

1

pl'IMHY.
.11:

».

NOTICE.

a

Will 1 I> say that tie sta*. nn iit puldi-hed last
we* k i> a falsehood -i loil I have never left m\
husband's bed nor board—1 hat be never hud any bed
nor home tor me t » lea\
that l have nlwuv's furnislied a he«I and pai.l house r< nt t«*r him to live in.
Hut whereas 111 v husband, Francis p. Patterson, has
left noj bed and board without just cause, this is to
notify all persons from harboring or trusting him on
m\ account, as l shall
pav no bill*, of his contracting
nor provide
be*!, nor pav house rent for him air
longer.
MAKY K. PATTFKs* ».\
H* Hast, March
:;u

Also Trimmings to correspond, which arc !.«-;ng
manufactured to order by lir-t-class worku.eii ai as
low prices as the times will afford.
(HP attended Join all its branches bv my.
UU I I I
U self. 1 have also a line as.-ort on ui t«l

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. 1\\ I*Hit COM. A US. in all >i/>•
all the other better grade of Collars.

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer,
lie bus the country right for the use of

Dp. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and insert ing
tfH>

BUY YOUB

FURNITURE
COEN! CORN!!
1AAA BCSHEI.S PRIME YELLOW CORN
'T* H I* f just received, and for sale low at Lane's
ALBERT M. CAKTElt.

—

LORD.

CALL

AT

(*‘v

-.

iU“sltaseed

jjv

Belfast Hardware Store
There von will
Before purchasing vour goods.
timl general 1! A lfl)\V A It K, PAIM S, oil.s
and YAKN1MIFS, NAILS, (il.AsS, and
FARM Kit’S 1< KU.S. constantly on hand and
for sale at LONVKsl I'KH'KS. Don’t forget
the place, A NO 1 Kit'S, No. 1 l'henix liow.
ttl J
April JO 1875.

Roses. Lilies. Visisis. tarnations. Seminas- k

Happy Hours.
A
And

1‘Al’KIt FOB BOYS AND OIKT.S.
Only 50 Cents
a

Back of 5‘_* Assorted
ed Address Cards
Curds

a

Year,

given
giver

to

every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Wanted.

Send stamp for specimen copy. Address,
3mc»8
HAri'Y HOURS, Auburn, Me.

-O F-

MATHEWS.^

L.

I

.\r

DR. Q. P. LOMBARD,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand of j
I>r. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. Mas all the latest j
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in

••

PJITTI

DENT I STB. IT! H-

:lw.'W

1

u

l*i*

I

*»* Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing, shot Guns Repaired and Hored t<> shoot
do e.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, ls?f»—tl

Wharf.

l.ai:

.Main*

ot

of Valuables

1 S \ t

i.•.

iuture

PORTLAND.

DEALER IN Al l. KINDS 111

A. B.

A t.

s

11:i

My Illustrated Floral (’nfalogue for
D now ready. Price 10 Cents, less than half the < ■->.
William E. BcwiHTcn.Oij Warren St., Boston, Muss.

FOR

artificial teeth.

KI

lit

Iron Ware!

of ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of-liipwork, lor both wooden and iron ships, in a manner
guaranteed to give

Sewing

he

A.

ers

n.

I

!
iii

Keeping

Safe
and

orm t:s.

PIEHV SAWifll,

f' ih«

act

:m

RICHARD II. MOODY

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, & C
OFFICE: y Waterloo Road. ^
S
WORKS: Barton Street.
1 his linn confidently assure tin- nm-ters

eauiiot

SFA I i’sI’OKT, M K.

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

T

of the most capable and
with wnmi 1 ha\*'• had e
II All! I .- MASh.V,
• dm'.s’r of Patents."

on*-

no Inration in assuring inventors tha
empluy u man i/imv outprh „t amt trust
and more capable ot putting tln ir apnlien
tion m a form to secure for them an early and fat ot
able consideration at tin Patent »rhce.
l.D.MI ND BL’liKI., late
>tuVr of Patent
“Mr. It. II I i i»r <s has mad-- for me over 1111 K IA
..rions
f..r
he*
hai
n succes-tul in
Patent-,
appl
ing
almost every
>urh un mi't.-ikuhle proof of great
talent ami ability on his part leads iiietorecommeml
At i. inventors to apply to him to procure their
pa
t* of-, as they may be -ure id
:r ing the most faith
ful attention be-tow ed upon their vases, and at v* v
reasonable charge-.
Joll.N
Aid.API
Boston..lau 1 1*0
lyrkT.

in-

ot Centl'inen win.
merits

\m»

HOMER.

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON&CO

G-.

a-

"I have

Would respectfully announce that In* has ju-t re
ceived a tresli supply of reliable Vaccine maiter and
is now prepared to Vuccimiie children or adults
without pain.
tf'.u

sutisfactu

n.MoNivr.s.

regard Mr. Id ly

they

names

extraordinary

Druggist

DR.

<

Tlis

A. Hayford, Fsip, Kx .Mayor,
M
Bella
Israel Cox, Cen’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
P. M. Moody, Horse Iraim r,
S. ,L Dean,
Prop, of Livery Stable, Uoekland
1-ben W.Scavey, Hotel Keeper, No
arspori,
Robert <«. Ames, I'eamster,
d. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Hale it Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleave-, Prop ol Liv. Stable Mocktoii,

Small Pox Preventive!

!

...
A I KB mi. ex
upwnr-i- *-i
y < ai ',c*mtiuu* t<* -i-t-uri Patents in he l nit** 1
al.«o i 11 Li
:*.t Brita.it, 1 rau.-e, and other f*-r
« ign
< :im-:i!s, Specifications,
countri'-s.
A"igi.
incuts,ami all papers tor Patent- ex* cutedou p-asoi.
aide terms, with d* 'patch, lic'i-arches made t*. tl«
ter mine the
ability and utility of Patents of 11> *•-,
tion-, ami legal ami other ;t*l\i** rendereu in a'!
< opies of th* claims «*t
matters touching the same.
Aany patent furni'ln-d by remit: ing one dollar
me
u
re*-or*
led
in
t>
sign
Washington.
A
li/eii' j/ii) thi’ I •/.'.*« */ Stut> /«• 'Sse.s.sc.s’ tuperi-afur Hilo .< f>r obtuiniiirf l'utt ul.i or vsn-rtuiuinu t!o
putt ntuhUiti/ <f inn’iii
All necessity of a journey to Wnshiugfon to pro
cure a Patent, and the usu..l great tic.ay
in
th«*r*
here sa\ ed inventors.

I’n I practi' i*mticial intercourse.

AND SOULS ON ALL

at Law!

Ih-signs,

\

"1

HORSE-FLESH!

GEO. E. WALLACE.

Attorney

s

or

Kilby St.,Boston

->

CURES

Boyle.

>

I

Law! SCRATCHES
BELFAST.

14 MAIN

I’ATKNT

PATENTS

for inventions, l'rmle Marks
L

at
Attorney
STREET,
Office

OF

No. 76 State St., opposite

stsite.**

OINTMENT

JOHNSOU,

l ork;
thee Bu\. 4»M«k

H. EDDY

succ**"

tf.H

1

*i

1 "KKH.N

AND

SOLICITOR

ARABIAN

bargain.

N

\

R

College.

Will be sold

l

®

&

LXC'LId.F.NT PI A No. OF HOOD MAlvK
in line order.

Ronery.

r

Piano for Sale !

VNami

CO.,

CHAS. J. C. KLINE &

Admits

Apply at the Journal Office.
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870,

■

B

I'll is remedy is the result of t lie re-i-arch of one ,1
the Proprietors who hail hern a great
ltlererlTr
yi ars and who had tried all the ad\ erii-ed r< me.lie,
and skill id' many physicians without obtaining v
lief. A radical cure was olitained and im'iieruu- 'im
| ilar cures etfected among his friends and ae.piaint
I ances without an exception,
nduced him to | at
la fore the public.
I hat it w ill cure the must -H ere
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
students
for
in- to show, w hich
may be toiind in our circular'. All o’f
struction in Book keeping. Penmanship, Mathematics, Languages and all the collateral studies which proof is l.ona tide and from tho-e who ha\.
been bem-litcd b\ its use.
pertaining to a complete Business Kducatim
-£$5
S A. HOWES & CO.. Agents,
Tile
pays Board, Tuition, and stationery lg weeks.
Belfast. Maine,
Stiuhn s enter" any time. Admembership,
l
or
sale
by all Druggists, price one dollar per
dress for catalogue giving terms without hoard.
bottle.
Liberal discount to the trade.
Lewiston Business College, Lew iston, Me.
:auv’
PI Lib L Bib > I III U>.
Mannfi‘ tavers and Proprietors.
in
Bangor, Maim

Lewiston Business

TRUKDY

.lu-t } ildisln-ii, a new edition of Wr.
uiteimdlN ( < lel>rati'<l I- »•
with m:
ire
lay oil tin- rad in!
set i:m \ i*-i:i:ii.i v
-r
m.-dicin'
seminal Weakness, I in •dunti.ry >emimtl l.osse.-,
1
M*na; and Physical incapacity,
in
Iwmm.x* \
pediments to .Marriage, etc : ai-n. < eNsfMNU'N
liril.lKsA ami fit*. 1
l.y -elf'-indulgence o
.exttal e\t ra\ apnm-e,
in
-«-aled e.\
Ko !'rn
•}>•-. mly ms cent-*
Hie celebrate*! author, in thi- admirable K>-ay,
clearly *i* ious:rate.-. from a thirty .••-ais‘ succes-li;
practice, that tin- alarming consequences of self
abn-e may he radically cured w ii bout the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knili
pointing out a mode ot cure at once simpl*
and eth-ciual, by means of u liieh vi ry sufferer, no
matter what ills condition ma> he, may cure him-o 1:
cheaply pri. itely, and niJcullii.
cture
hoiilti he ii: h- hand- f *-vi
4 r, 1 hi- 1
youth and every man in the land.
si-lit unde*- seal, ia a tdain envelope, to any ad
uh, -r two po-l
lire--, /i-s/;/.. /V, on receipt of
age -tamps.
A*id:«— tlie Publisher.-,

®

'h

W.

t

^
CO., Lowell. Mass..'
■Oj..1 mtlytictd\( in :m. t<
l&agnBmr

AY£R &

J'rm'f ini! u/ht

New Carriage Shop
rll

member.-'.

Dr.

DAMON.

G

A V K lit ill* l 11 a « ip iaire Shop in
rear of tin- old fn-adwell .v .Mansfield stand,
where 1 am ready •*, attend to all kinds of tarring*
New work made to order.
ami Sh-igh r* pan

prompt relief ol it-

and

adv

B CKNELL

BLACKSMITHING !

|

v

-ti!

dangerous

season.

&

WALES

tin* puic about
ries of marvel.*u-

bo made

can

til r.i:v

their clo.-et fur tin-

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural ImNo. Lj Main
Oil-, (.la*-, &e.
Belfast, w it hin and for plement?., faint-,
tt".I
Street,
Belfast, Mr.
the second Tue-day of i

^1 111 E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned that tie Inis been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
t he estate of

a

of tho>e requiring work in their line.
and Meigh I'ailiting and I rimming is our
We will paint and trim new carriages or
urnisli old ones ami repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on -lent notice, guurraiiteeiiig satisfaction m

arriuge

specialty.

\<>
-t

all

Musical Notice.

Belfast, within and for
tin- second Tuesday of

JOHN

it

<

Bickinell

ri'inov

wants
<

>e

reputa-

di.-en-e- of their terrors, to a cl eat
extent, and given a feeling <d‘ immunity from their
fatal eifocis, that is \\* II foiimlod if tin* roinodv hr

All persons indebted to the late tirm are requested
to make immediate payment to l». W. Dyer, and
those having bills against said tirm w ill plea-e present them immediately to the same. The Imsineswill hereafter be carried on in all its brauche- by !».
W Dver. at the old stand.
1>. W. DYKR.
KDWAKJ • A. DYKR.
Belfast, March 1>, 1*70.—iJw.'D*

ithin and for
the secolai llli--i;iVoi

1*. MAN’NlN'ii having presented an in-trumem purporting to be the last will and t--turnout
of David R. Manning, late m Eincolnville, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, tor Prohate.
Ordered, That the said John P. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be publi bed three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be In Id at Belfast, within
jiml for said (fount)’, on the second ’Tuesday ot
April next, sit ten ->t the clock before noon, and
show cans.-, it' any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
WM. M. RES T. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—15. 1*. Fikld, Register.

lor

AVi.i: s

sent.

MARY

At a

Cousumjitiuii.
these

<

r|AHL firm heretofore existing between I>.
X 1 >yer A Son i- this day dissolv« d bv mutual

w

E. > TABLES Adminisiratrix of the estate of Benjamin E. Staples, lat- of Monroe,
in -aid County -■! \\ aldo, deceased, having presented her final account of Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel",
fast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of April next, and shew cau-e. if any they
have, why the same should not bo allowed.
WM M. REST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest B. P. Fikld, Register.
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wide
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ed their business, car
Hag- painting ami trimming, t«>
tin* 'hops over Dunum's, in rear
nt' the American House, an I
would invite tin ir obi friend- and patron** to cal
upon them at this popular old stand, where th*
imi;. lie found a! ill tiim-s r»*adv to attend to tin-
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Dissolution of

WM. .V. REST. Judge.
-B. L*. Fiki.d, Register.
on
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equalled by any ntlioi medicim
makes tin- most t-ib-etual euros >t

taken in
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only
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and

wor

novel

VNO

L. M< KEEN, widow ol Albert ,E McKeen, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estate ol' said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Annie give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to :
be published three weeks sucve-sivejy in the Kepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
apart, to be held at Belfast, within
pear at a Probate <
and tor said Count), oti the si com! Tuesday ol !
April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of!
said petition should not be grant -l.’

at

forty yours, by
euros, tlmt liavo

Indeed tin*

HOOD i:\ PUKSS

heap

not

It has boon known

i'«»i:.a i..

u

I L signed by Robert Miles of Buck'p-wt.
Me., tor S" '.ly.
Address
JOHNS i.V t ‘LA RK & C< >..
*%\->7
Boston, Mass.

At a i’robate Court held at Belfast, w it bin and for
ilit Countv of Waldo-, oil the second 1'uesday of
March, A.' J*. WO.

At a Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
March, A. J>. 1870.

tion,

!

For

LEW I<. Administrator of the estate of S.
Lewis late ol B*. Hast, in -aid
I •
ouuty ->t
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of Administration for allowance.
Ordi red, '! hat the said Administrator give notice
To all person- interested
by causing a ropy ol
t his order to be published firee weeks successive! v in
the Republican .Journal, printed at Bellas!, that
thev may appear ai a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said <’ouuty, on the second
1'uesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not !>«• allowed.
WM. M. REST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest- B. p. Eli.u>, Register.

Attest
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A true copy,

Asthma, and

hied h>i\

V. MILLER.
Belfast. Me., Box 18.Y

rtiufcli M., under tile .lollThai Olilt

■

Carriage Making. Painting,
Blacksmithing.

Whooping

become* household

Sold bv all

PJOBATE NOTICES.
At a l’l' -lcUi <
*rt It- ’-!
tile ( OUIUV ol Waldo,
.March, A. D. is7'i.

W

for

rriH\

CLOT XT 11ST <3-

Bronchitis,

FOR_SALE.

1^ 11F

Main -d, during the business
office, No. J
hours of each day from tho lirst to the fifteenth inelnsiv e of April m xt. and any pcTsonal examination
ol' prop-Tty by the assessors will not be considered
as waive
of neglect of any person in
bringing in
true and perfect lists, us required by l:nv.
of
the
districts
several
are reHighway Surveyors
quested to bring in their several tax books ot 1>70 by
tin* tenth day of \ pril, W,;.
Agents of several school districts arc requested to
make returns under oath to the Assessors of the
number of -eholars belonging t" each family in their
school districts, their mine and age' together with
the mimes of the heads of the families as soon as
may be after the tirst day of April.
til'.OHt.l. '\Y<H»D>,
Assessors
daac m. iuiakdman',
of
HIM id
y Belfast.
II FUSl-.A
Mardi J.!, 1;

CREAM
A little ahead of

Colds

I lie lew

N L W A N 1» DF.s [R A BI L Hoi S1 •;
and Stable with slated rools, situ
ated on the corner of Church and Tark
Streets. House Jitted up with all the
modern improvements, i-urna.ee, Bunge,
Mantles with half low down grates in
Dining-room, Sitting-mom and Parlor. Dining
room and Bath-room lini.-hed with Ash and Walnut.
Also a Pha-ton, (irocery Wagon and Harness, foi
further particulars enquire of OP.O. P. POTL at
the house, *,r tieo. A. Ouiniby A. Co’s Store.
if.
Belfast, .March 7, l.s7»i.

subscribers, Assessors of the ( ity of Belfast,
JL hereby give notice to the inhabitants of said
to
make
ami bring in to them, true, and perfect
city
lists ot their p.dls and e.-tat* •*, real tiud personal, in
writing, including motley on hand and at interest
and debts due more than owing, and all property
lu ll! in trust as guardian, executor, administrator or
otherwise, except .'lien as U by law exempt from
taxation, which they are possessed of on the first
day of April, and he prepared to substantiate the
same according to law. ami for the
purpose of receiving said lists and making transfers of real estate, the undersigned will he in session ;lt Boardf

Oil.

CONSUMPTION.

\

8:00 a. m. connecting direct to Bangor, Dexter, >kowhegan, Farmington,
Lewiston, Danville '.Junction and (irtmd Trunk
Hailway, and via Fasteru and Boston & Maine Hail
roads, arriving in Boston tit 7:55 pm
Heave Belfast 3:30
p. in. connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night Hallman Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. ill.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
Hurt hind, .June JJ, Dr.'i.
tlol
at

■

&*T.Send

Coughs,

as

Cough,

1 i:<

Maine Central Railroad.

\NME

SPECIALTY

NEW

Real Estate
Sale!

Belfast, l'eh. i:», isr»>.

1>

J t l'.r.KS <»1

such

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
ANo the property on Milier Street, now occupied
by Leinine Colley, consDting of b acres grass land
with House, Kll, Wood -house and a large Barn.
From y to P»'Ton* Jlu> cut annually upon the ptetnises. A good orchard upon the premises. Tor
further particulars apple to the subscriber.

SWAN, Agent,

H.

J.'

;

Diseases of the Throat anil Lungs,

For

rpilK

f«'t of Land,
than r'j le.t
\

i

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

HUMKSTKA t> of the late
X .1 oliti Hamden situated on
church street, is now ottered for
Mile to close the estate.
The pi oj>erty consists of over b.OoO
100 feet on < ImVch street, and more
deep, with buildings thereon in good

s].>boro,

man’s

recoil.

reputation of his experin.

sicians and
w

Valuable

lslesboro.

Assessor's

Cross, sick!) babies and children may enjoy health,
and mothers have rest, if they will u*e (’ASTORIA.
I
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach and undigested food make children cro**,

Savings Bank.

HAVE

OL ^E with an Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of tlie new houses on IS el mo nt
-Avenue.
Terms easy. Enquire of
»EO. G. WELLS.
tt'io
!A>, ls7u.

i:

multi;..

car-

i

May Field,

Brooksville every M
and Saturday, at v: I’. .M.

1

its

I 1. A 31 1

Castiue and

Trains Naive Belfast

tin

!

j
j

Mvaii'S

Will leave

'•

1878.

and from the

KKMoVKDio tlteir new Banking Bonin
in Custom Hou-e Square, are prepared to neeive depo-it-s placing the same oil interest on the
first days of June, July, August ami September, ami
December, January, Februurv tind March, inter.-.-t
being computed on same, the tirst Mondays ut June
and December.
Deposiis received daily, except on Sundav* and
Legal Holidays,) from y to 1j A. M.,and z to 1 r M
Saturdays Bank closes at 1\\ noon.
John H. QL'IMBY, l’reas.
ASA 1AI .NI F, Brest.
Belfast 1 une 8th 1674
u

liiiem

2d,

Tr«'KKK.

II. F.
to

passenger-

-.

MARCH

superior to all others now in use. ltemember they
take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate
the use ot a clattering slmttle, and does away the
breaking of thread and net dies so much experienced
in the u>»* of shuttle machine'.
And here I wish to state that.a great many per
sous buy a sewing lunching without the knowledge
or construction .d ata and the\ are afterwards sorry
for it; ami for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a maeliim
should not be governed !>;.
what ag* nts for ot lit machine' tell you that tbeii
machine is the nest.
flu* Idea that this or that i.ui
chine i' tl.x !>est i< nothing to do with the true un-r
its of a sewing machine.
Therefore examine the
m-w productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manu
fact tiling fompany and theu you will be convinced
which is the best sewing machine. The work runs
•other way «>u these muchincs. They use any kind
>t thread and sews from the tinest muslin to heavy
leather.it Tells, Hems, Hraids, fords. Tucks, Hit ds,
un-1 makes beautiful Hem Stitching ami ruffing
Machines r up on trial on upj lication at this office
Machines sold on ea.-v monthly installments, old
machine' taken in part payment for new ones. I
keep on band needles ami attachments for all kindot
machines.
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sel!
at.oct'. per dozen. Orders l«>r needles filled to
mail when the c.i-di
accompanies the order. Ali
goods warranted t-> h. tie- Lot quality, or moi

lEI&tel.

CKKK.
to com e\

superseding all others in the market, ami

are

revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade.
jtulges of the various maeliiues agree that
new Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machines are

the*

Belfast, Sept. •>?,. !sr;».—tfi:i

SI I'UATED in Northport, neur the
Centre of the Town, containing
two hundred acres of land, well di
vided into Tillage, Pasturage and
Woodland, well fenced and watered
good bearing orchard, also a young orchard. The
buildings are house, ell, wood-house and three barns
in good repair. Cuts from forty to fifty towns of hay
yearly. AN’ i 11 change fora smaller farm or sell at a
Icirgahi. For father particulars apnlv on the prem
is*
dw:»s*
I >A\ ID 11 ERKIt lv

H:\MKU
'II MiK
make one

Hu y

are
( ompetejit

House.

d

Steamship Company, i

Sewing Machine

Sample KooiiiS free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Mablt connected with the

Rent.

or

WHEELER & WILSON

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Farm For Sale.

mav

lully in costumes with all the soft wool fabrics now
in vogue, and we
heartily recommend them for their
beauty and durability to the attention of our reailers.”—Scribner’s Monthly.

One of the colored residents ot Detroit
the other day asked why he did not
attend the poultry show. A pfeasant smile
mm mm ufi< WEEK GUARANTEED to
As the rays come Irom the sun, and
yet crossed his lace as the word
A*lrits, Male and Female,in their
are not the sun, even so our love and
“poultry”
locality. Terms and Outfit
pity, was
M free" Address 1'. O. VICKERY &
spoken, but died away in a moment
though they are not God, but merely a as the
Maine.
CO.,
Augusta,
stern
reality confronted him.
poor, weak image and rellection ol him,
yet lrom him alone they come. It there “Dere's heajis o‘ chickens dere, hain’t
CO.JTIlOCDUlnJBtt,
?
And you want me to go dere and
is mercy in our hearts, it comes from the dey
PA., Emery Wheels anil Machinery.
stand around and ga/.e on doso chickens
fountain ot mercy. If there is the
light which can't
OR SOUL CHARMING.”
ot love in us it is a
conveniently come out ot dose “rjhTCHOMANCY,
ray lrom the full sun
Jlow either sex may fuscluate and
gain the
cages, do you? No, sail. 1 knows jess love1.and affections of
oi love. [Charles
any person they choose, InstantKingsley.
how Pd feel, sail.”
ly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for 2ft ctsAt the best, sarcasms, bitter
together witli u Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle!
irony,
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1.000,000 sold. A
scathing wit, are a sort of sword-play ot
They tell a story in New York of a man uueer hook. Address
T. WILLIAM Ik CO., Rub's.
the mind. You pink your
adversary and who was late to dinner, and, on his arriv- Philadelphia.
he is forthwith dead ; and then you deserve al, was accused of
having three hands, CK tft $90 Per day at home.
to be hung lor it.
Samples worth $1
one of them being a little behind hand.
[Bovee.
10 JnU fr,.c §t1nsox & c0
Portland, Me.
was

house

For Sale

testimonial* describing cures
Pull Evil, Big-Head, and

hich

w

an

bottle of Centaur

••

her shoes out. She
Folly
dances so fast we are all of us tired. Golden wires may annoy us as much as steel
bars, if they keep us behind prison windows. [< )wen Meredith.

j

Sprains, Kicks, Galls,

Sanford’s Radical Cure.

wears

AT 10

of horses and mules.’’

We have volumes of

HIGHEST AUTHORITY

Universal Satisfaction.

soon

!•; v i : l v

Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2,

oc

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big

night before
sleep.

OLD-FASHIONED

Kaili*o:i-. I \VliMi*i, Portland

Sanford

American

I'nion Street, ocJL cupied by T. .1. Furrow, it is
new, with good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
iMxdO, two stories, Ell one and a half
stories; three large rooms below and
kitchen, four rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic.
The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. InW. H. SIMPSON.
quire of
1S73.—tf4
IJelfast, July

r|MlE

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

X. B.—Catarkh, Si i:gh-ai. and C’iikoxiC Diseases, with those peculiar to WOMAN ami Ciiii.dkk.n, will receive iiisSi*K< iai Attention.
Kekcrun I rv used in all its forms—where t hi>
valuable agent is indicated.
it#'He i 11 Visit Path n
at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
On in: H«>t its—From 10 A. M. until ! 1*. M.
From
1’. .M. until 5 1*. M., and from
I’. M. until
tf:;.;
0.1’. -Vi.

House for Sale,

C. KILBY,

O’CLOCK,
J'or Uockhmd, Canub-n, Keilast, Srar.-|iort, liueksL>eer
Custiue,
Isle, Sedgwick, ^o. W. Harbor,
port.
Mr. Hosert, Millbridge, .Jonesport aud Machiusport.
If- turning will leave
Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at tlie above nameil
landing-. iex -pt Hack-port, arriving in Portlami
same night.
Will tak« passengers anti freight t«>r Ikingor, con
necting w tli the railroad at Bncksport.
C\ itl S l’A 1 I LKS( >\. Agent.

to

LANE, Sears port.

A

j

WILL I.KAVK

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
adapted

is

remedy

mmmm it fxclusiV£LY

THE

w 1: i; k :

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN

and of course charge several prices lor it.

••

Thought

v i; r

Late from

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Office, 58 Main St., over store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

-oone and a quarter story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears ;»0 to 10 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late l)r. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by
'll MOTH V MAYO.
tf.jg
Monroe, Feb.1876.

S T K A M K R

curs, and will do more good than any amount of
money paid for medical attendance. When phv-i
cians are called they frequently use this Liniment,

>

Devotion.

r r i r

Physician

W. H.

Cured by three
bottles
SANFORD'S
RADICAL CURE.

Jewels of

x k

HOMER, Sewing Machines

DR. JOHN

House for Sale.

the

art-

Nor

sults where the

CATARRH.

being

J. 11.

-o-

[Burlington Hawk-Eye.

for

good sailer. Apply

THE

Penobscot. Mt. Deserts Machias

1'he Creston Democrat says: “Alter without a scar. The following is but a sample of a
eleven years of watching, waiting and thousand similar testimonials
“Antioch, Jr.!.., Dec. 1. lsn.
prayer, our old friend Hon. It. A. Dague,
My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible sufhas been rewarded with a tine, plump girl ferer
from Rheumatism. She ha- tried many phy-i
baby." .Just by “watching, and waiting cians and many remedies. The only tiling which
1 am r.and prayer,” eh? H’-m-m-m; yes, yes. has given her relief is Centaur Liniment.
*
*
joiced to say this has cured her.

obliged

furniKit notick.

FOR

Ohio.
Christian kindness toward his neighbor's
wile, they stop his pores up with tar.
This saves a great deal ot labor in preparing statements and getting ail advisory council together.

pings

ARRANGEMENT!

rxriL

don t Beeoherize any more up in
\\ hen a man exudes too much

One bright, summer morning, more than
An editor is sometimes in doubt about
three-score years ago, David Matson, with his
vn 'iig wife, and his two healthy, barefooted
the advisability of accepting contributed
boys, stood on the bank of the liver, near their articles, but when he gets “an owed to
dwelling. They were waiting there for IVlatiali Curtis to come round the lVint with his gehovah," there is little room for quesLo&t.
wherry, and take the husband and father lo the tion.
lit KOSi-t TfeKItY COOK']..
port, a few miles below. The Lively Turtle
was about to sail on a voyage to Spain, and
< )nce on a time she came to
me,
David was to go in her as mate. They stood
At .some small star from heaven might th e
there in the level, morning sunshine, talking
1o be a mortal’s sole deright,
cheerfully; but had you been near enough,
A l *ve by day, a dream by night,
you could have seen tears in Anna Matson’s
1 he 'weetest thing on land or sea.
blue eyes, for she loved her husband, and
IP;
le
me.
My
darling crept to
Hail
knew there was always danger on sea.
ten years.
And
A trembling, tender, fairy thing,
David’s Idu 11', cheery voice, trembled a little,
in the
Igi a*. to smile, too sad to sing,
now and then, for the honest sailor loved his
Aware ol earth with grieved surprise.
Ming home oil the Merrimack, with the dear
\n alien fiuim her native skie-.
and
so bad as to be
wife and her pretty boys.
Hut presently tie
A babv aiig‘-l strange to *ee,
wherry came along-sid**, and Da\ id was ju*l
My little darling came to me.
to take a
>ic -ping into if, when he turned back lo kisBut love and loving taught her smile
it at
Iiis wile and children once more.
Yud life and living baby wiles—
‘•In with you, man,” -aid IVlatiah Curtis,
fin way to cling, to coax, to k i -.
able to
‘•theiv\
no
for
time
and
such
fooleries
u till my soul with deepest bli*-*.
kissing'w hen the tide serves
.My heart ol hearts, my life, was she.
Ibis little love who came to me.
And so they parted. Anna and the hoys
went back to their home, and David to the
of
" hat words she stammered, soft and low,
port, whence lie sailed off in the Lively Turtle.
N" hlier ear but mine could know
And months passed; autumn followed sumMon gentle than a cooing dove,
mer and winter the autumn; and then spring
-More fond than any voice of love,
v<>
I have
.-by, so *weet, so tenderly,
came; anon, it was summer on the river-side,
Gentlemen.—My case is briefly as follows
M y little darling spoke to me.
and lie did not come back. And another year had Catarrh lor tea years, each year witli increasFor
nine
i
had not breathed
years
passed, and then the old sailors and fishermen ing severity.
1 know not how to tell the grace
one nostril.
I had droppings in the throat,
shook tinir heads solemnly, and said the Live- through
hat dwelt upon her wistful lace—
a very had cough, asthma so had as to he obliged to
1 in- Tinted skin, tin* lip’.* pure bloom,
Turtle
was
a
lost
shin
and
would
never
come
ly
take u remedy for it at night before being aide to
! In- iT are-t eyes that new not gloom,
back to port. And poor Anna had her bomba- lie down and" sleep, and a constant dull
pain in lm
fin- hair a* soft a* moth wings be.
zine gown dyed black, and her straw bonnet head. My head was at times so full of catarrhal
My little darling showed to me.
trimmed in mourning ribbons, and henceforth •natter as to injure my sense of hearing and compel
me to get up several tinu s in a night to clear it and
she was known only a- tic- willow Matson.
Alas' I know that all is gone,
And how was it ;ill this lime with David m> throat before I could sleep. Every one of these
I hat In-re 1 *it and grievi alone.
distressing
symptoms had disappeared under the use
1 nat
himself ?
ery fair and gracious thing
of not
three bottles of Sam otto’s Rw>K.\L
1 loved and lo** is but a sting,
Now you lnii't know that tin; Mahomniedan < ihi <piite
My
hearing is fully restored. I have no
Another thorn thy memory
people ..f Algiers and Tripoli and Mogadon* asthmatic symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the
little
me.
to
My
darling, brings
and Sallee, on the I hubs ry coast, had for a throat, no headache, ami in every way better than
Hut kindly night doth pity pain;
long time been in the habit of lilting out gal- I Inn been for years. 1 could feel the effects of the
In all my dreams -he comes again.
leys and armed boats to seize upon merchant < Via: <>n my appetite, on mv kidneys, and in fact
Her precious head is on my breuM
vessels of Christian nations, and make -laves e\ «•!•} part of my system. \< hat lias been done in
is wholly the eflect of the Radii \L « rut-;.
My happy arms caress her rest
of their crews and passengers, just as men call- my c:i-<1 hear her words of tender glee ;
Very respectfully
ing themselves Christians in America, were
<
IF FA WHENCE.
Mv little darling kis.-esme.
sending vessels to Africa to catch black slaves
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before God and man.
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trust we could never have
possessed had and children.
our life been one
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hands in the spirit and a light covers and he
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enfolds us all.
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Sale I

The schooner MARTHA SARGENT,
about GO tons register, sails and rigging
in good condition. She is well adapted
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a
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UBEIYES, Sec’y, iiox S37, Patekso**, N.J.
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BUY YOUR

Iron Ware! FURNITURE
FOR SAFE AT

A.

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.
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A. B. MATHEWS.

